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GENERAL REPORT 

ON TEE .OPEBATIONS OF THE 

TEE several operations of the present year, taken in the order in which 
they are described in this Report, are as follow :- 

No. 

Y 9  

I.- Trigonometrical. The M a h  Coast Series ... 
11.- Trigonometrical. The Secondary Triangulations 

in the h m  Valley ... 
111.- Frigonometrical. The Secondary Triangulations 

inBlmmh ... ... 
1V.-Trigonometrical. The Eastern Frontier Series, 

.... Moulmein ... 
V.-Trigon,ometrical. The Eastern Sind Series, 

Meridian 70° ... ... 
... V1.-Topographical. The Survey of Kattywar 

... VI1.-Topographical. The Survey of Quzerat 

VII1.-Tqpographical. The Survey of Kumaon and 
Garhwtil ... ... 

... 1X.-Spirit Levellimg. Operations in Quzerat 

X.-Tidal Investigatim, Analysis of observations 
at  tidal stations in the 
Gulf of Cutch and at 
Tuticorin ... 

XI.-Tidal Investigations. Programme of Future 
. Operations.. ... 

XI1.-Geodetic. Electro-telegraphic determinations of 
Dserence of Longitude ... 

XII1.-Geogruphical. Explorations on Northern Trans- 
Indus Frontier ... ... 

X1V.-Head Q w t m  O$ices. Computing ; Printing ; 
Drawing ; Photozinco- 
graphic ; Correspond- 
ence ; and Stores ... 

Report. ( Appendix. 

I- - -- 



(2.) The operations carried on during the ye?r under rrview have prodi~ced 
the following out-turn of work. Principal Tri!rng?ilatwn : 67 triangles have 
been measured, fixing 53 new stations and covering an area of 6,019 square miles, 
in three series or chains, which, if united, would extend orer a direct distnnce 
of 269 miles; astronomical azimuths of verificztion have been measured a t  two of 
the principal stations. Secondary Triangz~lafion : an area of 5,400 square miles 
has been closely oovered with points for the t o p ~ ~ ~ p h i c a l  survey ; an area of 3,100 
has been operated in pari pasw with the principal triangulation ; and in an area 
of about 23,600 square miles, lying mostly in portions of the Himalayas which 
are inaccessible to Europeans, a number of points have been fixed which will 
be valuable for geographical rectifications. Topography : areas of 959 and 640 
square miles have been completed, on the respective scales of half an inch and 
one inch to the mile, in the British portions of the higher Himalayas ; and an 
area of 3,704 square miles has been completed, on the two-inch scale, in portions 
of the Bombay Presidency, in the course of which 2,717 linear miles of boundary 
and check lines were surveyed. GeoOetic Operation : the amplitudes of three 
arcs of parallel, between trigonometrical stations in Southern India, were deter- 
mined by the electro-telegraphic method; and the differences of longitude be- 
tween Bombay, Aden, and Suez have also been determined in the same manner. 
Geographical Bxplorations : much valuable work has been done on the unsur- 
veyed portion of the River Indus, and in and around the Eohistan which con- 
tains the sources of the Swat and the Panjkora rivers. 

(3.) The principal triangulation has been executed in the usual manner with 

Series described in 
Section 

I .. 
I v ... 
v ... 

Avxsaoxs ... 

principal triangulation was carried on during the present year. 
(4.) The administration of the department during the year devolved first 

on Major H. R. Thuillier, R.E., from the 4th April to 31st October 1876, and 
afterwards on J. B. N. Hennessey, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., &c., from the latter date 

' until the 13th January 1877, during my absence in Europe on furlough. The 
report for last year was drawn up by Mr. Hennessey. 

(5.) I now proceed, as usual, to report on, and give an abstract of, the several 
operations. Further details will be found in the extracts from'the Narrative 
Reports of the Executive Officers, which are given in the Appendix. 
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THE MADRAS COAST SERIES. 

(6.) The charge of the Madras Party wits taken over by Captain Carter, 
PEBBONNEL. R.E., on his return from furlough 

Captain T. T. Carter, R.E., Deputy Superintendent, 3rd Grade. on 20th November 1876, from 
Mr. G.  Belcham, Surveyor, 4th Grade. Captain Campbell, R.E., who had 
,, C. D. Potter, Assistant Survqor, 1st Grnde. 
,. A. H. Bryson, ,, ,, 3rd ,, held it as a temporary measure 

during the recess, on Major 
(now Lieutenant-Colonel) Branflll's departure to Europe in May. 

(7.) Captain Carter lost no time in making his preparations for taking the 
field, and he reached the scene of his operations by 1st December. During the 
preceding season, nearly all the stations had been chosen and built for two 
hexagons in advance of the final triangulation. Captain Carter's first care was 
to  complete these stations, choosing definitely those which remained doubtful, 
clearing the rays where necessary, and building the pillars and scaffoldings for 
the instrument and signallers. He then took up the h a 1  triangulation, and 
during the season completed these two hexagons, and a third which his assist- 
ants had selected and prepared in the meantime. The season's work also 
included the selection and building of stations, and the clearance of rays for 
another hexagon in advance of those finally observed ; and one astronomical 
determination of azimuth. 

(8.) The country is very unfavourable for triangulation, being flat, with 
innumerable groves of valuable trees. The villages are numerous, and each 
covers a great quantity of ground ; locomotion, moreover, is by no means easy, 
owing to the want of roads. The famine, which was raging in Southern India 
during the season, made the question of supplies a difficulty ; prices being ex- 
cessively high, and the inhabitants sometimes unwilling to provlde food at any 
price offered. During the beginning of the season, a water famine also seemed 
immineut, and there was a good deal of cholera in the district. Considering 
that the country was new to him and the difficulty he met with, the out-turn of 
work is very creditable to Captain Carter, who was, as he reports, well seconded 
by his assistants. 

(9.) To obviate the necessity of heavy expenditure in building towers at 
the stations, Lieutenant-Colonel Branflll had introduced in the previous season 
a system of raising the signals on lofty sctdoldings, and the theodolite on a 
high tripod-stand of wood. . This system was followed by Captain Carter, the 
signal being generally raised 45 feet, and on one occasion as high as 60 feet, 
from the ground, while the theodolite was generally raised about 24 feet. The 
system requires extra care on the part of the signallers in plumbing their signals 
over the station-marks, but it has been found to work well ; and it certainly 
effects a considerable saving of expense, for it enables the triangulation to be 
carried on without the construction of substantial masonry pillars raised to a 
height of 20 to 30 feet above the general level of the plains, as is otherwise 
necessary. The advantages from an economical point of view have, however, 
been allowed rather more weight than is altogether desirable. The principal sta- 
tions have been raised to a height of only one or two feet above the ground-level, 
which is scarcely sufficient to enable them to be readilv identified many yeam 
hence, when the present generation has passed away, as it is desirable that they 
should be. Instruction have therefore been issued to Lieutenant-Colonel Branfill 
to raise all stations situated on level ground to a height of not less than 10 feet, 
and then to erect the tripod for the theodolite, or the scaffolding for the signals, 
on them. Thus the requisite command of view will be secured by temporary 
arrangements without undue sacrifice of prominence and permanence in the 
structure of the stations. 

(10.) The nature of the country precluded the possibility of executing 
much secondary triangulation, but whatever was practicable was accomplished. 
Captain Carter endeavoured to find all the stations of the old triangulation by 



Colonel Lambton, which he knew to be in his neighbourhood, with a view to 
their incorporation in his own triangulation ; but in only one case was he success- 
ful. This points to the importance of carefully marking the principal stations 
of this Survey at the outset; it is now evident that this was not sufiiciently 
attended to originally. 

(11.) Lieutenant-Colonel Branfill returned from furlough, and relieved 
Captain Carter of the charge of the party, on the 1st June 1877. The reductions 
of the observations, and the construction of the preliminary ahart, have been com- 
pleted under his supervision. He has also prepared a list of the commonplace 
names met with in the districts operated in, with their traditional root- 
meanings and local applications, which is very interesting ; it will be found at  
page 6- of the Appendix. 

THE SECONDARY TRIANGULATION I N  THE A S S U  VALLEY. 

(12.) These operations have been carried on by Lieutenant Harman, R.E., 
with his cufitomary energy, and, 

PEEBONKEL. 
Lieutenant H. J. Hnrman, R.E., Officiating Assistant Super- 

on the whole, 'with good results, 
illtendent, 2nd Grade. notwithstanding the many d a -  

Mr. O'Sulliva~i, Surveyor, 4th Grade. culties met with. 
,, J. F. McCarthy, Assistnnt Surveyor. 4th Grade. (13.1 It was mentioned in the 
general report for 1875-76 that two hill-peaks ' &ording desirable sites for 
survey stations were unfortunately in the Abar territory, and that the permission 
of the Abar chiefs to visit them had been sought in vain. During the past season 
arrangements were sanctioned by the Government to permit of Lieutenant 
Harman's visiting these peaks with an escort of 100 men of the 44th S. L. I. 
This measure was carried out successfully, and, although confined to the two 
hills in question-Dipa and Nari by name-aEorded valuable results, enabling a 
large amount of line-cutting to be avoided which would have been necessary 
had the triangulation been restricted to the plains. Topographical sketches 
were also obtained of about 100 square miles of plain country and 300 square 
miles of hills, hitherto unsurveyed. 

(14.) Much heavy work mas necessary in clearing the rays, and, as in many 
cases the lines led through tea-estates, great care was required to spare valua- 
ble trees and avoid liability for compensation. Lieutenant &man remarks that 
Mr. O'SuLlivan, who did most of the clearing, deserves credit for his econoniy 
in this respect ; very lofty signalling scaffoldings were occasionally employed. 
The weather was frequently very unfavourable for observing, or indeed for field- 
work of any kind, as there were many days of incessant rains, which not only 
flooded the nullahs and turned the forest-paths into streams of mud and water, 
but brought out myriads of leeches which caused the greatest annoyance. 
Much cane-jungle was met with a t  times, which is difficult to break through 
even with elephants, and causes very slow travelling in the case of barelegged 
natives. On one occasion a large cargo-boat belonging to the party was 
swamped in a storm on the river Dihang, and, although recovered once, was 
swept away ain, and sank finally. A case of records which went down with 
the boat was ? ortunatoly recovered by a Miri with a spear. 

(16.) Lieutenant Harman mentions meeting with magnificent specimens of 
rubber trees, which sometimes caused great delay when it was necessary to fell 
them. One of these trees, which was on the top of a forest-clad hill, was of 
much use, as it afforded the means of obtaining a station at a height of 112 
feet above the ground, for the purpose of connecting Lieutenant Harman's 
triangulation with that of Lieutenant Woodthorpe, R.E., who was carrying on 
a topographical survey in the neighbourhood. 

(16.) The work of the season comprised the final observations of 19 tri- 
angles, extending over a distance of 63 miles, along the banks of the Brahma- 
putra river to within a few miles of Sadiya; the sides being made short in order 



t'o niinirnize the diflcnlties of line-cutting, the area covered was 6nly 240 equare 
miles ; 185 miles of new rays were opened, and 1 G  stations built in this triahgu- 
lation. On the secondary series, " Dibrugarh-Jaipur," 3 triangles were com- 
pleted, which embrace 75 square miles and entailed 63 miles of ray clearing. The 
positions of 110 peaks on the surrounding hill-ranges have been fixed by inter- 
sections, and the heights of 92 of these peaks were determined. 

(17.) The health of the party wns generally good. Lieutenant Harman 
himself, however, suffered from a slight sunstroke at  one time, and towards the 
end of the season he was thoroughly knocked up and became very ill. He 
would then have had to take leave of absence on medical certificate, but that 
I summoned him to the Head Quarters at  Mussoort~e. Here he completed a 
considerable portion of the computations connected with the work of the previ- 
ous field-season, and prepared various pro,pmmes for geographical exploratione 
in connection with the work of the next season, which were successively sub- 
mitted for the consideration of the Government of Indiz and the Chief Com- 
missioner of Assam. Before final orders were passed, it was necessary for him 
to go to Sirnla, to explain matters in person to the Foreign Department. The 
programme sanctioned will, I trust, lead to a considerable increase of our know- 
ledge of the hitherto unexplored regions bordexing the Upper Assam Valley. 

THE SECONDARY TRIANGULATION I N  BURMAH. 

(18.) The state of these operations at  the commencement of the season wzia 
as follows. Three series of se- 

PBBBOINBL. condary triangulation had been 
Mr. W. G. Beverley, Officiating Assistant Superintendent, l e t  carried out, and 

Grade. 
., J. LOW, Surve or, 2nd Grab.  hcd been chosen for art of a 
,, J. W.  itched ~~n-veyor,  4th Grade. fourth. These were-(1 theseries 
,, D. J. Collins, Assistant Surveyor, 4th Qwde. P 

from Myanong to Cape Negrais ; 
(2) the one from Prome to Thayetmyo and Tonghu ; (3) the one from Rangoon 
along the coast, westwards ; and (4) a chain of triangulation nearly on the meri- 
dian of Tonghu, intended to meet the second of the above in the neighbour- 
hood of Tonghu. 

(19.) These secondary chains of triangles all emanate from the principal 
triangulation of the Eastern Frontier Series, and were projected with the following 
objects. No. 1 to fix the position of Cape Negmis and the Alguada lighthouse, 
while i t  would enable the town of Henzada, and the civil station of Bassein near 
which it passes, to be laid down. It was carried forward 36 miles in a direct 
line during the season, through a very difficult country, leaving about 80 miles 
remaining to be done. No. 2 is to determihe the positions of the stations of 
Prome, Thayetmyo, and Tonghu ; besides which, it will, when completed in con- 
junction with No. 4, fill-in a bend 6f the frontier which the main triangulation 
could not follow. Early in March i t  had been nearly completed for a distance 
of about 44 miles by Mr. Low ; while .of the fourth, about 56 miles were com- 
pleted by Mr. Mitchell, some of the stations visited by the latter having been 
previously chosen. There then remained a gap of only about 50 miles between 
the two, which Mr. Beverley considered could be completed by Mr. Low during 
the rest of the season, so he recalled Mr. Mitchell for work elsewhere. Unfortu- 
nately Mr. Low just at that time fell sick, and was obliged to take leave of absence ; 
and, although he returned to duty aftei a few weeks' absence, he was unable 
to do much more triangulation, and colisequently the gap still remains to be 
filled up. The 3rd series is intended to determine the position of the Kr ishd  
Shoal light ; but, through various causes, this was not carried out, which is per- 
haps the less to be regretted as, during the monsoon succeeding the field-season, 
that light mas destroyed, and it is highly improbable that the new one which is 
intended to be built will be in exactly the same position. About 70 miles of 
this triangulation remains to be done. 

(20.) The operations generally were carried on through most difficult coun- 
try, the hills met with being flat-topped, densely wooded, and without any 

B 



oharaderistic features to distinguish one from another. The difficulty of 
obtaining labourers waq also vsry great, as the country is sparsely inhabited, 
and the Burmese coolies object strongly to being absent from home for more 
than a day or two Each of the officers of the party suffered mucli in health. 
The postal communications were very irregular and unsatisfactory. The out-turn 
of work was much affected by these causes, and falls short of the average ; but 
the surveyors appear to have worked zealously and well. It would perhapa 
have been more judicious on the part of Mr. W. Q. Beverley, who was in com- 
mand, to have secured the completion of Messrs. Low and Mitchell's trianglda- 
tion before removing the latter; but he could not have foreseen Mr. Low's ill- 
ness, which upset his arrangements. 

(21.) On 18th May, Mr. W. G. Beverley obtained furlough for eight 
months, and the charge of the party was made over to Mr. H. Beverley, by 
whom the recess dutiea were carried on, and the report for the year was submitted 

NO. 1V.-TRIGONOMETRICAII. 

THE EASTERN FRONTIER SERIES, MOULMEIN. 

(22.) On the retirement of Mr. Rossenrode, which took place on the 1st . . 
PER~ONNE~. .  November 1876, as was duly 

Cnptnin J. Hill, R.E., Assistant Superintendent, 1st G d e .  in the last the 
Mr. H. Beverley, Survejor, 1st (;rude. charge of the series was tempo* 
,, J. C, Cliinsey, Assistant Surveyor, 3rd Grade. 
,. J. 0. Hoghes, ,, #, ', rily entrusted to Mr. H. Beverley, 

pending the arrival of Captain 
J. Hill, R.E., on his return from furlough. Captain Hill did not reach the 
party until the 16th March ; consequently all the arrangements for the field- 
season, and nearly all the actual operations, were carried out by Jlr. H. Beverley, 
and under his orders ; indeed, ths programme of the season was so nearly com- 
pleted when Captain Hill joined, that he judged it best to allow Mr. Beverley to 
fhhh the principal triangulation. 

(23.) The out-turn of the season comprises the completion of a compound 
figure round Yebudoung H. S., which was partly observed during the preceding 
season, and the execution of one hexagon and two quadrilatemls in continuation 
to the south, bringing the triangulation down to the parallel of 14O in latitude. 
Twelve stations were visited, affording 17 triangles which cover an aggregate area 
of 2,032 square miles, and carry the series forward over a distance of 92 miles. 
The approximate series was carried 56 miles, leaving a hexagon in advance of the 
completed principal triangulation in readiness for next season's opening observ- 
ations. As regards secondary triangulation, the state of the atmosphere 
prevented the determination of " The Three Pagodas "-an important boundary- 
mark between Siam and Tenasserim--which is to be regretted. The town 
of Yeh, and two others, being the only ones of any importance which were met . 
with, were laid down. 

(24.) Tlle country is a difficult one to triangulate, being forest-clad, almost 
destitute of roads, and very thinly populated. Many miles of pathway had to 
be cut by the men of the establishment, and long detours were sometimes neces- 
m y  between stations ; for instance, in one case a direct distance of 18 miles 
necessitated a circuitous march of 80 miles. The sparseness of population neces- 
sitated special arrangements to secure instrument-carriers and labourers, and 
also to provide food for the establishment. Mr. Beverley appears to have shown 
good judgment in his arrangements, and energy in the execution of his work ; 
and the results do him much credit. 

(25.) The operations of the field-season were brought to a close under 
Captain Hill's directions, on the 24th April, when the party left Tavoy and pro- 
ceeded to Moullnein for recess quarters. The party was fortunate in being 
nearly free from sickness throughout the season, although cholera and small- 
pox were prevalent in some of the villages visited. 

(26.) This triangulat.ion has now reached the parallel of Bangkok, the 
capital of Siam, and a chain of triangles of little more than 100 miles in length 
will suffice to connect that important city with the triangulation of India. The 



distance from Tavoy to Bangkok by sea being over 2,000 miles, it is obvious 
that a direct trigonometrical connection will be of great value to check and 
rectify t.he Marine Surveys which have been carried along the coast-lines. The 
Government of Siam has therefore been invited to allow of the execution of the 
proposed chain of triangles. 

THE EASTERN SIND SERIES, MERIDAN 70°. 

(27.) It was stated in the last report that Captain Rogers, having completed 

PERSONNEL. 
the Jodhpur Series on the meri- 

Captain M. W. Rogers, R.E., Officiating Deputy Superintend- 
dian of 72 ;", took up the Eastern 

ent, 3rd Grade. Sind Series, 24" of longitude to 
Mr. W. C. Price, Survevor, 4th Grade. the west, and prepared a large .. C. P. Torrena. Absistant Surveyor, 3rd Grde. 
,, P E'. P I ~ U ~ Y ,  ,, , 4th ,, number of principal stations for 

the final observations. I n  the 
season now under review, these observations have been completed a t  28 stations, 
affording 32 triangles arranged in six figures, viz., four hexagons and two 
quadrilaterals. The series has been carried forward over a distance of 125 miles 
on the prescribed meridian, and embraces an area of 2,455 square miles. 
Stations have also been chosen and prepared for a distance of 98 miles in 
advance of the final observations. Tile nature of the country does not give 
much scope for secondary triangulation; but this part of the work was not 
neglected, and the positions of a number of revenue survey stations and 
boundary-pillars were determined. Captain Rogers worked energetically and 
well, and he reports that he was well seconded by his assistants. 

(28.) The country passed through was generally a desert, of a worse descrip- 
tion than that met with in former seasons on the Jodhpur Series, which has 
been described in former reports. It is composed for the nlost part of parallel 
ridges of sand, of considerable height, and with steep slopes covered with low 
thorn-jungle. Narching through such country, when the direction of the march 
can be in no way altered to suit the lie of tlie sandhills, is most tedious work. 
Captain Rogers describes the curious formations, known as '' Draens," which 
occasionally occur in this desert. These are tracts of many milea in extent, 
where the regular sandhills disappear, and gire place to a variously-moulded 
surface of continuallyshifting sand, utterly devoid of vegetation. These 
draens are seldom crossed by the natives, and when the survey-party was forced 
to cross one, careful preparations had to be made in tlie first instance, and the 
progress was very slow, five miles proving to be a fatiguing march. It is rr 
remarkable fact that occasionally wells are found in small patches of hard soil 
in the midst of these wastes of sand, and that the water in such wells is 
invariably good, though everywhere else it is scarcely drinkable. I n  fact, to 
obtain potable water in this region is a constant difficulty, one district of 
about 30 by 4X) miles being reported as altogether without that necessary of 
life. 

THE $URVEY O F  KATTYWAR. 
(29.) Major Pullan has been carrying on this survey, but with a smaller 

PEBBONNEL. shff of assistants than he had last year, 
uajm A. wlm, s.c.,ofiChting ~ ~ ~ , , t ~  sUprin. wliich has necessarily reduced his out-turn 

tendent, 3rd Grde. of work as compared with the previous 
J. McGill, Esq.. Officiating h i s t en t  Superintend- sewon. s hi^ be seen by the follow- 

ent, 1st Grade. 
Mr. F. Bell, Surveyor, 3rd Grade. b g  figures :- 
,, N. C. Gwjnne, Surveyor, 4th Grade. 
,, W. A. Fieldiug,Assistant Surveyor, 2nd G d e .  Bason Bea1on 

., G. T. Hall, In I, 3rd ,, 1876-78. 1UiO-77 

H. Corkery, 11 4th 9. 
- - 

,, J. Keating, 4th s- Topographical . . 2,253 1,716 square mil%. 
P h j i  Ragmath ~ d b o 1 i : ' ~ e a d  d;b~orve~or;  Trigonomehicll... 1,850 2,002 

nnd 9 ,  99 

Ten other SobSurveyors. Traverse ... 1,600 762 linear ,, 



(30.) The operations this year were carried on in portions of the Hallar and 
Soruth divisions of Western Kattywar. The principal towns which came within 
the area of country surveyed are-in sheet 46, B hayawadar, Jodhpur, and Dhank ; 
in sheet 47, Upleta, Dhoraji, and Kuntiyana; in sheet 48, Bantwa and 
Wanthali ; and in sheet 50, Virhwal and PatLtn, which last is remarkable for the 
ancient and world-known Hindu temple of Somnath, now said to be fast 
falling to pieces, and requiring some steps to be &%ken to arrest the progress of 
decay. The country is generally thickly populated; and it is well watered by 
several rivers, of which the most noticeable are the Moz, the Bhadar, the 
Uben, the Harna, and the Ojat-the last a deep stream, which, after pursuing a 
tortuous course to the west, falls into the Bhadar river close to its mouth a t  
NaVi Bandar, on the shore of the Gulf of Cutch. 

(31.) During the recess season of 18'76, fair maps of four sheets were pre; 
pared, each in four sections, on the scale of two inches to a mile, for reduction and 
publication on the one-inch scale. Reductions of eighteen sheets surveyed in pre- 
vious seasons were prepared, on the scale of one quarter inch to the mile, for 
incorporation into the Atlas of India. The out-turn of work of all kinds, both 
in the field and during the recess, is very creditable to Major Pullan, who was 
well seconded as usual by Mr. McGill. 

(32.) Steps will be taken during the field season which is now progressing 
to extend the tiiangulation into Cutch with the view of commencing the topo- 
graphical survey of that Province. 

NO. VIL -TOPOORAPHICBL. 

THE SURVEY OF GUZERAT. 

(33). Lieutenant-Colonel Haig, ?L.E., supervised the field operations of 
PERSONNEL. this survey until about the 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. T. Haig, R.E., Deputy Superintendent, middle of March, and then pro- 
2nd Grade. ceeded to Europe on furlough, 

Captain T. T. Cnrter, R.E., Deputy Superintendent, 3rd Grade. making over the charge of the Lieutenant J. E. Gibbs, R.E., O5ciating Assistant Superin- 
tendent, 2nd Grade. party to his Assistant, Lieutenant 

Mr. A. D'Sooza, Surveyor, 1st Grade. 
,, A. Christie, 4th ,, Gibbs, R.E., by whom the 
,, C . H . M C A . F W ,  ,, general operations were super- 
,, J. Hickir, Assistant ,, $d 1 . vised during the remainder of the 
,, G. D. Cusson, 
,, S. F. Norman, :: 4i6 ',', field-season and the commence- 
,, C. Norman, #, 1s ,, ment of the recess. On the 

B u s ~ n a v ~ ~ o ~ e .  13th June, Captain Carter, R.E., 
Mr. Ferne, took over the charge from 
,, George, 

Gopal Vinbnu, 
Lieutenant Gibbs, and he has 

and retained it up to the present 
Eighteen Native SubSurveyors and Apprentices. time. 

(34.) The out-turn of the work of all descriptions has been very satisfac- 
tory. An area of 1,988 square miles was surveyed topographically on the scale 
of two inches to the mile, the British districts in minute detail for publication 
on the same scale,!the Native States in less detail for publication on the one-inch 
scale. This area falls in sheets Nos. 15, 28, 29, and 30 of the survey (see the 
Index chart, opposite page of the Appendix), and is sub-divided between 
British districts and Native States in the following proportions :- 

... - Kaira Collectorate ... ... 34.2 square miles. ... BRITISH ... ... 204 ,, 

... Panch MBhtils ... ... 83 ,, ... Barodn ... ... 1,202 ,, 
NATIVE ... { Sachi. ... ... ... 32 ,, 

Re~rakiinta ... ... ... 125 ,, 
The area which was triangulated and traversed in advance for future 
topography consists of 2,200 square miles, appertaining to sheets Nos. 6, 7, 26 
and 27; and, 280 square miles for the survey of the forests of the Dangs, 
sheet 62. 



(36.) The following maps were drawn and sent in for publication, viz.- 
three of the sections of sheet 78 and as many of sheet 79, drawn for reproduc- 
tion on the two-inch scale ; and the four sections of each of the following sheets- 
Nos. 30, 78, 79, 80, 81, and 82, drawn for reduction to the one-inch scale. I n  
addition to this, sections 10 and 12 of sheet 14, on the four-inch scale, were 
entirely re-drawn, as the maps first drawn were found to be unsuited forghoto- 
zincography ; and the proofs of 15 sections of the four-inch survey were examined 
and coi~ected after photo-zincograph y. 

(36.) Two of Eckhold's omnimeters, manufactured by Messrs. Elliott Bm- 
thers, were employed in running traverses through the Dang forests. These 
instrunlents are theodolites which are furnished with an auxiliary appliance 
for enabling the vertical angle subtended by any object to be measured with 
oreat accuracy, whereby, when the height of the object is known, its distance 
3 

may be readily determined. The usual object is a pole, the exact length of 
which has been carefully ascertained in the first instance. With the omni- 
meter and its subtense pole, distances of several hundred yards may be mea- 
sured over rugged and broken ground, where it mould be very difficult or 
impossible to employ a chain, with a degree of accuracy not materially less 
than that wit11 which the same distances may be measured over smooth ground 
with the usual measuring-chains. Besides which, one and the same set of 
readings to the subtense pole enables both the altitude, and the horizontal distance 
of the point on which the pole is set up, to be readily determined, with a sufficient 
degree of accuracy for most practical purposes, provided that the distance 
between the instrument and the pole does not materially exceed a mile. As 
theodolites, these instruments were found to be very inferior to those of the 
same sizes which are ordinarily employed in the operations of this Survey ; but - 
for the special purposes for which they were required, they gave better results 
than had been expected, and they are certainly very useful instruments for 
carrying a line of traverse over a difficult country where chaining is impossible. 

(37.) An interesting account of the chief towns and rivers falling within 
the area of the year's operations will be found in Lieutenant Gibb's report, a t  
page 21- of the Appendix. And I may here observe that the annual reports 
for 1873-74 and 1874-76 contain valuable papers by that officer on the portions 
of the Dangs in which he had been operating. !Phis year he had collected 
rock specimens for the purpose of determining the petrology of portions of 
the district, and was preparing additional notes on the botany, to be added to in 
the following year and then published. 

(38.) But I grieve to state that, on retuning to resume operations at  the 
commencement of the field-season of 1877-78, Lieutenant Gibbs was attacked 
with cholera, when encamped at  a place in the Ahmedabad district, far from 
medical assistance of any kind ; being unconscious of his critical condition, he 
mould not allow his servants to send for the nearest doctor, nor even to inform his 
friend, Mr. LeMessurier, who was encamped a few miles off, until i t  was too 
late. He died on the morning of the 21st November 1877. Though the 
youngest, he was one of the h e s t  and most valuable of the officers of this 
Department. Gifted with rare abilities, and with the capacity of turning those 
abilities to good advantage, full of ardour in the prosecution of his own work, 
and most milling and anxious to assist others in every way, his cleath is as much 
to be regretted in the interests of the public service, and more particularly of 
this Department where he was so highly appreciated, as it is mourned in the 
circle of his family and friends. . 

(39.) Of the nature of the country operated in, Lieutenant-Colonel Haig 
states in his report (not printed) that, " with the exception of the southern por- 
tion of sheet 30, the whole of the country .under final survey this season has 
been thickly wooded and much intersected with tortuous and precipitous ravines 
and wator-courses. This has made the progress slow, though all the European 
assistants have worked well. " Of the mapping, Captain Carter states that c c  a 
considerable portion of the drawing of the maps for reproduction [to full scale] 
is done by Mr. T. A. LeMessurier, who is in charge of the party of the Guzerat 
Revenue Survey which is attached to this office, with a view to our utilizing the 
detail shown on the village maps by transferring the same to our two-inch maps 
of British territory. The surveyor's duty in the field-season is to fix by traverse 
the tribeta or boundary-marks where three villages meet. These points are 



then plotted on our plane-tables, and the village boundaries are transferrd to 
the plane-table by proportional compasses adjusted to the tribetas. This work 
is done by the Revenue Survey establishment on return to Head Quartem. 
We are fortunate in having an officer of Mr. LeMessurier's acquirements and 
drawing abilities, who is thus a great help in turning out the fair maps on 
whicwe show the details taken from the Revenue Survey." 

No. VII1.-TOPOGRAPHICAL. 

THE SURVEY OF KUMAON AND GARHWAL. 

(40.) After the field-operations of this survey during the season 1874-75 

PBRBONNEL. 
had been completed, only a small 
area remained to be done, lying 

E. C. Ryall, Esq., Officiating Assistant Superintendent, 
2nd Q.rade. at the extreme north-edst end 

Mr. J. Pegton, Surveyor, 1st Grade. of the district. It was thought 
,, W. Todd, . 2nd ,, 
,, T. Kinne , Assistant Surveyor, let Grade. 

best to leave the survey in 
,, J. ~ m &  ,, ,, 316 ,, abeyance during the season of 
,, R. P. Wnrwick,,, ,, 4th ,, 

and 1875-76, with a view to applying 
~i Native Surveyors. the whole strength of the party 

to the survey of the Dehra D6n 
district, which was by these means completed in that season. The survey of 
Kumaon and Garhwtil was resumed this year under charge of Mr. E. C. R y d  
with the staff detailed in the margin, and I have much satisfaction in being 
able to report that the whole of the field-work is now complete. 

(41.) The field-party consisted of Messrs. Ryall, Peyton, Pocock, and 
Warwick, and two native sub-surveyom, Mr. Todd remaining at Head Quarters, 
Dehra D h ,  in charge of the mapping office, where he was temporarily assisted 
by Mr. T. Kinney. Mr. Ryall and party left Almorah for the scene of their 
work about the middle of April. 

(42.) The winter of 1876-77 is reported to have been exceptionally severe 
in these regions ; and the spring and early summer of 1877, up to as late as 
June, were unusually cold and wet. The start from Almorah, long delayed by 
heavy rain, was eventually made in h e  weather, which proved only a break in 
the wet, as the rain began ab+ on 17th April and lasted till 8th June. Such 
weather was very much agalnst the surveyors, the field of whose operations had 
an average elevation of about 16,000 feet above sea-level, and occasionally 
rose much higher; thus Mr. Ryall's highest point of observation was 19,600, 
while Mr. Pocock executed one plane-table section at an average elevation of 
19,000 feet. The snow-line was found to be much lower than usual, and the 
inhabitants of the upper valleys, who move up to the higher pastures during 
each summer, were detained in their winter homes long beyond the ordinary 
time. As the surveyors depend on these people for the greater part of their 
supplies, it was impossible to proceed with the work until they could be 
persuaded to move, and some delay was experienced on this account. Thus 
Mr. Ryall did not succeed in getting over the Untar Dhurra pass, which has an 
elevation of 17,350 feet, until the 3rd June. 

(43.) On the 8th Mr. Ryall reached Hundes, a district of Chinese Thibet 
lying north of Kumaon and GarhwQ. He hoped that his arrival before the 
passes were fairly open would be unnoticed, and would enable him to reach the 
bank of the Sutlej river, which he proposed to survey along, back to his base in 
British territory, before the jealousy of European intruders entertained by the 
natives should interfere with his movpments. He was disappointed in the hope 
of his arrival being unnoticed, as he was met at the very boundary by two 
natives, who immediately proceeded to report the fact to the officials of the 
district. Mr. Ryall, however, was fortunate in being able to give reasons for cross- 
ing the bounda y which were deemed sufficient, so he w;ts permitted to go on with 
his work. After doing all he could in Hundes, he hastened back to form a 
connection between the work there and the base on the Unta Dhurra ridge, as 
well as to observe the third angle at  some of the stations in the Milam Vdey, 
which, owhg to heavy rain and other causes, had been left unobserved in 1874. 
When he had done this, he finished the topography of this valley, the entrance 



into which, through a stupendous gorge about 1 2  milea in length, overhung by 
large masses of granite precipices, is described as most formidable. The road 
consists for the most part of a series of narrow steps built along the faces of 
steep hillsides or rugged precipices ; and, in other parts where this is impracti- 
cable, planks leading from one ledge to another are laid across. 

(44.) Mr. Peyton was entrusted with the survey of the Byans Valleymhich 
he completed satisfactorily ; some notes on his work and the topography of the 
valley will be found embodied in Nr. Ryall's report. At k b i a ,  the largest 
f i g e  in the valley, Mr. Peyton noticed that the Tartar physiognomy by no 
means predominated, and, although the noses were generally somewhat broad 
and the cheek-bones large and prominent, yet he saw some faces mhich in any 
country would be acknowledged to be pretty and expressive. 

(46.) The total out-turn of work reflects much credit on Mr. Ryall and his 
assistants, considering the nature of the ground surveyed. An area of 870 
square miles was triangulated for topography, and areas of 959 and of a 0  square 
miles were sketched topographically on the respective scales of half an inch and v 

one inch to the mile. Besides this, a larger number of peaks were fixed in an 
area of about 13,000 square miles of territory beyond the British frontier, 
which will be of great value in rectifying and amplifying the existing sketch 
maps of that region ; the additional geographical information thus acquired dl, 
I trust, form the subject of a future Tra~u-Himalayan exploration report from 
the pen of Mr. Ryall. 

(46.) Mr. Ryan was supplied with four of the new portable mercurial 
barometers designed by Captain St. George. These barometers have arrange- 
ments whereby the tubes can be readily filled with mercury without any 
considerable admixture of air, so that a practically perfect vacuum may be 
obtained whenever desired ; the tubes are intended to be emptied whenever the 
instrument has to be transported about, and thus the risk of breakago is very 
much less than for a barometer carried about, as usual, with its tube full of 
mercury. The imtruments were illled and read at various heights, ranging 
from 11,000 to 19,000 feet, which had been independently determined by the 
triangulation ; the differential barometric determinations agreed fairly with the 
trigonometrical as a rule, though there are some startling differences which have 
not yet been accounted for ; the absolute heights were far more frequently in 
defect than in excess, mhich tends to show that Little air can have got into the 
'tubes during the process of filling them with mercury, and is so far satisfactory. 
The process of filling is, however, a tedious one, and difbcult to accomplish when 
the fingers are chilled at very high altitudes ; but the barometers are strong and 
portable, and, with moderate care, they may be carried over the most rugged c' 

mountain regions without much fear of breakage. 
(47.) The operations of the present year have completed the topographical 

survey of Kumaon and Garhwd, which is a matter of much gratification. 

NO. 1X.-SPIRIT-LEVELLING. 
\ 

OPERATIONS I N  GUZERAT. 

(48.) These operations are under the charge of Captain Baird, R.E., and 
during season 1875-76 two parties mere em- 

PEBBOIBEL. ployed, one directly under Captain Baird 

capbin A. &id, R.E., officiating bssiBt himself, and the other under Mr. Rendell. At 
ant Superintendent, let Grade. 

Nr. T. H. Rendell, Assitant Surveyor, 
the end of that field-season, Captain Baird 

1st Grade. went to England on three months', privilege 
Naming Dm, Sub-Surveyor. leave, and was afterwards detained there on 

duty in connection with the reduction of the 
tidal observations in the Gulf of Cutch which had been made in the previous year. 
The levelling operations now under report mere consequently confined to one 
party under Mr. Rendell, working on instructions drawn up by Captain Baird 
before proceeding on leave, 

(49.) They comprise 368) miles, carried out on the usual rigorous system of 
this Department, by two observers working independently and checking each 



other station by station. Of this, 1838 miles m s  a part of the main line, 
between the Gulf of Cutch and Bombay, commencing a little below Ahmedabad 
and running south through Broach and Surat down to Damaun railwzy station, 
where it was closed for the season. The remaining 174: miles are distributed in 
branch lines connecting important places en route, such as' Cambay, and places 
along the railway of His Highness the Guicowar to Dabhei, and along the branch 
line of the Bombay, Baroda, and Central India Railway from Anand to Pali. 

(60.) The heights of 306 permanent bench-marks were determined, several of 
which were also points of the Railway and the Irrigation systems of levelling, 
which have thus been connected together and referred to the same datum as 
that of the Survey Department. The value of such checks is proved by several 
cmes of discrepancy which were discovered by Captain Baird. The out-turn of 
work is satisfactory, both as respects quantity and quality, and is very creditable 
to Mr. Rendell. 

NO. X.-TIDAL INVESTIGATIONS. 

ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATIONS AT TIDAL STATIONS I N  THE GULF 
OF CUTCH AND AT TUTICORIN. 

(51.) In previous reports I have given the history of these operations, and 
described the several steps which have been taken in order to obtain continuous 
registers of the momentarily varying changes in the sea-level, at the points on the 
coasts of the Gulf of Cutch, andat Tuticorin, where tidal stations had been erected. 
The observations also included continuous re,&sters of the barometric pressure, 
and of the velocity and direction of the wind, which were taken by self-recording 
instruments at  each station pari pa8826 with the tidal registers. when all the 
observations were completed, the ordinates of the several curves were measured, 
(taking full account of clock error wheneyer there was any) and then tabulated 
for each hour of every day. The numer id  results thus obtained serve as the 
data on which the analysis of the observations was subsequently based. 

(62.) This analysis, I felt assured, would be best performed with the assistance 
and co-operation of Mr. Roberts, of the Nautical Almanac Office in London, by 
whom all the tidal observations taken for the British Association had been, and 
are still being, reduced and analyzed, under the superintendence of Sir William 
Thomson. I therefore obtained sanction for Captain Baird to remain in Eng- 
land, and reduce his observations with Mr. Roberts' assistance. The results will 
be presently stated. But first i t  is necessary to give a brief epitome of the 
method of investigation which has been followed, and which is described in detail 
in the n o t .  on the Harmonic Analysis of Tidal Observations, London, 1872, and 
in various numbers of the proceedings of the British Association. 

(63.) The rise and fall of the level of the ocean, twice, or nearly so, in twenty- 
four hours, is well known to be due to the attractions of the sun and the moon. 
If the orbit of the earth and that of the moon were quite circular and lay in the 
plane of the equator, and if the moon performed its revolution round the earth 
in the same time that the sun appears to revolve around the earth, then there 
would be two tides daily, differing from each other in form-should the sun and 
moon not be in conjunction-but recurring alike from day to day. The moon, 
however, makes her circuit of the earth in 48 minutes over the twenty-four hours 
and thus the sun makes thirty apparent circuits of the earth while the moon is only 
making twenty-nine ; moreover, the orbits of the earth and of the moon are not 
circular, nor are they situated in the plane of the equator. Thus the positions 
of the sun and moon, relatively to the earth, are momentarily varying in dis- 
tance, declination, and right ascension. Consequently, the level of the ocean is 
subject to momentary variations in the dynamical action of the disturbing 
bodies ; and these cause a variety of tides which recur periodically, some in 
short, others in long, periods. 

(64.) I n  the present investigations, the short and the long period tides have 
been analyzed by different methods. The former-which here embrace all 
tides recurring in periods of or about a day in duration, and in any aliquot part 
of the qzlasi-diurnal period-have been treated in accordance with the synthesis 



of Laplace. Thus a number of fictitious stars are assumed to move, each uni- 
formly in the plane. of the earth's equator, with angular velocities which are 
small in comparison with that of the earth's rotation, so that the period of each 
is something not very different from 24 mean soltar hours. Each star is supposctl 
to produce a primary tide in its quapi-diurnal period, and also various sub-tic1t.s 
which run through their periods respectively twice, three times, or oftener during 
the primary period ; some of the stars, however, do not produce a full-period tide, 
but only sub-tides in the sub-periods. 

(55.) The portion of the height of the sea-level above or below its mean 
height (with reference to some fixed datum line), which is due to the combine(1 
influences of the several tides produced by any one of the fictitious stars, is gire:i 
by the following well-known expression of the law of periodicity :- 

h=R1 cos(nt-el) + R, cos(2nt-e,) + R, cos(3nt-A,) + ... 
in which h is the height above mean sea at  any moment, t is the time expresse4 
in mean solar hours, commencing at  Oh astronomical reckoning, and n is thc 
angular velocity of the star in degrees of arc per mean solar hour, so that 
360" +n denotes the period of the star in hours of mean time. R, is the amplitudc, 
and E, the epoch of the full-period tide ; R, and e2, RS and e,, &c., are tllc 
amplitudes and epochs of the sub-tides, whose periods are one-half, on+thircl, &c., 
that of the primary period. The amplitude is the semi-diameter of the circle 
whose circumference indicates the path of a tide. The epoch is the arc which, 
when divided by the angular velocity of the tide, gires the hour angle when the 
height of the tide is a maximum; this occurs, on the day of starting, when 
nt=~,  for a primary tide, when Znt=e2 (and again 12 quasi-hours afterwards) 
for a tide whose period is half that of the primary, and so on. 

(56.) Thus, if we now put h for the height of the sea-level at  any moment, 
and A for the value of the height of the mean sea-level which results from the 
combined influnce of the whole of the fictitious stars, we hve-  

h=A+ 1 ( R , o o s ( n i - - ~ ~ ) + R , c o s ( 2 n t - ~ , )  + . . .] 

where the symbol z stands for the summation of the whole of the terms within 
the brackets which relate to all the fictitious stars. 

(57.) There are two principal stars, respectively called S and M for brevity, 
the first of which represents the mean sun, or that point in the plane of the 
earth's equator whose hour-angle is equal to mean solar time ; the second repre- 
sents the mean moon, a point moving in the plane of the equator with an 
angular velocity equal to the mean angular velocity of the moon. The 0tht.r 
fictitious stars respectively furnish the corrections to S and M for declination ant1 
parallax, to M for lunar evection and variation, and to S and M for the compound 
actions which produce what are called Helmholtz Tides, &c. The 24th pnrt 
of the period of star S being an hour, that of any other of the fictitious stars 
map be conveniently spoken of, d is here called a qua&-hour. 

(68.) To find the argument (the angnlar velocity n of the preceding 
f o r m u l ~ j  for each fictitious star, various combinations have to be made of the 
following fundamental angular velocities, viz. :- 

7,  the earth's rotation . . . . . =15".0410686 per mean solar hour. 
a, the moon's revolution round the earth .. . = 0.5B0165 ,, 9, 

p, the earth's revolution round the sun . . = 00410686 ,, 3, 

6, the progression of the moon's perigee.. . = 0.0046418 ,, I P  

The several fictitious stars whose tides have been analyzed in these investi- 
gations are-. 

S, with argument n = y-s = 150- 
hi 19 Y-" = 14.4920521 
K , 9 Y = 15.0410686 
0 v s  y-2a = 139430356 
P 1, ~ - 2 q  = 14.9589314 
J 9 ,  y+a-6 = 15.5854433 
Q 8 ,  7 3 a + 3  = 13.3986609 
t' Is  y - 2 @ + s  = 13.9841042 
N ~2 y - % + f r G  ' = 1 4 ' 2 1 9 8 W  
L ,, ,-la-$ G = 14.7642394 
v 3 ,  y - ~ o - ~ i ~  + q = 14.2562915 
A I 9 y--$a+$Q-q = 14.7278127 
M S  ,, r-h-!l? = 14.74160261 

and S M  ,, Y +  ~ - 2 r )  = 15 5079479 
D 



(59.) The qzeasi-hour angles of the several fictitious stars, other than S, at  
mean noon of the day of starting, were found by putting 

y = the Sidereal time, 
= the  Sun's mean longitude = y,  

u = the Moon's mean longitude, 
u-6 = the  Moon's mean anomaly, 

and taking the corresponding numerical values of each element for the hour 
and station from the Nautical Almanac and I-Iansen's Lunar Tables, and then 
substituting these values in the preceding symbolic expressions for the howly 
variations of the several stars. 

(60.) The number of stars and the angular velocity of each star having 
thus been decided on, a priori, from theoretical considerations, the values of 
the constants 12 and E for the tidal constituents of each star have to be deter- 
mined from the evidence afforded by the tabulated values of the height of the 
sea-level for every hour of the day during the entire period of observation, 
which should not be less than 371 days. The values of the constants hare 
been computed for the several tides a t  the three stations of Okha, Kowankr, and 
Hanstal, and are given below. I t  will be remembered (see Section X I  of my 
Report for 1874-75) that Okha is situated at  the entrance to the Gulf of Cutch, 
Nowan6r midway up the Gulf, and Hanstal at its upper extremity ; also that 
continuous observations over a period of not less than 14 months were obBined 
at the upper and lower stations, whereas a t  the middle station, Nomank, there 
was a break of several months, in consequence of an alteration of the foreshore 
during the monsoon of 1874 ; thus the results for Nowanh are far from being 
as exact and complete as those for the two other stations. 

Tnb'le of tho Co)rrtn~~.ts. 

The  star S 

T h e  star N 

The  star K 

The  star 0 

The  star P 

The  star J 

T h e  star Q 

The  star L 

T h e  star N 

T h e  star A 

Tlie star v 

T h e  star I, 

T h e  star SBI 

T h e  star hIS 

- -- 

Feet. 0 

Wanting.  

R, - 1.89;33, E,= 55;33 

1 B4=0.0131, ~,=359.56 

Wanting.  

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

RJ= 5%448, E,= 25.32 

TVnnting. 

I X4 = 0.1023, r4=275.00 

Wan t ing .  

Ditto. 

Rl= 1.6857, ~ ~ = 1 5 6 . 0 0  

R2  = 0.4780, E*= 76.11 

B, = U.7987, a,=332.04 

R1 = 0.2806, E ~ = : + ~ A ' ~ A  

R1=0.1698, ~~=191 .77  

R1=Oe1697, ~,=335.14 

R2= 0.3569, c2=226.93 

R3 = 1.2205, a2= 11.72 

R = 0.1466, c,=251.10 

R ~ 0 . 2 9 7 5 ,  r2= 5.48 

R =O.FOf26, e2=18644 

Wnnting.  

Ditto. 

... 1 
/ 

. . . 
{ 

\ 

1 . . . 1 
" 

... 
... 
, . 
... 
. . 

... 

... 

... 

. 

. . . 

Feet. 0 

R1=0.1291, e1=164.01 

R, = 1'92i7, ed= 84.51 

R4=0.0211, e,= 61.74 

R6 = 0.0069, eO=1G6.57 

l?, = 0.0025, e8=158.G3 

R1 = 0.1208, cl=155.61 

R,=6.6291, E,= 46.52 

R8=0.0534, ey= 93.55 

R4=0*6803, s4=331.55 

R6= 0.2 760, ~ ~ 3 2 4 8 . 9 4  

R8=0.0726, f8=154.3G 

Iil=1.6502, rl=1746u 

R,=0.6767, E.,= 88.63 

R1 =0.8807, cl=340.76 

R,= 0.3839, ~,=353.65 

R1 -- 0.1091, r1=222.61 

R1=0.1618, e1=343.23 

R 2 z  0,3892, ar,=238.32 

1$=1.1535, a = 26.76 

R 2 ~ 0 . 2 2 6 8 ,  E =219.57 

R,= 0.2864, L ~ =  48.24 

B,=0.5569, E =179.74 

B,=0.1309, ez=297.74 

R4=0.3388, r4=13.01 

Feet. 0 

IZ1 = O.U741,~~= 149.89 

R,=1.2924, c2= 14.37 

R4=0.0132, cr=116.57 

B6=0.0030, a,= 20.92 

Rg = 0.0006, E =219%1 
9 

Rl=0.1122, ~ ~ ~ 1 2 0 . 8 6  

Be=3'6936, ~ ~ ~ 3 4 8 . 0 8  

R3=0.0289, a3= 22.10 

R, = 0.1265, ~ ~ 1 0 8 . 8 8  

Bo=0.0056, ~,=!272.57 

R8= 0.0102, ~,=100.06 

R1 = 1.5605, E,=~~G%U 

I R = 0.4207, E,,= 24-85! 
2 

R = 0.8095, ~~=3212.67 
1 

E l  = 0.3844, r,=319.94 

R1=0.1231, al=176.32 

Rl = 0.1596, e1=324.68 

R, = 0.1511, ~,=22&77 

li,=O.7551, ~ ~ = 3 2 2 . 9 4  

R2 = 00712,  ~,,=204.40 

R2=0.1592, E,= 8'50 

R2=0.1896, ~~=1%.26  

R,=0.0435, ~ ~ = 2 9 1 2 4  

R,=0.0619, r4=112.37 



(61.) It will be seen that the principal tides are first the quasi-semi-diurnal 
of M, and then the semi-diurnal of S and the qua8i-diurnal of K, which range 
from one-third to one-fourth of the former. S and M being the principal stars, 
their sub-tides, down to the three hourly tide of S and the corresponding tide of 
M, have been computed.' For K the quasi-diurnal and semi-diurnal tides were 
computed ; for the stars 0 to Q only the primary tides. For the stars L to S M  
there are no primaries, and the tides of longest period are the quasi-semi- 
diurnal; for MS the longest tide is the quasi-demi-semi-diurnd ; these, being 
the principal ones for each star, have been computed. 

(62.) Here i t  is necessary to observe that the number of sub-tides which 
have to be investigated in each instance, in order to evaluate the full influence * 

of the star, is a matter which can only be decided after considerable experience 
of such investigations has been gained by the aualysis of the tides at  a great 
variety of stations. It was therefore left to Mr. Roberts, whose practical 
familiarity with the subject probably exceeds that of any other individual, to 
prescribe the number of terms to be computed for each star. 

(63.) On inserting the numerical values of the constants R and in the 
general expression, and substituting for nt its vdues in succession for every 
hour from the starting-point, the height (in feet) of each tide and sub-tide may 
be computed for every hour. The sum of these gives the portion of the hei~l l t  
of the sea-level at  that hour which is due to the influence of the short-period 
tides. This usually far exceeds the portion which is due to all other causes, and 
is thus frequently taken to represen$ the whole height. 

(64.) Should it be desired to compute the hourly heights for any day of any 
year, without commencing at  the starting-point of the observations, as may be 
necessary when tidal prehctions are required, the values of y, 7, u, and ; must 
be found, as in paragraph (59), for mean noon of the day which may be adopted 
as the new starting-point ; the quasi-hour-angles of the several fictitious stars, 
other than S, at  that moment must then be found, after which those for 
the succeeding hours may be obtained by successive additions of the respective 
hourly increments which are due to each star. 

(65.) The values of the constants R and E having been determined for each 
of the three tidal stations, the next step taken was the calculation of the height 
of the sea-level at each hour, throughout the entire period of registration at 
each station. The differences between the observed and the computed values 
were then taken as the data for calculating the influence of valiations in 
barometric pressure, and in the velocity and direction of the wind, on the sea- 
level. Equations were formed in which the unknon~n quantities were l?, the 
effect of a barometric pressure of one inch, and N and 3, the effects of the North 
and the East components respectively of winds blowing a t  the rate of 10 miles 
an hour. Of these equations there were as many as the number of days of 
obsei~ation ; they were solved by the method of minimum squares. Corrections 
were then computed for the daily variations of the atmospheric influences on 
the sea-level, and were applied to the values of height resulting from the 
previous investigations of the short-period tides. Finally, the differences between 
the heights thus determined a d  those actually observed were taken as the 
data for calculating the influence of each of the long-period tides. 

(66.) The evaluation of the atmospheric influences gave the following 
factors for changes of sea-level dueito a barometric pressure of one inch, and to 
north and east winds travelling with a velocity of 10 i d e s  per hour :- 

At Okhs. At  HanstP1. 

... Barometric pressure ... ... + 0.356 feet - 0.438 feet. 
North Wind ... ... ... - 0.191 ,, - 0.262 ,, 
East Wind ... ... ... + 0.161 ,, + 0.087 ,, 

These results are not satisfactory ; the height of the sea-level at  Okhs 
appears to increase with an increase of barometric pressure, which is scarcelv 
possible. It happens that at  this station the changes of pressure occurred, as h 
rule, simultancously with the changes of wind ; and thus it is impossible to 
determine the separate effect of each, otherwise than by some arbitrary method 
of treatment. The observations will therefore be again analyzed, with a view 
to ascertaining vhether they m y  not be made to yleld more consistent results. 
&letmwhile, the values of the atmospheric factors already obtained must be 



considered to be only approximate, giving fairly accurate results when employed 
collectively but not individually. 

(67.) Of the constants for the long-period tides the following values have 
been computed for the stations of Okha and Hanstal, after the elimination of 
atmospheric influences by employing the preliminary values of the factors which 
Itre given in the preceding pa rapph .  At NowaniLr sufficient observations are 
ilot forthcoming for the evaluation of either the atmospheric or the long-period 
tides. 

Long-period tides, and their Con8tant.a. 
(0-6) Lunar monthly elliptic tide, 

2 a Lunar fortnightly declinational tide, 
2 (a-q) Luni-solar sjnodic fortnightly tide, 

q Solar annual elliptic tide, 
2 q Solar semi-annual declinational tide, 

O k h a  Hnnatnl. 

Feet. 0 Feet. Tide. 
0 

R r  0.058, ~ 3 1 1 . 3 8  (a-6) I k 0 . 1 0 7 ,  E = 14.17 

(68.) The present appears to be a good opportunity for giving the tidal 
constituents wllich were calculated by Nr. Roberts for the Port of Tuticorin, 
from observations ,taken there in the year 1871-72, by Captain Branfill, 
with a self-registering tide-gauge similar to those employed in the Gulf of 
Cutch. 

8ho1.t-period lides atd'uticorin, and t A e i ~  Colretccnts. 

Feet. o Fect. o 

It, = 0.039, r1 = 108.78 Star P . . . 11,=0.064, ~,=281.78 
/ 

R,=0.015, r3=182.86 s t a r  A . . . R,=0019, ~ ~ ~ 2 3 8 . 4 5  
Star If 

"' (j 1(,=0.022, c4=192.j6 ,) v .. . R2=0.022, r,=35.58 

J o n g - p i o d  tides at %ticorin, and lheir Constantk. 
Feet. Q 

Lunar monthly ... ... h 0 . 0 2 4  ~=313.15 
Lnnar fortnightly --. ... ,, 0.065 ,, 69.54 
Luni-solar fortnightly.. . ... ,, 0.016 ,, 307.85 
Solar annual ". ... ,, 0.399 ,, 313.35 
Solar semi-annnal ... ..- ,, 0.080 ,, 87.50 

Here there were no data for evaluating the atmospheric tides separately, and 
it is probable that the magnitude of the amplitude of the solar annual tide is in 
great measure due to atmospheric influences. 



NO. XI.-TIDAL INVESTIGATIONS. 

PROGRAMME OF FUTURE OPERATIONS. 

(69.) The following important orders on the systematic record of tidal 
observations at  selected points on the Coasts of India, were issued by the Govern- 
ment of India in the Department of Revenue, A,piculture, and Commerce, 
under date 4th July 1877 :- 

The Governor General. in Council observes that the great scientific advantages of a 
systematic record of tidal observations on Indian coasts have frequcutly been urged upon, 
and admitted by, the Government of India. Hitherto the efforts in the direction of such a 
record have been desultory and in many cases wanting in intelligent guidance and careful selec- 
tion of the points where the observations should be recorded. Additional importance has 
recently been given to the subject by the institution of a Marine Survey Department, for whose 
operations accurate tidal observations are a necessity without which no permanent record of the 
changes of ground in the different harbours of the coast can be kept up. 

2. The advantages to be expected from well-cons~dered and carefully conducted observations 
of the tides are mainly the following :- 

(1) They enable standards to be fixed for the purposes of surrey. 
(2) They afford data for the calculation of the rise and fall of the tides, and thus 

subserve the purposes of navigation. 
(3) They are of scientific interest apart from their practical usefulness as stated above. 

The first two of these advantages are of strictly local bearing: an accurate survey of a 
port is essential to the safety of the shipping frequenting it, and correct tide-tables are neces- 
sary for the convenience of navigators and for engineering purposes within the port itself. 

3. The Governor General in Council is of opinion that, in view of these considerations, 
every port where a tide-gauge is set up should pay for its establishment and maintenance from 
port funds. The third object, the scientific results to he expected from the record, will be 
sufficiently provided for by the appointment by the Government of India of one of its o m  
officers to supervise and control the local observations, and to arrange for their utilization to the 
utmost extent possible. The charges will thus be divided in  a manner appropriate to  the 
advantages to be secured. 

4. His Excellency in Council accordingly resolves to entrust the general superintendence . 
and control of tidal observations upon Indian coasts to Captain Baird, R.E., Deputy Superin- 
tendent in the Great llrigonometrical Survey Department, who will be guided in his operations by 
t h . ~  orders and advice of the head of that Department. This mill involve no new charge upon 
Imperial Funds, for Captain Baird has for some years past been e n ~ a g e d  upon observations of 
this nature in the Gulf of Cutch and in reduction of the observat~ons in England : the work 
is of a nature which properly falls within the scope of the operations of the Great Trigono- 
metrical Survey; and the object of the present change is merelv to provide for its extension and 
systematization under an undivided control. Captain Baird wlll thus remain a member of the 
Department, and his operations will form one of the suhjects to be treated by the Superintend- 
ent in his annual report. 

5. The first duty of the Superintendent will be to instruct Captain Baird to determine, in 
communication with the Governments of the maritime provinces, the points where observations 
should be carried out. The necessary gauges (where these do not already exist) will then have 
to  be provided from port funds, and the establishmeuts entertained under the sanction of the 
Local Governments. I t  will probably be most convenient that all Captain Baird's communi- 
cations with the establishments in charge should pass through the Local Governments, but this 
point may be settled as may be found most expedient in practice. 

(70.) In  accordance with these order=, enquiries have been, and are being, 
made with a view to ascertain the ports at  which it will be desirable to estab- 
lish tidal stations. The suitability of a port for this purpose will depend, first, 
on a site being available thereat, on which a self-registering ticle-gauge may be 
erected, so as to be either immediately over the sea, or connected by piping 
.with the sea a t  some point where there is a depth of not less than 10 to 15 feet 
of water at  the lowest tides ; secondly, on the presence of a port officer, who 
will exercise a general supervision over the operations, and correct the clocks of 
the several self-registering instruments, whenever necessary, either by direct 
determinations of time, or by arranging to get the true time from the nearest 
telegraphic office ; thirdly, on the feasibility of making amgemen t s  for the 
periodical inspection of the instruments at  intervals of not less than six months 
generally, and more frequently when no officer is resident on the spot to super. 
intend the opemtions. 

(71.) So far as has yet been ascertained, the ports which seem likely to 
answer all the required conditions are Aden, Eurrachee, Bombay, Carwar, 
Beypore, Paumben, Madras, Vizagapatam, Akyab, Rangoon, and Port Blair. 
The following ports are believed to be unsuitable : Surat, &langalore, Canna- 



nore, Cochin, Muttrun, Negapatam, Coconada, Fdse Point, Diamond Harbour, 
Moulmein, and &I ergui. 

(72.) At Aden a self-registering tidegauge was erected by the local officers 
about two years ago ; but the registers have been taken in such an unsatisfac- 
tory manner that the resulta are not of the slightest use. Captain Baird is now 
arranging for the establishment of a tidal station there, with proper instruments, 
and trained men to take charge of them. At Kurrachee a tide-gauge, which 
was originally set up by Mr. Parkes, has been in work for several years, and has 
furnished the data from which tide-tables for the port have been computed 
annually by Mr. Parkes. I n  course of time the prese'nt gaup-the scale of 
which is very small--should be replaced by one of those whlch are used by 
Captain Baird, and an anemometer and a barometer (both self-registering) 
should be set up beside the gauge. Rut it is not desirable to interfere with the 
working of the present arrangements at  Kurrachee until other ports, at  which 
nothing is now being done in the way of tidal observations, are duly provided 
for. At Bombay, Carmar, and Madras, instruments are now being set up by 
Captain Baird. 

ELECTRO-TELEGRAPHIC DETEIiMINATIONS OF DIFFERENCES 9 F  LONGI- 
TUDE IN SOUTHERN INDIA, AND HE'I'WEEN BOJIBAY AND SUEZ. 

(73.) Mmsurements of differential longitude, with the aid of the electric- 
PEBBONN EL. 

telegraph, were commenced in 
Cnptain (now Majorj W. M. Campbell. R.E., Officiating Southern India in the year 

Deputy Supelintendent. 2nd t i d e .  1872-73, when the following 
,, W. J. Heaviside, R.E., Deputy Superintendent. 3rd arcs between of the Great 

Grade. 
6 MI. C. J. Neuville, Purveyor, 2nd Grade. Trigonometrical Survey were 

,, E. J. Connor, Assistant Surveyor, 1st Grade. measured by Major Herschel and 
,, J.  Bond, , ,, ,I . Captain Campbell :- 

(1) Mdrw-Bangalore 
(2) Bangalore-Marlgalore 

They are fully described in, my report for that year. Operations were then sus- . 

pended for two years, and were resumed in 1875-76, when the following arcs were 
measured by Captains Campbell and Heaviside :- 

(3) IIyderabad (Bolarum) -Bombay 
(4) Bellary-Bombay 
(5) Hyderabad-Bellary 
(6) Madras-Hyderabad (Bolarum) 
(7) Bladras-Bellaly 
(a) Bsugalore-Behry 

(74.) I n  the present year the following arcs have been measured by 
Captains Campbell and Heaviside :- 

(9) Vizagapatam-Madras 
( 1  0) V~z~apatam-Bellary 
(1 1) Mangalore- Bumbay 

Thus differential determinations of longitude have been completed on eleven 
arcs between points in Southern India which had already been connected 
together by the great triangulation, whereby a considerable amount of informa- 
tion has been obtained which is of much value for geodetic requirements. 

. (75.) When these operations were commenced, I determined that they should 
be carricd on, at least for some time, with great mution, and in such a manner 
as to be self-verificatory, in order that some more satisfactory estimate might be 
formed of the magnitudes of the errors to which they are liable, than would be 
dorded by the theoretical probable errors of the observations. It was evident 
that the observations might be burthened with various errors-some possibly 
constant-in the determination of the local times, and also in the transmission of 
the signals between the stations, and that no estimate could be formed of either 
the absolute or the relative magnitudes of these errors, unless steps were laken to 
verify the results by independent processes of operation. The simplest arrange- 
ment appeared to be to select three trigonometrical stations, as A, B and C, a t  



nearly equal distances apart, on a telegraph line forming a circuit, and, after 
having measured the longitudinal arcs corresponding to A B and B C, to mea- 
sure A C independently as a check on the two h t  arcs. This is the principle 
which has been adopted as far as was practicable. The stations have been 
chosen on the telegraph lines in such a manner as to throw a network of 
triangles over the face of the country. I n  a few cases the lines of telegraph 
run in tolerable proximity to the sides of the triangles thus formed, and furnish 
an independent line for each side ; more frequently, however, a line runs through 
a triangle, sending off branches to the stations right and left; and it occasionally 
happens that the wire is wanting on one side, and the electrical connection is 
made by linking-up the wires on the two other sides. Here this is less of inde- 
pendency as regards the errors involved in the transmission of signals, but the 
local times are still determined independently, as on a true circuit, and it now 
appears that this is the point which it is of most importance to secure. 

(76.) It had long been questioned whether the errors to which operations of 
this nature are liable were due in greater measure to the astronomical or to the 
electrical parts of the 01)servations ; but experience has now shown that when 
there is direct electrical communication between the stations, without the 
intervention of relays, as has always been the case in our operations, the aggre- 
gate of the errors in the signalling between the stations is immaterial in com- 
parison with that of the errors in the determination of the local time by astro- 
nomical observations. (See paragraphs 12 and 22 of Captain Campbell's report 
in the Appendix.) Thus it has been ascertained tbzt the two arcs first measured 
have suffered to some extent, and are not as valuable as 'those subsequently 
measured, because of a defect in the construction of one of the two transit 
instruments which were employed in the time determinations, and not because 
of any sensible imperfection in the electric. arrangements. This defect, which 
was known at the time, though its exact locus could not be immediately discovered, 
was traced home and rectified before any of the subsequent arcs mere measured, 
But even with astronomical instruments which have no sensible defects, the 
several errors which are liable to obtain in the determination of the times, more 
particularly those arising from the personal equations of the observers, are found 
to materially outweigh those which occur in the transmission and receipt of 
the sign~ls on an uninterrupted line of telegraph. 

(77.) With regard to the determination of personal equation, an interesting 
circumstance was discovered this year, aiz., that in observing transits of stars, 
Captain Campbell's equation, relatively to that of Captain Heaviside, varied 
according as the star appeared to cross the field of the telescope from right to 
left or from left to right. Thus the original equation for all stars during the 
previous year had been 

8. 8. 
C-H = +. -064 -006 

which it became necessary to replace by two new equations, viz.- 
9. Y. 

C--H = + -102 * -009 for stars north of the zenith. 
S. S. 

C-H = + .041 2 -003 ,, south ,, ,, 
The previous r ~ u c t i o n s  were corrected accordingly, with the effect of bringing 
the results into still closer harmony than the original values, which are given 
at page 15 of the report for last year. 

(78.) The following table gives the telegraphic and the trigonometrical 
differences of longitude on each of the arcs :- 

- -- 

Telegraphic. Trigonometrical. I A 1 B I B-A. 

(1) Medraa-Ban P* ... 
(2) Bangalore- angalore . . 
(3) Hyderabad (Bolarum)-Bombay 
(4) Bellary-Bombay ... 
(5) Hyderabad (Bolarom) -Bellary 
(6) Madras-Hyderabad (Bolarom) 
(7) Madras-Belb ry . . . 
(8) Bangalore-Bellary . . . 
(9) Vizagapab-Madras . . . 

(10) Vizagapatam-Bellary . . . 
(11) Mangalore-Bombay . . . 



The telegraphic circuit errors are as follow :- 

The first four errors are small, and show the work to be of a high order of 
accuracy ; the two last errors are those of circuits containing the two faulty 
arcs (1) and (2), which mere measured before the defects alluded to in one of the 
transit instruments had been discovered and rectified; their magnitude is 
believed to be almost entirely due to this cause. 

(79.) I t  will be noticed that the trigonometrical values are, in almost all 
cases, greater than the telegraphic. This is partly due to the circumstance that 
the constants for the Figure of the Earth, which always have been and are still 
used in the computation of the geodetic latitudes and longitudes of this Survey, 
are not quite exact; the most modern and exact investigation of the figure- 
that by Colonel Clarke, C.B., R.E., of the Ordnance Survey-show that OLW 

differences of longitude corresponding to the trigonometriul distances between 
points in Southern India, should be diminished by about &,th part of their 
magnitudes. I t  is also partly due to Iocsl deflections of the plumb-line at  the 
statlons of observation, and is in accordance with the results of Captain Basevi's 
pendulum observations, which indicate a probably greater density in the strata 
of the earth's crust under the beds of oceans than under continents ; for then 
the plumb-line at  stations on the coast would be deflected from the continent 
towards the ocean, and this would diminish all astl-onomically determined arcs 
between stations on the coast and those in the interior, and still more diminish 
'the arcs between stations on opposite coasts of the continent. The excesses of 
the trigonometrical over the telegl*aphic arcs which span the Indian Peninsula 
are 0.63s. = 9".5 for Madras to AIangalore, and 0.68s. = 10'-2 for Vizagapatam 
to Bombay, of which probably 3*-0 are due in the former and 6".9 in the latter 
instance to the consthnts used for the figure of the earth, leaving 6".5 and 4".3 
respectively of excess, which may be due to local attraction of the nature in 
question. 

(80.) On the completion of the operations between Bombay and Mangalore, 
Captains Campbell 'and Henrisitle proceeded to determine the differences of 
longitude between Bombay, ,4(len, and Suez, in order to complete the connexion 
between England and India, of \vhich the section from Greenwich to Suez had 
already been executed on the occasion of the l'ransit of Venus in 1874, under 
instructions from Sir G. B. Airy, K.C.B., Astronomer Royal. 

(81.) It now became necessary to modify very materially the procedure 
which had been adopted for the previous operations, in order to meet the 
transition, from land-lines of telegraph and their several recorders, to submarine 
cables and the syphon recorders by Sir William Thomson, which are exclusively 
used in the offices at  the extrenlities of the cables at Bombay, Aden, and Suez. 
I n  his narrative report, froln ~vhich copious extracts are given in the A ppendis, 
Captain Campbell has given an excellent description of the manner in xhich 
this transition n-as effected, pointing out the various expedients which suggested 
themselves from time to time, until at last a method of operation was devised 
which was found to work very satisfactorily as regards the specific object in 
view, and also to occasion the minimum amount of interference with the regu- 
lar work of the telegraph offices. The chief merit claimed for the method 
devised by Captain Campbell for comparing clocks through a cable is that 
it may be called automatic, inasmuch as no personal equation of observ- 
ing or repeating signals can enter. It is believed that this is the first instance 
of such perfect~on of method having been attained, as it was not possible in 
o1)servations taken before the introduction of the syphon recorder. Great credit 
is due to Captain Campbell for the admirable manner in which he surmounted 
the various difficulties presented to him at  almost every turning; and to Captain 
Heaviside for his valuable co-operation. 

(82.) The Government has also much reason to be indebted to the Eastern 
Telegraph Comp3ny for granting the gratuitous use of their cables, not only 



during the actual work of signalling, but during the preliminary tentative 
measures; these inyolved an amount of intercommunication by cable which 
would have added very seriously to the cost of the operations, had it been 
charged for at the usual rat-.. 

(83.) The values of differential longitude which were obtained a r e -  
h. m. 8. 

Bombay - Aden = 1 51 19.98 
Aden - Suez = 0 49 4.2.66 

The value of Madrm-Bombay which has been obtained by Captain Campbell, 
from a combination of the arcs already capitulated, is Oh. 29m. 43-54s. The 
longitude of the station at  Suez relatively to the Greenwich Observatory is 
2h. 10m. 13.24s. as determined under the direction of Sir G. B. Airy, Astronomer 
Royal. Thus the longitudes now determined for India are- 

h m. s. 

The Station at Aden ' = 2 59 55.89 
The Observatory a t  Rombny = 4 51 15 88 East of Greenwich. 
Thc Observatory at Madras = 5 20 59 4.2 

(84.) The longitudes of all places in India are usually referred to Green- 
wich through the Madras Observatory, the position of which has been deter- 
mined at  various times by astronomical observations. The latest determination 
of that nature is 5h. 20m. 57-38. = 80" 14' 19".5 east of Greenwich, which has 
for many years been the accepted value, and is given in the current Nautical 
Almanacs ; this value is thus shown to be 2.12 seconds of time, or 31.8 seconds 
of arc, in defect of what may now be considered to be most probably the true 
value. 

HIMALAYAN EXPLORATIONS. 

(85.) During the year 1876, the Mullah, one of our explorers, made a 
survey up the course of the Indus from the point where it enters the plains 
above Attok, to the point where it is joined by the river of Gilghit. All other 
portions of the course of the Indus-from the table-lands of Thibet, where i t  takes 
its rise, down to its junction with the ocean-have long since been surveyed ; but 
up to the present time this portion has remained unexplored, and has been 
shown on our maps b r a  dotted line, the usual symbol for geographical vagueness 
and uncertainty. Here the great river traverses a distance of some 220 miles, 
descending from a height of about 5,000 feet to that of 1,200 feet above the 
level of the sea. Its way winds tortuously through great mountain ranges, 
whose peaks are rarely less than 15,000 feet in height and culminate in the 
Nanga Parbat, the well-known mountain whose height, 26,620 feet, is only 
exceeded by a very few of the great peaks of the Himalayas. The river in 
many places is hemmed in so closely by these great ranges that its valley is but 
a deep-cut, narrow gorge, and, as a rule, there is more of open space and cultura- 
ble land in the lateral valleys, nestling between the spurs of the surrounding 
ranges, than in the principal valley itself. 

(86.) The positions and heights of all the most commanding pe3ks in this 
region had been long fixed by Captain Carter's observations at  trigonometrical 
atations on the British Frontier line ; but no European has ever yet penetrated 
into it.* Very difficult of access from all quarters, i t  is inhabited by a number 
of hill tribes, each independent and suspicious of the other, who are in a great 
rnwure separated and protected from each other by natural barriers and 
fastnesses. As a whole, the region has never been brought into subjection by 
any of the surrounding powers. Each community elects its own ruler, and 
has little intercourse with its neighbours ; and with theouter world it only 
communicates through the medium of a few individuals who have the privilege 
of travelling over the country as traders. The Mullah possesses this privilege, 

Several itineraries which were obtained from nntiv : information are published in Dr. h i t n r f  s Dadistan, and 
tiley have been combined together, with considerublc ingenuity a l d  very tolerable aucceas, by Mr. Hevenstein, in u n v  
published in tho Ueogmphical Mngaeine for August 1876. 

F 



and thus in the double capacity of trader and explorer, he traversed along the 
Indus, and through some of the lateral valleys, leaving the others for explora- 
tion hereafter. 

(87.) This work done, he proceeded, in accordance with his instructions, to 
Yassin, marching through the Gilghit Valley, but not surve~ing it, because the 
labours of the lamented Hayward, who was murdered at Yassin, already furnish- 
ed us with a good map of that region. ' From Y assin he surveyed the southern 
route to Mastuj through the Glizar and Sar Laspur Valleys ; this has furnished 
an important rectification of a route which had hitherto been laid down from 
conjecture only, and very erroneously ; for the road, instead of proceeding in a 
tolerably straight direction from Yassin to Mastuj, as was supposed, turns 
suddenly from south-west to north-north-east at  Sar Laspur, which is situ- 
ated at some distance to the south of the direct line, in a valley lying 
parallel to the valley of Chitral. At Mastuj the Mullah struck on to his 
survey of the route from Jelalabad, via" Dir and ClGtral, to Sarhadd-i-Wakhan, in 
1873, and then proceeded along that route towards the Baroghil Pass, as far as 
the junction of the Gazan with the Yarkhun river, and then along the northern 
road from Mastuj to Yassin. This road turns up the GaznnValley, crosses the 
Tui or Moshabar Pass-which is conjectured to be probably not less than 
16,000 feet in height-and, after traversing a deep crevassed glacie~ for a distance 
of about eight miles, reaches the point where the Tui river issues in great volume 
from the glacier; the road then follows the course of the river down to its 
junction with the Warchagam river, a few miles above Yassin. 

(88.) Retmming to Sar Laspur, the Mullah next surveyed the route to the 
south-west, up the valley leading to the Tal Pass. This pass is situated on a 
plateau of the range which connects the mountains on the western boundary 
of the valley of the Indus with those on the eastern boundary of the valley of 
Chitral, and is generally known hy the people of the country as the 
Kohistan. The sources and most of the principal affluents of the Swat 
and the Panjkora rivers take their rise in this region, all the most commanding 
peaks of which were fixed by Captain Carter's triangulation ; but of the general 
lie of the valleys relatively to the peaks, nothing a t  all definite has been known 
hitherto. The Mullah has done much to elucidate the geography of this 
region. On crossing the Tal plateau he descended into the Punjkora Vallev, 
and traversed its entire length down to Dodbah, at the junction of the D'ir 
river with the Panjkora, where he again struck on his route survey of 1873. 

(89.) It would have been well if he could then have gone down the Panj- 
kora to its junction with the Swat river, but circumstances prevented him from 
doing so. He therefore travelled along the Havildar's route of 1868 as far as 
Xiankalai, and then surveyed the road to Nawagai and on to Pashat in the 
yalley of Kunar ; and finally, returning to Nawagai, he surveyed the road 
from there down to the British fort of Abazai. 

(90.) Thus the explorations of the Mullah have added much to our know- 
ledge of the geography of the interesting regions lying beyond our northern 
Trans-Indus Frontier. A good deal, however, still remains to be done before 
our knowledge of these regions is as full and complete as it should be, and 
every effort will be made to carry out further explorations as soon as possible. 

(91.) The accompanying sketch map has been constructed to illustrate the 
Nullah's operations ; i t  also shows the localities where more information is 
wanted. I n  the north-east corner the results of a recent reconnaissance of 
portions of the Kara.mbar and the Nagar Valleys by Captain Biddulph are given, 
-but somewhat modified from his map of the country. 











NO. X1V.-THE H E A D  QUARTERS OFFICES. 

CALCULATING, PRINTING, DRAWING, AND PHOTOZINCO- 
GRAPHIC ; CORRESPONDENCE ; STORES. 

(92.) The simultaneous absence of Mcssrs Hennessey and Cole, and of my- 
PEBBONNEL. self, on furlough during the 

J. B. N. Hennessey, Esq., M.A., Deputy Superiutcndent, 1st greater part of the year 1876, 
Grade. rendered it necessary for Major 

Major H. R. Thuillier, R.E., Officiating Deputy Superilltend- ~ h ~ i l l i ~ ~ ,  when officiating for qe 
ent, 1st Grade. 

Major J .  Herschel. R.E., Deputy Snperintendent, 2nd Grade. Superintendent, to assume the 
W. H .  Cole, Esq., M.A., Assistant Saperintendeut, 1st Grade. direction of the Drawing and 

Computing Branch. Photozincographic Offices, while 
Mr. C. Wood, Surveyor, 3rd Grade. 
,, H .  W. Peychers. Surveyor, 4th Grade. 

Major Herschel directed the 
Baboo Onnga Purshud, Computer. Calculating and Typographic 

Cally M o h u ~ ~  Gho~e ,  ,, Offices. This arrangement wits 
,, K d l y  Coomar Chatte jee,  Computer. 

and continued during the interval 
Eleven other Computers. from Api-il to October 1876-- 

Printing Branch. when Mr. Henncssey, having 
Mr. M. J. O'Connor, Printer. returned frorn furlough, was 
Sixteen Compositors and Apprentices. appointed to officiate for me in 

Photoztncographic Branch. the place of his junior, Major 
Mr. C. G.  Ollenbsch, Zincogmpher. 
,, C. D j ~ o n ,  Photogmpher. !L'huillier-up to the 13th Janu- 

Two Appr~ntice Photographers, one Native Drnftsman, two ary 1877, when 1 returned. Mr. 
Apprentice Draftsmen, and a Map-keeper. Hennessey then resumed the 

Drawing Branch. general charge of the four offices 
Mr. G W. E. Atkinson, Surveyor, 3rd Grade. 
Jafir Khan. with assistance from Major Her- 
TWO other Draftsmen, four Assistant Draftsmen, also some schel, until Mi.. Cole's return on 

Appreutices and Nap-colorists. the 27th March, when Major 
Correspondence and Storm. Herschel was set free to resume 

Harry Thhnn. Esq., Peraor~al Assistnnt. 
Mr. I,. H Cl,rrke, Survcjor, 2nd Grade. his duties in connection with 
Babozn Itai Krishna Mukerjee. the reduction of the pendulum 

and 
Two other Writers. observation, by capt,a&s Basevi 

and Heaviside. 
(93.) Major Herschel's investigations of the influence of local attractions, 

and the variations of continental and oceanic gravity, on the swings of the 
pendulums, had necessarily been laid aside during the entire period-upwards of a 
year-when'he was holding charge of the Computing Office, as his time was 
then very fully occupied with the duties of that office. The interruption was, 
however, found to be not without advantage, leading to a better arrangement 
and closer grasp of the subject, and more clearly defining the limits within 
which reductions might be profitably undertaken, so that tlie value of the 
results may he st all commensurate with the labour of the numerical calcula- 
tions. I t  has thus been ascertained tllat much of the 1;tbou.r which is usually 
bestowed on reductions of this nature is unnecessary, and that approximak 
formulee, the application of which involves far less of calculation, may be em- 
ployed with sufficient accuracy for the required purposes, seeing that there is 
very much of uncertainty as to the true values of some of the principal facts 
which enter into the investigations. I n  his report on the prosecution of the re- 
ductions (Appendix, page 63-,), Major Herschel dwells on the failure of any 
known conditions of the earth's form or constitution to explain the variations of 
gravity which are evidenced by the pendulum ; but he arrives at the conclusion 
that, though pendulum results are subject to errors which we have no prospect 
of eliminating, their number should be increased, both locally . and generally 
over the whole globe. 

(94.) Xuch valuable work has been done during the year in the Computinq 
Office. The final reduction of the North-East Quadrilateral-that section of thk 
Great Triangulation which includes all the principal chains of triangles situated 
to the north of a line running from Sironj in Central India through Calcutta 



to the Eastern Frontier, and to the east of the meridian of Sironj-was commenced 
during the previous year under Major Herschel's supervision, and has been com- 
pleted this year. The reduction was effected in continuation of, and on the same 
principles as, those of the North-West and the South-Est Quadrilaterals, which 
have been described in previous reports in sufficient detail to obviate the neces- 
sity for any further exposition of the subject in this place. Various other cal- 
culations and reductions have been made, the principal of which are given in 
the extract from Mr. Hennessey's report in the Appendix. 

(95.) Considerable progress has been made since my return from Europe 
with the 2nd volume of the Account of the Operations of this Survey, the greater 
portion of which is now completed and has been passed through the press. It 
gives a brief history of the operations, a full description of the procedure which 
has been followed, and of the instruments which have been enlployed in the 
measurements of the angles, and all the mathematical formulae which are used 
in the reductions. It also gives full details of tlie simultaneous reduction of 
the North-West Quadrilateral ; these it has been found very difficult to present 
in a compact form, divested of the greater portion of the numerical results 
which were obtained during the successive stages of the calcnlations, and yet 
containing every factor which is essentially necessary to enable the results to be 
readily tested and verified ; for the calculations are exceedingly numerous and 
intricate, and somewhat difficult to follow. 

(96.) The Drawing Office has been chiefly employed in the preparation of 
charts of the triangulation in illustration of the sy noptical volumes which are 
publisliecl on the completion of the final reductions, and also in continuing the 
charts of levels which give the results of all existing lines and systems of levels, 
by whatever department executed, combined together and reduced to a common 
datum. Maps have been constiucted to illustrate the explorations of the 
Mullah, and the report on Gilghit by Captain Biddulph. And much good work 
has been done in the examination of maps and charts sent in by the survey- 
parties for publication. 

(97.) 'l'he Printing and Photo-zincographic Offices have been very fully 
employed, and, in fact, have found much difficulty in grappling with the amount 
of work wllich they have had to deal with, and which increases annually. 
Heavy arrears had been allowed to accumulate towards the end of the previous 
year, which was in some degree owing to a want of attention on the part of 
the topographical draftsmen to the style of drawing required for maps which 
have to be reproduced by photo-zincography : for a map may be very beautifully 
executed, and yet be unsuited for by this cheap and expeditious 
process which is so valuable when speedy publication is wanted ; but the arrears 
were to some extent also due to a want of method in the working of the office. 
They have now been nearly all cleared off, and a very short interval now elapses 
between the receipt of a map from one of the survey-parties and its publica- 
tion after due examination. 

(98.) Mr. Hennessey warmly acknowledges the valuable and varied assist- 
ance which he has received on all occasions from Mr. W. H. Cole, 3I.A. ; he 
also reports very favourably of Mr. Wood, Mr. Peychers, %boo Gunga Pershad, 
:tnd Baboo Cally Mohun in the Computing Office, and of Mr. Atkinson in the 
Drawing Office, and satisfactorily of Messrs. O'Connor, Ollenbach, and Dyson. 

(9'3.) Mr. H. Duhan, my Personal Assistant, has rendered much valuable 
service in the general supervision of the Correspondence Office ; and Mr. L. H. 
Clarke has worked heartily and well in the performance of his varied duties. 

J. T. WALKER, C'olonel, R.E., 
Superintendent, GLreut Trigonmnetrical Survey. 

CALCUTTA, 

31st December 1m. 



Bklract of tlie Out-turn of work executed by the Great Trz$ono~netrical S r r v e ~  Puriies during the 
Survey year 1876-77. 

Number of principal Stations newly 
fixed ... 

Number of principal Triangles com- 
pleted ... 

Area of rincipal Triangulation, 
square m i 9  ... 

Lengths of principal Series, in miles. 
Average Tr~an ar error, in seconds 
Average proba%lermr of Angles, in 

seconds t ... 
Astronomical Azimuths of verification 

observed 
Number of principal Stations selected . a .  / 

in advance .. . 
Lengths of principal Approximntc 

Series, in advanca ... 
Number of Pillars and Platforms cou- 

structed for principal Stations ... 
Number of Scaffolds erected for prin- 

cipal Stations 
Number of principd Stations plnc% 

under officinl protectiou ... 
Nunlber of principal Stations protect- 

ed aud closed ... 
Number of Secondzry Triangles of 

which all three angles have been 
observed ... 

Number of Secondary Trinngles of 
which ouly two angles have been 
observed ... 

Number of Secondar Stations the 
positions of xYch {ave been fixed 

Number of Points fixed by intersec- 
tion but not visited ... 

Number of Revenue Survey Stntions 
and Uoundnry juuction pillars fixed 
by Tria~lgulation ... 

Number of Shitions and Points the 
heights of which have been deter- 
mined ... 

L-nyth of Secondary Series, iu miles. 
Area of Secondary Triangulation, in 

square miles ... 
Area embraced by Triangulation to 

hill-peaks, in square miles ... 
X'urnber of Piilara, Platforms, or 

posts for Secondar Stations, con- 
utructd or repnind 

Length of Eonndary lines and ~ h e c i :  ... lines traversed, in linear mileu 
Area Topographically surveyed on 

scale + inch = 1 m~le, square miles 
Area topographically surveyed on 

scale 1 inch = 1 mile, square miles 
Area topographicnlly surveyed on 

scale 2 i n c h e s 1  mile, square miles 
Number of miles of raps cleared 

,, pathways ma% 
,, hill-tops cleared of forest 

and jungle ". 
... Number of miles levelled over 

.. ~ermanent Bench marks 
fix& 

A~tmnornici Azimuths of verifimti, I 
computed ... 

Number of wincipal Stationa the ele- 
nleuts of whichhave bcen computed 

Preli~ninary Chnrts of Triangulation . 
Number of Secondary Stations the ele- 

ments of which have been computed 
Number of Points fixed by traverm 

and their elements computed ... 
Barometrical determinations of heights 
Number of Topographical Maps corn- 

pleted ... 





A P P E N D I X .  
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EXTRACTS FROM THE NARRATIVE REPORTS 

OR 

THE EXECUTIVE OFFICERS IN CHARGE 

OR 

THE SURVEY PARTIES AND OPERATIONS. 





I.-Extract from the Narrative &port, dated 15th August 1877, of Captain T. T. Carter, 
R. E., late in charge Madras Party. 

On my arrival at  Bombay, on return from furlough to Europe, I proceeded to Bangdore, 
and on the 20th of November took over charge of the Madras Party from Captain W. M. 
Campbell, Royal Engineers, who had held charge of the same during the absence on leave to 
Europe of Major (now Lieutenant-Colonel) Branfill. 

The party, consisting of the o5cen3 and establishment as per margin, were despatched 
Capbin W, k. E., Deputy Super- Mr. A.  H. Bryson, Asat. Surveyor, BOOn as arrangemente 

intendent, 3rd grede. 
Mr. G. Belcham, Surveyor, 4th grede. 
Mr. C. D. Pofter, Amt. Surveyor, 

3rd grade. could be made, and amved at  
1 Hospital Assistant. Tanjore on the 1st December. 

65 Klaaaiea. 
b t  g d .  14 Burkandaza. 

M Carriers. 

During the field -on 1876-76, the Madraa Coast Series had been advanced by two 
hexagons observed, and by the selection of sites and con- 

Of &' wmk at 'lare of * struction of the maeonry pillare for the stations of two more ~eMon. hexagons. 
' The angles at the two stations of continuations had also been observed during the past 

season; consequently, the scaffoldings which form the plat- 
M6uikkamkottei 
OkkBr. 

forms both for the observer and signallers had been construct- . 
ed for three stations of the new polygon. These, however, 

required repair and looking to before they could be used ; the platforms for the remaining three 
stations of the figure had to be constructed and the rays between etations finally opened out, 
as they had only beku partially cleared the previous seaaon; thie was the firat work to be dofie 
se regarded the Okkdr polygon ; with reference to the Mepanka or second hexapn selected 

in advance, there was still some uncertainty ss to whether the 
Kmk4 Karichi two last stations would be visible from the central station. 

The following distribution of officers was made on first taking the field : Mr. Belchm 
waa directed to proceed to the central station of the hexagon 

of Ofhen On &.at laat chosen, and at  once satisfy himself that mutual visibility 
Caking the field. could be obtained between that startion and the two etatione in 
advance referred to above, and, if not, to select other sites; he was then to anperintend 
the buildings of the d o l d i n g s  a t  two statiom and open out the ray letween them. Mr. 
Belcham set to work with his usual zeal, md  luckily i t  was found that there waa no difficulty in 
obtaining visibility between these stations; and by the end of the month he had completed this 
portion of the work allotted to him. Mr. Potter was directed to build the scaffolding a t  one 
-tion and to clear the rays from i t  ; subsequently, to repair the scaf£oldmg at  another (erected 
the previous season), and to raise the pillar there from 2 to 8 feet: as i t  was fouud that the 
height of eye was not sufficient ; he began his work on the 10th of December. 

Mr. B n was deputed to carry out similar work which he commenced cm the 16th of 
b m b e r .  Troceeded myself to Shemblavayal P. 8.. the h t  station &om which observationn 
had to be taken, and arrived there on the 18th of December, having vieited M a n .  Belcbam 
and Potter on my way. 

Ae was natural to expeut, having taken the field with a party quite new to me, there was 
aome delay a t  first darting; moreover, owing to t4x famine 

Prewiling -b of grain and prevailing in Southern India, there was a di&culty in procuring mter. 
provieions ; rice was s e h g  at  5 seere for a rupee, the people 

had migrated in large numbers to Ceylon, and those that were left seemed little inclined t~ 
part with their grain ; moreover, there was a threatening of a water famine, the h L e  at this 
time (middle of December) being nearly dried up. However, by suitable srrangemasts, the 
di5cultg as to feeding the camp was got over, and all fear of a water famine wae over, when, on 
the 23rd of December, heavy rain fell and continued to the 26th. 

Obeervatione were be- at Shemblavayal P. 8. on the 27th of December, d the h t b n  
wae completed on the 30th. 

From Major Branfill's report of the previoue eeason's work I was aware that Mr. Belcham 
had taken a considerable part in the cc principal observations" 

Commencementlnd obeerp.ationa of that year. 1 was also desirous of obtaining from Mr. Belcham by Captain Carter and Mr. Belckm. 
a knowledge of Major Branf2l's mode of procedure with 

reference to  the observatory work, as well ae an insight into the characters of the different 
men of the eetablishment. I therefore decided to call him in to assist in trakirrg observations; 
the result waa very sstiefactory, and it enabled me to complete the observations at seven stations 
by the end of January. The plan I adopted was to observe on one zero while Mr. Belcham 
recorded ; the next zero we changed places, Mr. Belcham observing while I recorded. There wss 
no native remrder attached to the party, and, had I not adopted this plan, I should have been 
obliged to recall Mr. Bryson to record, and as he hae had no experience in obeerving with a 84' 

E 



theodolite, his services would only have been of use as a recorder, and the observations a t  
these seven stations would probably have taken double the time. Mr. Bryson was s able as 
Mr. Belcham to construct scaffoldin:s, and it was also desirable that he should have some 
practice in selecting and building stations. I think credit is due to Mr. Belcham that he is 
able, when necessary, to take a share in the principal observations. 

On the completion of observations a t  Mepanklid, Mr. Belcham was deputed to continue 
the approximate work. Mr. Bryson was recalled as observa- 

and tory recorder, and continued as such during the remainder of completed by Cuptain Carter. 
the field season ; he was also employed in fixing by " tl~eodolite 

and chain traverse " any buildings of a permanent nature in the vicinity of the principal sta- 
tions : obse~.vations were completed a t  eight more stations by the end of the field season ; a t  the 
station of- PBtl\smnkortei, an azimuth of verification was observed, the two stars selected 
being a U r m  Minoris (polar star) and B Ursm Minoris for eastern and western elongation re- 
spectively. 

Mr. Belcham, on being relieved from his duties in the observatory on the 1st February, 

Mr. Belcham. 
proceeded to take up the approximate work and was em- 
ployed 011 this duty till the close of the field season. Although 

he only completed the selection and building of three stations and the clearing of the 
rays to and from the same between the 5th of February and 14th of April, this slow 
progress appears to have been entirely due to the unfavourable nature of the ground and the 
heavy cutting that had to be got through. The aspect of the country had altered very cotisid- 
erably, consisting now of paddy fields hedged round with babul trees very difficult to get 
through, and the ground much cut up with water-courses. 

. Mr. Potter having completed the repairs a t  stations, ss directed, proceeded to Mepanklid 
P. S., and in conjunction with Mr. Bryson (who was directed 

Mr. Potter. to work undcr Mr. Potter's orders), had completed the build- 
ings of the scaffoldings of, and the clearing of the rays between, the stations of the Mepankid 
(or second) polygon by tbe 11th of January. Mr. Potter then praceeded to take in hand the 
next figure, assisted by hlr. Bryson. Mr. Uryson was recalled to act as observatory recorder on 
the 3rd of February, and the approximate work was continued by Rlessrs Bclcham and Potter. 
Mr. Pottcr's progress had been very good ; in a little over a month he had selected and built 
three stations with their scafPoldings and cleared the rays between the same, but he now 

experienced the same dificultics 011 the eastern flank as 
Parnttikdttei. Mr. Belcham, who was working on the western flank, and his 

progress wes consequently slower than a t  the commencement of the season ; he closed work on 
the same date as Mr. Belcham, vdz., the 14th of April. 

Mr. Bryson. Mr. Bryson's work hae been already mentioned. 

: Messrs. Belcham, Potter and Bryson worked cheerfully and well, and I hare every reason 
to be satified. 

Little or no secondary triangulation could be done, the h u n t r y  lying lorn, without much 

Secondary triangulation. 
difference in level, and in most plltces thickly covered with 
mallgo and palmyre groves; points observcd to form one 

'station were seldom seen from another. A consideritble number of masonry bnildings (chiefly 
temples) were fixed by a ," theodolite and chain traverse" to serve as points from which the 
position of the principal stations could be found in case the pillar and mark-stones above ground 
should a t  any time have been removed; their position being known will also bc useful in ally 
.future mrvey of the country, as they are buildings likely ta endure for a considerable time. 

As our triangulation was approaching that of Colonel Lambton's executed in the year 
Connection colonel ~ ~ ~ b t ~ ~ ~ ~  1800, I endeavoured to find out if any of his marks could 

work executed in the beginning of the be found on the different pagoda.. %hewn on the chart of his 
,present century. triangulation, which were evidently used by him as stations 
of observation. The pagodas of Munargudi, Alangudi, Combaconum and Tanjore were 

* examined for this purpose, as well as the goparczm or "gateway" leading into the enclosure 
in which the paqoda stands; the general description given of these stations is "on the 
pagoda," though IU all probability the instrument was placed on some part of the goparam, 
which is usually a much loftier structure t h a n  the pagoda or temple. I regret to say that in 
no instance did I find a mark. An endcavour was also made to find. the terminal marks of the 
Vellum Base Line in case i t  was thongllt desirable to connect it with our triangulation, but 
without success, the only station of Colonel Lambton's triangulation, the exact position, of 
which can .be identified as far as the work has gone a t  present, IS that a t  Budalur, the mark, 
stone of which is protected and kept in repair by the civil authorities. The question of 
identification of these stations of Colonel Lambton's triangulation I brought to the notice of 
Colonel Bran611 on his re-assuming charge of the party. 

The whole of the stations a t  which final ohservations were completed were protected and 

l'rotection of stations. made over to the civil authorities as directed in Departmental 
orders No. 1 of 1866. Generally, the protecting mound of 

earth was turfed over; the station was further protected by having a cactus hedge planted 
round it, which also served toshew the limits of th ground taken up by Government. In 



eeveral cases this small plot of ground was bought, and I .  was in commnnioation with 
reference to the purcliase of the same in evcry case, and a transfer of the land from the owner's 
name to that of Government on the land registers ; there would always then be a permanent 
record for reference in future years as to the position of the station. 

The 24-inch theodolite No. a, hy Troughton and Simms, worked well, though there was 
a tendency for the readin@ to diminish on the return to the 

Instrument. same point, and this whether the telescope was moved from 
right to left, or left to right; i t  was particularly l~erceplible when observir~g the azimuth a t  
Pallicorankotei, where the referring mark was being constantly, intersected. I attribute it to 
the expansion and contraction of the 174 feet stand which in this party has taken the place of 
masonry pillars. In  the beginning of the season the stand was protected from the prevailing 
wind frorn the north-east; the extremes of temperature were not so great, an! it was not till 
March that 1 observed this peculiarity. By protecting the stand on all four sides, I found that, 
though there was etill a tendency for the readings to diminish, the decrements were much 
less. I must mention a curious feature in the case, biz., that though there was this tendency 
for the readings to lessen each time that the telescope was pointed a t  the same object, the levels 
attached to the body of the instrument (one of them a partioularly sensitive one) remained 
very conshnt. The triangular errors are large, and this I can only account for by the rays 
being grazing, and often passing over tanks and rice swamps; the signals mere steady, and I 
had only on one occasion to stop work on this account, and this unsteadiness was due to the 
lamp-man.neglccting to isolate his lamp from the part of the platform on which he sat : of 
course, there 1s a tendency for such high scaffoldings to oscillate, the guy ropes want constant 
tightening, and the plumbing looking to ; the scaffoldings (from which the signal was shewn) 
averaged 45 feet in height, on one occasion one had to be raised to 60 feet to overcome a rise 
in the ground, and this.- done withont much difficulty. The deflection a t  this height was 
very slight, even in a high wind, verifying the opinion of Captain Campbell expressed in 
paragraph 9 in appendix to Major Branfill's report of last year. The scaffoldings were built 
of the palmyra ~ a l m - ~ e e ,  which was generally procurable near the station ; i t  is, however, 
heavy and cumbersome to move; the areca palm-tree, which I believe was used on the 
southein portion of the series as well as on the Ceylon connection serieg, was not procurable 
in the district, and the.06cers employed on the construction,of these scaffoldings had to make 
the best of what timber could be got on the spot. 

The health of the party was very good; two men were attacked by cholera on first 

Health of the party. 
taking the field, one of whom died; and this was the only 
casualty. 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL BRANFILL'S LIST OF PLACE-NAMES. 

'Proper names of Stations and Places given on the preliminary cAarls of the Madras .Party, Great. 
Trigonumetrical Survey of India, for the seasons 1875-76 and 1876-77, alolrg the coaat of Madura and 

' Ibnjore, from Bdmemaram to Point " Culimere" ( E a l l i d d u ) :  . 

" Adrampatam " . . . 
: See Indian Atlae Sheet NO. 80 
hanakkamunei  ". ... 

" Calimere " ... 
.' See Indian Zlss Sheet Ed. 80. 

Chevidan K6ttei ... . . . . . ,  
e 

DBvipattanm ... ... . 

Gandhamha Parvatam ... - 

fK&d or Kadu .. ' ". ." 

short for Adi-vimRQma- attanam, the (seaport) town of Adi-vim 
IUma, one of the l'6uigan princes of Yadura, its founda. 

" Castor-oil plant headlund "-from dmanakkam, the castor?il plant 
which grew there ; and munei, a point or headland. 

" Charity station "-from arum, charity ; an2 tdngi, a uupport. 
name of n large temple (kduii) in the south of.Tan'ore, frorn Avudayhr 

one of the names of the lingam, the sacred phallic uymbol of 
Siva ; oivudaya'r means " or-owner " (dvu =, ox), and Siva is wm- . . 
monly represented as riding.on a bull. . 

properly Kullim6du, "Euphorbia mollnd," the north-east headland of 
Pslk's Straits (the Agar ic  gulf ), between India andCeylon. Thiv 
point is also called kddi = the point, the same as the otl~er 
or southernmost extremity of the gulf a t  the south extremity of 
Rh6sva rah .  . . . > 

" Deaf one's fort " ( c h i  = ear)-chevidun, a deaf man ; and kdttsi 
a fort or fortified village. ' y 

" D e v i h - t m "  DGui = " the gOdda88" is a name of Siva's consor; 
PBrvati. 

from klu, seven ; nciru, a hundred; and mangalam, deiight, joy, 
matrimony. 

the little eminence about a mile north of IGmBsvaram tample, so 
named after one of the leaders of R6mB's army when attacking 
Lanka (Ceylon), aa told in the RAmhynna. 

the lofty tower or spire over the entrance gateway of a temple or 
town in Southern I n d i a 4 r o m  k($pu, a po~nted roof, splre, ccr 
dome, which, perhaps, is from the same root as cupola, wping, cap, 
&c. : compare Hind. kulrba, a dome. 

a wilderness, jungle ; an untilled or unirrigated field, fit for dry crops 
only ; the root kci means a grove, wood, or garden ; also a braw 
or boom; cf. S. kdJh, wood timber. 

" Iaka-Bdman'sfort." 



Stonelern f i r t  "-hm Eat, e stone ; i&i, the negative = without;. 
and kdttei, a fort. 

stowkmk-fild "-from Ed, a stone ; &mi, a mmmon village tank, 
a horse-pond ; and khdu, a jungle, a dry or untilled field. 

p a WiZderners "-from kdn, a jungle, forest ; and nddu, a country, 
district. 

garkan's sctUment"-from the proper name of a man, and 
hrickchi, a small village or hamlet, strictly of mountaineers or 
foreatem. 

properly kddiyar kwlam, and mid to be from k6di ar,  robbars, 
bwawe (bis village had been repeatedly attacked a n d s p o i ~ .  

a field, enclosure ; a dry unirrigsted hid, high ground, a grove ; mat 
with repeatedly in South Tanjore, but not noticed further south 
near the coast. 

Chaik-ld"-fmm kollu, the horsbgram (vulg. h l t 9  of Southern 
Ind~a. 

from knlam, a tank or rederV'0k ; and mangalam, proeperitg. 
" Bsll-ringsr'e(aillage) "-from %ushit man& a bell; and( . . . . .), 

a word meaning to strike. This village in said to have been 
given to an attendant of the TirnvBdsni temple, whose duty it 
was to perform the bell-ringing there; a former name af the 
plsca waa Mdrgandoyarpurarn. 

iKamkkam18 fd ; "mdnikkam, a ruby, frOm (8anakit) mar;, a gem 
Derivation uncertain. 
P " Hermit'r lodge "-from m a n ,  the -&feest, a ceremony ; 

thungbn, one who does not remain, an absentee, tmant; and 
d u t k i ,  a lodging-pkoa, a separate aplr-nt ; mlitnrineao, aepara- 
tion. 

1' h t e y  dore." The Hindu pilgrims who die at I&&m&i= 
are commonly buried at  thia spot, and their bonea lie scattered on 
the surface, or but half-buried in the llsndy waate near the 
sea-shore. Kindu burning or burying places are nenally oa the 
bank (kam? of a river or tank. 

Peucock'n $eM "-from mayit, a peacock (perhaps from one of the 
noises or calls he commonl makes. I n  Canareae the a o m p d -  
ing name i~ nudl or n a r l  but the Tamil Ilqir, and the Cana- 
namru, both mean heir, a tuft of heir, and m y  well refer to the 
peacock's tuft or crest.) 

" @per ( w t )  aiUe. " M62s ie very frequently nsed in contradie- 
tinction to Hte whioh firet means under, below, and hence, emtern, 
as the country of Southern India falls aa you go eastward. Pat tu 
is a oommon suffix to place-names in South Tanjore, and seems 
d i e d  topatti  a oattle-fold, a Barnlet, slro to pattunam (patarn) 
pat,  and possibly to pettei and pddi, kc. 

r vnlg~r form of MtSpueikBdu-" West palm jungls"; & far 1~826 
upper, Le. western ; and punk, the plmyra. 

CornsrfiM'-from mrkku, a nook or corner ; and kollei, a fidd or 
enclosure. Another p l m  near this, Kona kollei, haa the same 
signification. 

Nddbn is a title amoogst the She& (toddydrawan), and &as an 
epithet applied to the Chola kings. 

P " P~T-hurct" " D ~ r i o o o d " ;  nari means a fox ; aoriyon, a man an 
cunning as a fox; it also means a dwarf. 

"Na  mdr's tmnple" ; n@andr=lord, master, a title applied to Siva from 
{he -me Sanskrit root as ld ak, a leader (mi&), and N$ar, the 
Naira, or honoured Sudra~ orblalabar. 

" ~ f i t " - f r o m  nrd% long (not to be confounded with nadu, middle) 
and kbttm, a fort. 

Long inland"-fmm nedu, long, and h, bhs Tamil form of Sanslnit 
dajpa, an ielaml. The Dutch Government in Ceylon had a small 
home-breeding establiehment here, and called the island DelR. 

Derivation uncertain, but dated to mean the village of one family, or 
the "snit& villeg~." 

Omathei m tbe Tamil name af the dotsra, a stupefying plant; and, 
d n ,  a dbtrict, mantry. 

Palla-woman's-jisld." Pallans are a tribe of low ontcades in 
Southern India ; Rnd aayal, a rice-field. This word oayal, a field, 
rice-field, an open plain or flat, is one of the commonest affixes to 
village name0 in Sonthern India. I n  Canarese it is bayalu or 
bailu, but on most of the older mape and charts the name in die- 
guiaed under many erroneous forms, such aa bile, byl, vail, d l ,  
voyal, &c. 

Green-$eld "-from pauumei and packhd ,  green ; and kollei, a field, 
&LC. 

. P L t h s n ' n  fd." 
P d t u  is a m a o u  afi,  and an occaeional prefix, to the names 

of mal l  towns and vilhgee in 5. E. Taqjore ; i t  may mean a 
silk (flag), and perhaps a grant, or a crown, or it may be from the 
same root as attanurn, 8 town ; patti, a (cattle) fold ; or petisi, a 
tom or nuburg witb ihops. 

Kodhlam ... 
Kollei ... 

M h i k h k 6 t t e i  
M h 6 r  ... 
Maruthang6n Vidu 

vepw - 
Mukutn kollei 

Okkhr ... 

Omatbei-nbdu 

Pallathivayal , 

Pasala Kollei ... ... 
Pitharan K6ttei ... 
Pattu K6ttei ... - 



Periya, peru, per ... 

Peruntsmarei . . . . ... 
Pinneiylir . . . . .. 
Porakndi ... ... 

Pudukdttei . . . ... 
" Pwdooeottah " of 
Indian A t l ~ s  No. 80. 

Puthu viduthi . . . 
Plivatlir ... ... 
Rettn vayal ... . . . 
Budra ChintBmani ... 

Sengiitffin kudi ... 

Shembalavs yal ... 

SigankMu ... . . . 
Sirukambur . . . ... 
Tanjore or TanjLur . . . 

Tiruppu vayal . . . 
Tirnv&dhi ... ... 

Uranakudi ... ... 

Urimunei .. . . . . 

Vayal ... . . . 

V8ndbn vidnthi ... 

Venniyur ... ... 

Vectanlir .. . ... 

Vettivayal ... ... 

Great-Teley pedda ; compare Hind.; bara or bada great (in Canarema 
dodda). 

" Q* eat lotus;" from pew, great, and tamowi the lotus. 
P "Bear toton;" &nai means after, farther ; compare Porakudi. 
? " Back houae," from ivage, behind ; perhaps because this place is 

behind, or a t  the bacE of, the seaport tom of Devipattmam. 
" Battla dzaelling ;" from por, fight, battle, and' Mi, a habitation, 

dwelling. 
or Puthu kbttei, "new fd;" fromputhiyo, new, and kottei, a f o r t  

This is the chief town of the ~ondimhn Rajah's country, south of 
Trichinopoly. 

" h7ew lodge;" f r o m p t k y a ,  new, and viduthi, a temporary abode. 
" Flower village;" from pu, a flower, and ur, a village. 
perhaps for Irattavayal.=" DoubleJield :" rendu is the vulgar form of 

irandu, two, and retlayana of irattiyana, double. 
Budra, a name of Shiva, one of the demons or demi-gods, and Chinta- 

mani, s mythical gem, the  philosopher'^ stone, one of the gems of 
Swarga (hearen), yielding its owner all his desire. 

a dwelling eared to Shiva, who prefera the oolonr red, and aleeps on s . 
bed of red lotus. Senkadu or Chengdd (="red-wold," "blood 
j e l d  17 is the simple form of the word, from s n .  red, beautifuf 
kadu, wilderness, and h d i ,  a dwelling. 

P u  Bed-tl'ce-jfeld,"for oen-ael-va al, or more probably for semplaoayal 
bloody Jield," "Jield of !attle." 

from mgam, an acid fruit-tree ; the tatnarattei. 
or Sir~lkambei ur said to be from r im,  little, mmbi, quarrel, and zir, 

village, $e t t y -grare l - taa ,  or " Squabble-ham." 
commonly called by the natives TaujLlir, Tanjei, and Tanjam- 

"Tanjan'a toum"; but the proper name in full ia said to be 
Tanjei-mBn-nagaram=Pnnce lanjam's rity. Tanjatn means s 
refuge, and pdn (for mannan), aprince, hero, a man in his prime, 
an in Tondaman, CL6ramSn. 

'I South anpect " or south division ; from ten; south, southern. 
P '' k a n t ' a  hamlet " or " b t e e ' a  aboda;" from thundan, a servant, 

adherent : see Paktukottei 
a local name ofone of the " Chellambram" (=Chitambaram) temples. 

Tim means holy, sacred, illustrious, and is the Tamil form of the 
Sanskrit Sn'. 

"Holiday villnge ; " from t i n ,  holy, nal, day, and ur, a village, 
birurdl, holiday. 

"Holy-@er-$etd ;" from t i ~ u ,  holy, pu, a flower, and vayaZ, a rice-field. 
name of a place with a considerable temple dedicated to a deit repre- 

sented .a having the face of a s h e  ddu, and the body o f  an ele- 
phant, dnei ; the inrtial t i m  meam poly, and is the Tamil form of 
the Sanskrit Shri or Sri. 

The title of the Chief or  RBja of Pudukottei, a little to the m t h  of 
Trichinopoly. Tondan meane a servant, adherent, devotee; and 
mdn (for munnun) a prince, a men in his prime : compare C k -  
-Prince of Ch6nr. Tondei or Tondamandalam is the name of 
the region or country of which Kbnchipuram (Coqjeveram) wns 
the chief town. 

or Uranakudi, mid to be derived h m  th, a town, annum, rice, and kud* 
a dwelling. 

a headland in Neduvan Tim (also called DelR by the Dntch in Ceylon), 
from the little v i r a l  shells (un7 which abound there. 

Baniyan'sJield." Pdnigan, s trader==ltti or d l h .  
Dregu, silt, mud from tank-beds ; thin word appears in the names of 

vilbgea in Madura. perhaps from their having been built on a 
ridge of gravel drift, on a rpoil-bank, or on the grit heaps left in 
the waterway of a flooded river or breached tank. 

a rice-field, an  open field or plain; a very common affix to village 
names on the 9.3. and E. m a t s  of Southern India: see Yflathi- 
vayal. 

" Fella'lan'e jungle or ." VelMlem are an agricnltnral cg~te or PI=' tribe of Tamils. elldnmei mean8 cultivation, or strictlyjood- 
d i n g ,  i.e., irrigation. 

P " Hemit's lodge." Vhdhn, meane not wanted, and is applied collo- 
quially to a sulky, disagreeable plan; a recluse. 

a hamlet, named after the local goddess Y e n n i y m w n .  Another nnme 
for thia place is Muppur or Muppeiyur, a corrupt contractio~~ from 
~ummudiao~apuram. There 1s a local tradit~on that tbe 'three 
princes (munu three, mudi crowns), Ybndiyan, S o h ,  and ChBrim, 
once met together here. 

" Huntur'a village;" from cedan a hnnter or forester, the name by which 
the aboriginal mild tribes of Southern India are known, the 
Teddaha of Ceylon. I 

" Worthleuajield ;" from uetti vainness, nselessnees. 



Viduthi ... ... ... a lodging-place, temporary abode ; this a51 to village names seeme to 
be specially common in South Tanjore and Eant Pudukottei. 

Virapparayal ... ... ... " V i r a p ' s  (rice)jeld." Virappo in a common proper name of men 
in Southern Iudia from TTirun, a hero, warrior (compare Latin, 
mr), and a an a father (compare Hebrew ab, Chaldee abbii, 
and Hind. 8. 

VitA vayal ... ... ... Fertile or fruiflulfild," from vittu, eeed. 

Provinn'alpZace-MW common in Rdm& and South Madura, not found at all ,  or v e y  scarce in South- 
Eart Tunjore (see 1ndia.r Atlas Sheet No. 80:- 
(a )  kndal ... - eminence; commonly applied to e hamlet with asmall tank in Madura. 
(a )  k a m d y  .. . - or kanma an irrigation tank, or reservoir of water. 
(a)  karei ... .. . a bank. store, border. 

kariaal ... ... blackness, the black (cotton) soil ; kurshd hEulom=black (soil) tank. 
Maravan ... ... (plural hlaravar), nnme of the chief tribe or caste inhabiting the 

Nimnhl  and Shivagangei zeminuries. 
(a)  6dei ... . . . a water-course, atream. 

p0ttal . . . ... barren, brnckinh soil, an arid tract. 
taravei ... ... a salt marsh or swam 

(a )  riruni ... . .. a common village h$ 
Provincial plan-namw nawly met with in South Tanjors :- 

kollei ... ... a field, enclosure ; a dry, nuirrigated field ; high ground. More common 
farther north. 

pattu ... ... derivation unascertained aa yet. 
viduthi ... ... a lodging-place, tem rrry abode. Thie word eeems peculiar. to the 

Pattukottai t a l u c  e u t  of Pudukottei. 
Tha common South Indian piace-names m a t  freqwnlly nut with in the exhume South Tanjors Country 

undsr notice are :- 
(c)  k4du ... ... a jungle, wilderness. 
(c) k6 t t . i  ... ... a fort, fortified village. 

kudi ..- .. . a dwelling, habitation. 
(c) kurichchi ... ... a small village, properly a settlement of hillmen or forestere. 
(d )  Pattanam ... ... a town, or seaport town. In  60 miles of this coast them are 24 plrrees 

of this name (see Indian Atlas Slleet No. 80). 
tarn ... ... a street; a common term for the little hamlets in each parish or 

village. 
lir ... . .. a town or village ; probably the commonest attir over all SDuthern 

India. 
(4 ... ... a rice-field, a patch of rice-cultivation, very common also especially in 

the low country. 
2% foUowing place-namw, so common in other parts qf Southern India, are here "coMqricuow by t k i r  

abaence" :- 
m i  or psi, chbri, palli, patti and pnram, the oommonest Tamil hamlet or village names. 

(a )  bra, Bri, guuta, k u l m ,  kuttei, and samundrain, affixes meaning river, lake, tank, or poud, &c. 

(b) m&u, parambu, p h i ,  and kal, a mound, hillook, or rock, aa well as giri, mnlei, and kunru, a mountain or 
hill ; also nattam, pbleiyam, puram, and va lwi ,  common village names with various meanings. 

General Note to accompany list qf place-names for 18j6-77. 

The portion of country traversed by the Madraa Party of the Great 'higonometrical Surrey of India 
d u r i ~  the past season, skirts the coast of South Taujore for some 60 miles along the North-western ehore of 
palka Straita (the Sinus Argaricus of Ptolemy), extending only 20 miles inland, and lies between the drltaa of the 
Veigei (VBghavati) and the Cauver? (Kbvkri) rivers. It is crossed by a few unimpnrtant streams which drain 
the Tondiman or Puduk6ttei Rajah's t en i tov )  under the Trich~nopoly L)istrid), but is devoid of any large 
etresms or lakes. 

Going north-east-wards from Rgmnhd, the country changes: the flat, sandy tracts of the south-coast of' 
l s d u r a  are left behind, aud so are the numerous tanks and the long collecting channels, which are spread over 
the impervious black (cotton) soil, and the tracts of rice-fields below them. 

On entering South Tanjore, though still low and flat, the slope of the count1.y from the sea inland incremes 
to nearly 10 feet per milc. Numerous ridges and depressions, some of them 60 feet in depth, run from W. N. W. 
to  E. 8. E. ; the former well covered with valuable trees, ~ n d  tho latter with patches of cultivation (vayal). 

This change of count is sufficiently indicated by the character of the placc-names. There are very few 
m e  or large villages, anythe  village-lands are more like puishas with numerous small hamlrh, each bearing 
tha asme village name, but dietinguished by a suffix indicating the relative positiou of euch within the pariah 
limito. 

The following facte may be gathered from an inspection of the rdap (Indian Atlas Sheet No. 80) :- 
(a) The absence of rivers and irrigation-works. 
(b) The absence of hills, mounds and rocks. 
(c) That the country has been to a great extent jungle (kcidu==wildernees), and occupied by rude, unruly 

tribes, such as Kallan, Pallan,*liyan, and Vedan. 
(d)  The considerable n ber of places termed Agrah6mm, Mangalam, Pattanam, Pettei, Santei, and Vayal, P indicate the p ence of a f& proportion of more civilized folk, and tell of trade, agriculture, and ., brahmanical i&ence. 
Whilst the vegetable kingdom a pears to contribute liberally to the onomatology of the dist,rict, the animal i' kingdom is but scantily represented y the peacock, fox, cmne, and a few more. 

f i t 0  r<garding the accmtuation'kthe letters O.and E in the orthography of South Indian placenanes. 

The long and short sounds or these vowels, o and e, arc of such freqnent occurrence in the Dravidinrl 
( i .  #., south Indian) langnrges, that unless some means of distinguishing them are adopted, mistakes as to tile 

and origin of the word in which they occur are unavoidable. It iu, therelore, the universal practice 
writers who have to represent Dravidian words in the &man character, to accentuate those vowels 

when long. 



A few specimens are given below of words similarly epelt, which require accentuation to distinguish the 
pronunciation and menning :- 

me1 ... . ... ... ... = soft. 
mB1 ... ... ... ... = above. 
pen ... ... ... ... a fernale. 

veli ... .- ... ... = the air, the open. 
V ~ K  -. ... ... ... = a hedge. 
veru ... -. ... ... - - empty, void. 
vsru ... ... .- ... = other. 

... vetti ... ... ... = cutting. 
vetti .... -. ... ... = a (man's) cloth. 
kodi . . . .  ... ... ... = a flq, steamer. 
k6di ... ... ... ... r: a point, end, score, &c. 
kodu ... ... ... ... - - give. 
kiidn ... ... ... ... = a horn, peak. 
kottei ... ... ... ... = a knob, knot nut. 
kottei ... ... ... ... - a fcrt. 
porakudi ... ... ... = back-bouae. 
porakudi ." ... ... = war-house. 
totti ... ... ... ... = a pail, trough. 
tiitti ... ... ... ... --, a sweeper. 

In a list of South Indian names drawn up with a view of shewing their origin and root meaning, the 
accentuation of o and e when long (as well as of o, i and u, which have bee11 rtllo\ved to require accrl~tuation by 
writers of the North Indian languages) is reallv indispensable, and has been adopted in the following list of 
plw-names, but not upon the chart am-ompanyinq, for want of the necessary authority. 

It is hoped that the strict rule for Nor% Ir~dnn orthography will be relaxed in this list of South Indian 
place-names. 

9. R. BRANFILL, Lieut.-Colonel, 

Deputy Sup~rinten&t, Great I).igonometrical Sumy, 
I% c h a ~ y o  Madras  Party. 

11.-Extract from the Narrative Raport, dated 26th September 1877, of Lieutenant H. J. 
Harman,, B. E., Aseistant Superintendent, 2nd Grade, in charge Beeam Valley Trian- 
gulation. 

2. At  the close of the field seaaon, 1875-76, the principal series wm complete up to the 
side " Dibrugarh-Khalkata," the preliminary work of two triangles had been done, the 
right flank rays of the series were carried up to near the Revenue Survey Pillar a t  " Poba," 
and three post stations had been built. Of the branch series to " Jaipur," ' one final ray had 
been cut, eight trial rays run (which determined the positions of the six stations of the Series 
in the plains) and one post station built. 

3. Aocomganied by Mr. J. F. RlcCarthy and a small body of men, I left Gauhdti on the 
16th October, reaching Dibrugarh on the 2Yrd October. 

By 10th November we had cleared three old rays near Dibrugarh, repaired three post 
stations, obtained angles to the snowy peaks and hills visible from Dibrugarh, and cut two 
final rays of the " Jaipur Series.'' One of these rays had to be cut open to the sky throughout 
its length ; on the ot~her one the trees closed in overhead: every endeavor was made to avoid 
felling any trees whose trunks did not come within six feet of the centre line of the ray ; 
thus very few fine trees were cut down. The forest was in plaoes interlaced with dense masses 
of creepers, and heavy stor,ms of wind sometimes caused these creepers to drop down and shut 
up the ray. On these two lines there fell about four mires of forest, most of i t  belonging to 
tea estates; as the forest was close to Dibrugarh, compensation was demanded for the timber 
cut down. The satisfactory set,tlement of these claims took up a great deal of my time. 
On the branch series to Jaipur many miles of line passed through teaestates, and I am glad 
to say that the ray-cutting parties were not interfered with in their work, Mr. O'Sullivan 
taking special care to do the least possible damage. 

4. The preliminary work already done on the Jaipur Series, detailed in paragraph 2, 
had been executed by Mr. O'Sullivan. To carry up this tridngulntion to the side, whence it 
was to be extended direct on to the Naga Hills above Jaipur, required the construction of five 
post stations, the final carrying of six rays of which the trial lines had been run, the cutting 
of three new lines, and the observing the angles of the triangulation. To Mr. OJSullivan was 
assigned this work. He  broke ground on the 10th November, and was employed on this 
series throughout the whole field season, except for a week, when he observed a t  Dibrugarh the 
angles to the Nari H. S. and Dips H. S. of the principal series. 

The extension of the principal series up to Poba was entrusted to Mr. Mecarthy, who left 
Dibrugarh with his detachment on the 10th November. 



6. I started from Dibrugarh for the Kbalkata Station of tlhe principal series on 12th 
November, observed principal angles a t  three stations, and angles to hill peaks a t  two stations ; 
then I went to Poba, whither I had sent the writer of the party (Baboo Zuhur-al-Islam) snd 
a detachment of men, with instruct~ons to make a road from the Mekla Station to the Poba 
Station and begin the line-cutting of the preliminary series between Poba and Sadiya When 
I reached Poba, I found that considerable progress had been made. The preliminary s e r i ~  
was carried up from Pobq to the line Dibangmuk-Napsur by the  let January 1877. A 
trial line was also cut between Sadiya and the Dikrang martello tower, the final ray being 
afterwards cut by the Topographiml Survey Party under Lieutenant Wodthorpe, R. E. 
During November and December I observed from four stations to all the hill peaks visible 
from those stations. I had very bad luck in my work to hill peaks, considering the time I 
devoted to it. I made many fruitlew journeys, and lost many days in my endeavors to get 
angles to the snowy ran s from stations favorably situated for the intersection of the peaks ; 
not that there was any y ack of splendid days for peaks during the season, but I got so few 
chances when I was available for the work. 

6. One of the l ink  cleared by Mr. O'Sullivan passed through a heavy forest in which a 
gigantic India-rubber tree took a party of 20 men nearly two days to  fell, and then i t  took 
10 men a whole day to settle down the debris. Big trees are rare in the plains of Upper 
Assam-only one other was met with this season, i t  was on the line Sadiya-Manabum H. S.; 
luckily the trunk wa8.a mere shell, for it measured 43 feet in girth a t  4 feet above ground. 

7. I n  January I sent eight men with an elephant to make a foot-path of about 4 )  
miles along the bank of the river between two stations ; after foui  days the men returned 
and reported the path cut;  also, that a great dealof very heavy cane had been met with 
through which the elephant could make but little way, and the path would speedily close 
up. A week passed, and I had occasion to send along this path a signalling party, 
and though the me11 started early, they did not get to the station 44 miles distant till the 
following morning. Some days afterwards, two of them returned in a boat for provisions, and 
started back by the foot-path id the forenoon; but they again past a night in the forest. This 
incident serves to show how seriously a cane jungle hinders our progress; the natives with their 
bare legs are obliged to go through i t  very slowly, and deal with i t  cautiously. 

8. A t  one station, with a party of 10 men I built a scaffolding of 75 feet in height in three 
days. This lofty field observatory is a very stiff and substantial structure, 8 feet square a t  top, 
and although bamboos and cane (of which i t  is constructed) rot with surprising rapidity in 
Assam, I hope that i t  will need but little repair next year to make it answer its purpose. 

9. I n  the narrative report for the year 1875-76, i t  is stated that the "Abar" tribes 
objected tb the occupation of a couple of peaks (Dipa and Nari) on the outer ranges north of 
the Brahmaputra river, one of which was intended to be a station of the principal series. 
Arrangements were made for a force of 100 men of the 44th Sikh Light Infantry to escort t h e  
Survey Party to the hills. Our orders were to confine the survey work to those two points, 
not to make excursion for sketching purposes, and, as far as possible, to avoid all villages. 

The 15th of January was the date fixed for the small expedition to leave Dibrugarh; it 
was estimated that the troops would be absent one month. 

We reached the top of the " Dipa" hill on the 18th January. It was cleared sufficient1 
for the tripnometrical work, a pucko station was built, the angle required was observed, 
possible sketching done, and we left for " Nari" hill on the Zlst January. 

Dipa hill is nearly 3,000 feet high; we had to find our own way up it. The spur selected 
to ascend by turned out to be a very narrow, serrated ridge, and very steep, and had it not been 
for the dense forest, I much doubt whether we could have got up the hill by that spur. 
The station was about 4 miles from our camp on the Diman river. The trees on the hill top 
were festooned with m w e s  of great creepers, many of which yielded a good supply of water; 
nearly a pint oozed out of a yard's length of one of them. 

Major Clarke, B. S. C., Deputy Commissioner of North Lakhimpur, kindly a~anged for 
some road cutting, which proved of great service to us. 

To get to the Nari hill, we waded for 12 miles up the Dipi river, thence cut a road 2 of a 
mile long to the foot of the hill, and struck a wild elephant track which led nearly to the top. 
The station was about 6 miles from the camp on the Dipi river. The Nari hill is nearly 3,000 
feet high, and easy of ascent. The summit was cleared, and the station built by 30th 
January. 

Sl~ardon Rai Chand Bahadur, Seri~tadar of the Court a t  Dibrugarh, who was & w e d  
to accompany the party, gave us most energetic aid, and through him I got the services of 
25 MirisJJ to help me to clear the Nari hill. 

I encamped on the hill top from the 30th January to the 6th February. The weather 
was very rainy, and we were visited by some appalling thunder-storms. We heard on two days 
the volley firing of the squads at  rifle practice on the ranges a t  Dibrugarh, distant 25 miles 
as the crow flies. The observations were finished on the 12th February, and then the troops 
returned to Dibiugarh. 

To Major Robertson, B.S.C., my best thanks are due; he gave me every help, the 
arrangements were most convenient, and my progress greatly facilitated ; not the slightest 
hitch of any nature occurred. 



Colonel Nuthall, B. S .  C., Commanding a t  Dibrugarh, mas most kind in giving us every 
assistance ; he came on one occasion to " Dipi Muk" to meet us. The jungle a t  the foot of the 
hills is tremendous. 

The hills are clothed with magnificent timber, and we saw many fine rubber trees which 
had  never bcen tapped. The formation of the outer ranges is of coarse-grained sandstone, soft 
a n d  friable. The country between the outer and the first high range is full of low hills 
heaped together in the wildest confusion, showing hundreds of small precipices of various shades 
of red, white, and brown. From the Dipi and Nari hills ouly a few tiny patches of cultivation 
were visible. The " Aboors" did not put in an appearance, and, excepting a few well-known 
men, we saw very few of them. A sketch was made of 100 s q u ~ r e  miles of plain country and 
300 square miles of hills, hitherto unsurveyed. A pucka platform was built near the mouth of 
t h e  Dipi river, and fixed by intersection from the Nari and Dipi hill stations. 

11. From the 9th to 31st March, rain fell on every day except two ; excepting those days, 
the tents of the party were never dry. The greater part of the rain fell late in the evenings, yet 
we had not altogether twelve liours of sunshine after the 9th March if we leave out the two days 
before mentioned. Fortunately most of the lines of the series being short, it was found that 
by taking special precautions in setting the signals, there were often short periods during the 
d a y  when the glean1 from tlie silveriug of the heliotropes could easily be seen in the telescope, 
despite the absence of sunshine. Thus by watching my opportilriities I managed to observe 
angles from 1 3  stations during the month. Mr. hfccartliy carried two trial rays, two final . 
rays, and built one post station in March. I-Ie was not well during tliis month, yet he 
worked very hard : onc day a tree accidently dropped on to his head, and I am sorry to say he . I was confined to his tent for three days in consequence. 

The filling of the nullahs, the rain, absence of sunshine, and appearance of myriads of 
leeches, seriously impedtd progress and caused the line-cutters to suffer severely. The work 
on the delta of land between the Dibang aiid Brahmaputra rivers ,way most dilticult, the lines 
i n  tlie forest about the Dibang-muk station rarely progressed as much as 400 yards a day; 
so dense is tlie jungle and so numerous are deep nul1:llis choked with the heaviest growth. The 
Dibang-muk station staqds in the depth of the forest; around the station a considerable area 
had to be cleared t n  admit the sun to the station so as to allow of signals being shewn durinz 
the greater part of the day: on to this station, converge 5 lines. A visit to this place would 
enablc one to form a good idea of the enormous amount of labor required on parts of the 
preliniinnry series. The station is prettily situated, and the platform is high enougli to give 
glimpses of the river through the gyps, and of the snowy ranges peeping over the trees; 
sometimes the lines are filled with very beautiful sunlight effects. 

12. On the 1st of April I crossed f e Brahniaputra in a hmvy gale of wind, a great 
storm raged over the Diliang river, and the 4 ~henomenon of a water-spout was witnessed. On 
the afternoon of the 2nd April tbe observiw overtook tlle work of the preliminary series, 
and 1 had made my arrangements to go to Sadiya, when a klialassie came in to report that 
at  noon of t l ~  preceding day our 80-maur~d boat was lashed alongside the bank a t  a spot 
about 90 miles Lelow my camp (Dibdng-muk), whcn a great wind carried off the heavy roofing 
of the boat and then the waves swamped and sunk the boat in deep water. On board was 
a tin-box containing the duplicate set of eonlputations of the recess season 1876, together with 
other papers. Taking with me a few men, I started down-strcam by boat a t  midnight of the 
2nd; the night was rainy and pitch dark, and we ha41 several escapes from snags, so we stopped 
on reaching tlie rapids below Poba stockade and waited for the dawn of day. On the evenlng 
of the 3rd the sunken boat was dragged out of the deep water, but in the night the river rose, 
ran like a sluice, and the boat broke loose and filled with sand. Our efforts to move i t  on the 
4th were ineffectual, so I left the spot on the 5th aiid reached Sadiya on the Gth, having lost 
fgur sspleiidid days on my trip. Three weeks afterwards, a Miri " got up the tin-lox with a 
spear, and 1 was glad to find tliat t l ~ e  co~itents had suffered no material injury. 

13. Lieutenant Woodthorpe, R.E., in charge of the Topographical Survey Party working 
in the Singfn country nortli-east of Sadiya, had selected a trigonometrical station on the hfina- 
bum hill (height about 600 feet, 18 miles east of Sadiya) which it was necessary to incorporate 
with the principal triangulation. I found the station a t  112 feet above the top of the hill in 
the branches of a gigantic India-rubber tree. The station is 4 miles east of the Tenga~~ani,  
a river full of fine rapids which can only be shot in small canoes. The morning I v~sited 
MBnabum was rainy, the leeches were most formidable and indescribably numerous, especially 
where the path had been cut through bamboo forest. One man-was lame for a week from 
the leech bites of that morning. 

On our return from tlie hill the sun was shining fiercely, and not a leech could be seen. 
The natives smear over their legs a mixture of tobacco juice and lime which gives protection 
against the leeches, but in the wet jungle the stuff quickly gets washed off. 

I met Lieutenant Woodtkorpe, R.E., on the Tengapani river, to arrange with him the 
connection of our respective triangulations. I got back to Sadiya on the 20th April, eom- 
pleted the angles a t  3 stations, and opened out the rays to the MBnahurn hill station by the 
29th April. Only one angle was measured to the Mihabum hill station on account of the un- 
fortunate prematlire return of' my signaller from tliat place; but Lieutenant Woodthorpe got a 
few 01)servntions a t  RIQnabum to my two stations in the plains : thus a preliminay value for 
the Mbnabum hill station hm been obtained. 



A t  Bhati Sadiya station on the 29th April I got a touch of the sun and was seized with 
severe illness, and consequently getting to the Dibang-muk and Napsur stations and observing 
the remaining angles a t  those places, gave me some trouble. 

14. Lieutenant Woodtho,*pe, R.E., was journeying to Dribrugarh after the close of his 
field season's work when he heard that I was ill. He came to Napsur station and stayed with 
me till he' had seen me through my remaining work on the principal series ; and had i t  not been 
for his kindness in staying with me, I doubt if I could have completed it. 

15. It was unfortunate that so few angles of the Jaipur Series were measured ~ts the work 
progressed, i t  resulted in our b h g  unable to finally measure all the angles of the series by 
the close of the field.season. Mr. O'Sullivan placed signallers on " Hilika" station, who were 
threatened by the " Nagas" and turned off the hill, so I applied for and was given a police 
force to prevent further annoyance. Having recovered somewhat from my sickness, I left 
Dibrugarh for Jaipur, accompanied by Mr. McCarthy, on the 7th May, cut the line Timolikhat 
to Hilika, visited Deohal hill on which Mr. McCarthy erected a 50 feet bamboo scdold, 
aompleted the observations a t  Hilika hill station, Timolikhat station, and all the angles but one 
a t  the Bamonikora station, by the 14th May. 

May was a very wet month, the country got deeply flooded ; i t  once took us 7 hours to wade 
along 54 miles of path. Following me on that occasion, were 3 elephants very lightly laden, one 

a of which fell into a hole and would have drowned but for the promptitude of a khalassie who 
got down and cut the girth ropes with his " dao." On the night of 16th May I became very 
ill and rapidly got extremely weak. It rained almost incessantly from the evening of the 
16th to the 20th May ; on the latter day the ground on which my camp stood was swamped, 
and I was carried to the Mdarkha t  station. There I met Mr. McCarthy, who had been hard 
a t  work, carrying a line through the flooded jungles. After making an effort to observe angles 
a t  the Ifadarkhat station, I made over the work of observing to Mr. McCarthy, whogot 
measures of the angles a t  Madarkhat station on the 2 l s t  May. He closed work and 
marched into Dibrugarh on 23rd May. After the 8th May, Mr. OJSullivan got angles a t  
2 stations and observed a set of vertical angles a t  the Madarkhat station ; he marched into 
Dibrugarh on the 22nd May. 

The weather from the 16th to the 25th May was simply dreadful, the large amount of 
rain falling fairly stopped our work. 

16. The whole party left for Gauhdti by steamer bn the 28th May. After settling the 
affairs of the party, I took leave on medical certificate on the 10th June. Messrs. O'Sullivan 
and McCarthy went into recess quarters a t  Shillong. 

111.-Extract from the Narrative Report, dated 20th September 1877, of H. Beverly, Esq., 
Surveyor, 1st grade, Officiating in charge of the Burma Party. 

2. The party continued in recess quarters till the end of October engaged in the com- 
putations of the previous season. Mr. W. Beverley, in charge of the party, returned from 
privilege leave on the 28th October, and after taking over charge he proceeded on the 7th 
November to Rangoon, to resume field work, leaving Messrs. Mitchell and Collins to follow 
him by the next steamer. He  remained in Rangoon from the 8th to the 17th November, 
organizing the field establishments and completing the charts and computations of the lab 
recess. 

3. During season 1875-76 the field work of the party was as follows :- 
Firet.-A chain of secondary triangles (designated " Myanaong and Cape Negrais Trian- 

plation"), emanating from the Eastern Frontier Series, was carried south, by Mr. W. Beverley, 
through the Henzad4 district, and terminated for the season on the side Gnaw-Lekho, in Ge 
Bassein district. A second chain (designated "Prome, Thayetmyo, and Tonghli Triangulation"), 
also emanating from the above series, under Mr. J. Low, u7as carried north towards t l ~ e  frontier, 
and terminated for the season on the side MinGkidong-Membhadong, in the Theyetmjo distAct. 

A third chain (designated the " Rangoon and Coast Triangulation"), emanating from sides 
of the Eastern Frontier Seiies in the Shoaygheen and Amherst districts, was commenced the 
previous season, and the work was finally brought up 1 s t  year to the ~ i d e  Mengril6n to Lekhe&. 

4. During the field season 1876-77 the programme was as follows :- 
Mr. W. Beverley to continue the chain of triangles towards Cape Nepais, and also to 

determine the po~litions of the tawns of Henzada and Bassein. Mr. Low to continue the 
Prome, Thayetmyo and Tonghdi Triangulation in an easterly direction as close to the frontier 
aa practicable. 

Mr. J. W. Mitchell was ordered to take up a chain of triangles from the side My6y.yibeqky6- 
Thkyekhli of the Eastern &ontier Series (which was approximately laid out last field season) 
in a northerly direction, through Tonghd till the frontier was reached, and then to proceed 
westward and connect with Mr. Lorn's triangulation. Mr. D. J. Collins to  continue the 
Rangoon and Coast Triangulation towmd~ the Kristna Shoal light-house. But as this work 
could not be resumed till the country was dry, about the beginning of January, he was ordered 
to determine the position of the emall town of Minji to the south-east of Myanwng, and to 
complete the triangulation to determine HeneadB, thereby relieving Mr. Beverley, who could 
take up thc extension of the first chain of triangles. 



5. Mr. Beverley was engaged on the H e n z d a  Branch Series, where he took observations a t  
five stations a d  at one hill station of the main triangulation, thereby determining the positions 
of several buiqdinga in Henzadd. This work occupied him nearly to the end of December. He 
next took u p  the extension towards Cape Negrais. Mr. Beverley carried this tria~~gulation 36 
miles in a direct line, bringing down the triangulation to the civil station of lhssein, and likewise 
determining the p i t i o n s  of some important points in that station. He had unusual difficulties 
b m n t e n d  with during the field season. The course of the Cape Negrais 'fiangulation is 

with one flank on the low hills on the Arracan Yomas, and the other flank in the plains, 
to avoid enhanced expense and delay had the triangulation been wholly in the plains or on the 
uninhabited hills. I n  the plains advantage is taken of isolated pagodas on one of the platforms 
or ramps of which the station is selected, thereby raising the station 20 ta% feet above the 
surrounding country. The hills in the Bussein district are uninhabited, and are never visited by 
m y  of the inhabitants of the plains to the east. They are also of almost equal elevation, flat- 
topped and covered with a dense forest; hence the difficulty in finding the particular hill 

in a large block : to which is added the unwillingness of the villagers to leave their 
homes and be away a t  night. The difficulty is to retain them for more than a day or two. 
m e  hills generally require extensive clearing before they can be used for trigonometrical pur- 
poses. I n  the plains also great difficulty is experienced in carrying lines through swamps. 
Mr. Beverley lost much valuable time owing to these swamps and the lorn forest-clad hills. 
Mr. Beverley closed work on the 21st April and returned to reccss quarters a t  Moulmein on the 
e n d  May. On the 18th idem, having obtained furlough, he made over charge of the party 
to me. 

6. Mr. J. Low, Surveyor, Znd grade, rejoined from four months' private leave a t  Rangoon 
on t& forenoon of the 20th November, having received instructions to extend his last season's 
triangulation from Thayetmyo along the frontier towards Tonghli ; he left Rangoon by steamer 
ad arrived a t  Thayetmyo on the 29th November. 

7, hIr. Low extended the secondary triangulation 44 miles by six stations, forming two 
figures, terminating the series for the season on the Pep-Yoma mountains. Much of his time 
was taken up in marching, and he had to visit his stations twice or three times-once to select the 
&tion, and a second time to observe the angles from it. I n  a mild country like Burma, 
with flaLbpped hills of almost equal elevation, covered with dense forest, far removed from 
the nearest villages and nothing to distinguish one hill from another, i t  is very difficult to 
select &Lions. The Surveyor finds i t  impossible to send any one of his establishment on 
this h k  merely by pointing out the hill to him ; he has to visit the hill himself, select and clear 
it, and return to take observations to it. Mr. LOW has also determined a few peaks on the 
Arracan and P e p  Yomas and a few other pointe, the heights of which he has also determind. 
I think Mr. Low's out-turn of work is satisfactory. 

8. Owing to the unhealthy nature of the country Mr. J ~ w  worked in, his health has 
suffered ; he had to leave on medical certificate for six weeks during the field season, and since 
his return to recess he has suffered repeatedly. H e  has been under the Civil Surgeon's treat- 
ment for some time, and is kt the present moment far from well. 

9. Mr. J. W. Mitchell, Surveyor, 4th grade, left Moulmein for Rangoon on the 9th No- 
Pember: On the 13th he started for Tonghli to take up the triangulation to Tonghli from a side 
of the &tern Frontier Series, some of the stations of wliich had the previous season been pre- 
pared by him. Mr. Mitchell extended the triangulation to the Burmese frontier, a distance of 
56 miles, and determined the positions of three points in the station of Tonghli. By the middle 
of February there was a break of only 50 miles in the triangulation between the work of 
Mmsrs. Lorn and Mitchell, which Mr. Beverley considered would require one Sl~rveyor to corn- 
plete during the remainder of the field season with favorable weather. Hc, therefore, requested 
Mr. Low to form the connection and Mr. Mitchell to return and join him, to assist in the 
Cape Negrais Triangulation and to determine points in the station of Bamein. Unfortunately, 
I f r ,  Low was just then taken ill, as previously stated. On his return from sickleave, Mr. Low 
was only able to complete the angles lie had left unfinished. Hence there remains the break of 
50 miles between Mr. Low's and Mr. Mitchell's triangles, which, i t  is hoped, will be completed 
next field season. Mr. Mitchell meanwhile left Tonghli for Bassein, and arrived a t  Rangoon on 
the 15th March. There he waited a few days to entertain some men, and arrived a t  Hassein 
on the 22nd March. Mr. Mitchell observed both horizontal and vertical angles a t  two stations 
in the town of Bassein, and five in the Cape Negrais Triangulation. Mr. Mitchell states that 
his stations on the Tonghi Triangulation were all in uninhabited hills, and he experienced gat 
difficulty in visiting them. Mr. Mitchell closed work on the 22nd May and arrived a t  Rangoon 
on the 24th May. A t  Rangoon he was attacked with cholera, which weakened him considerably, 
thereby preventing his return to recesq a t  Moulmein till the 13th June. In Moulmein, too, 
Mr. Mitchell has suffered from illness. He  was attasked with dysentery some time ago, and 
though under the Civil Surgeon's treatment, he has not yet quite recovered from it. HiR 
progress, I think, has been satisfactory. 

10. Mr. Collins left Moulmein on the 9th November, and up to the 17th idem he was 
engaf;ed in current o5ce duties with Mr. Beverley, whom he accompanied to Henzada. 
Mr. Collins' camp was sent by land to blinji, which small town he was requested to determine 
the position of. Meanwhile he assisted Mr. Beverley a t  Henzadd till the 25th November. He 
left by steamer on the 27th November for Minji, where he arrived the same day. On corn- 
pIeting observations a t  Minji, he returned towards IIenzadd, having been i r ~ s t r u c w  to observe 
a t  the two stations to determine the position of the s e a t  pagoda of Henzada. 



1%. Mr. Collins during the next two months protected and transferred to the care of the  
local officials six princip:rl stations of the ELqtern Frontier Series. Besides these, he visited 
Yongdong near the town of Prome. This station lie reported had been removed, and a large 
hole indicated the sitc of tlie station. IIe also attcmpted to visit the trigonometricnl station of 
Moditong, in the centre of the Arracan Yoma nlountains, but the coolies refused to go. H e  
returned to Rangoon by steamer on the 16th AIarch to resume the triangulation along the 
coast. He was ten days in Rangoon entertaining men and waiting for his theodolite. On 
the e7tll hc left by boat to visit the two stations of Leklleik and Mengalon to start the Coast 
Triaugulation. I i e  was only able to visit these two points and construct a ladder up the former, 
when, on the 10th April, he was taken ill 2nd returned to Rangoon, where he obtained a medi- 
cal certificate from the Civil Surgeon and closed work for the season. Mr. Collius mas o n  
three month$ privilege leave, from the 13th April to the 13th July. 

16. There now remains a break of 50 miles in the triangulation d o n g  the frontier, which 
will pro1)ably be completed by one assistant ncxt field season. The C a p  Negrais Triangulation 
of 80 miles to the Alguada light-house and tlie extension to the Krishna Shoal light, about 
70 miles, are likely to occupy two officers two seasous. 

17. The Krishna Shoal light was washed entirely away during the present monsoons. A s  
this point is i m p r t s n t  for shipping, a new structure will probably be erected by the time t l ~ e  
triangulation is brought down to it. 

21. The area triangulated by this party during season 1878-77 is 4,845 square miles, a t  a 
cost of Its. 35,517-14-3, giving a rate of Bs. 8-4-8 per square ruile. 

1V.-Extract from the Narrative Report, dated 1st Octcber lb77, of Captain J. Hill, R.E., 
Assistant Superintendent, 1st grade! in charge of the Eastern Frontier Series. 

2. On returning to Bombay from furlough to Europe, and receiving orders to  a s s n n ~ ~  
charge of the Eastern Frontier Series in Burma, I proceeded a t  once, viu' Calcutta and Moul- 
mein, to Tavoy, where I landed on the 9th of last March, and wlicre elepliants sent by Mr. 
H. Beverley, were await in^ me. The hcad-quarters camp happened to be or~ly about a week's 
march from Tavoy. I found it on the 16th March just arriving a t  Toungthlinloun H. S., 
and on the following day I assumed chargc of the Party. 

3. When Mr. Rosscnrode was retiring from Government employment, Mr. H. Beverley 
received the officiating charge of the Party and retained i t  until my arrival. I then found 
his observations were almost completed for tlie season; so as i t  was too late to detach him for 
&her urork, I decided on allowing him to finish what he hnd carried on so far. The whole 
credit of the field season's operations therefore belongs to Mr. H. 13cverley' and as 
my informat,ion regarding what took placc before my arrival llas becn chiefly derived from him, 
he has a t  my request drawn up the fullowing narrative statement of the season's work :- 

( b ) .  "On the 1st Novnliber tliis Party comprisetl tllreo Surveyors, viz., myself, Xr. J. C. Clancey, and 
Mr. J.  0 .  Hughes. I purliost~d rcsumin:: myself the final operations srispended on the sctling in of the rains, 
about 60 n~ilcs ~011th of hlo~ilm,.in ; wl~ile blr. Clancey should extend the appl.osimate tri;lngulation, which last 
 ear closed with the JlyBndo~mg figure in tile Tavoy 1)istrict. Mr. IIuglies m ~ t h  a small party I wished to emplop 
on secondary operations, drternii~iing the positions of PhayBtounzh (the Threo Pngodl~s), the t o ~ r n  ot' Yih, &c. 
A11 IIIY nrri~ngclnents were in a menusure temporary. I wna inthr~~ied that Captain J. Hill, R.E., wns nppointcd 
Mr. Kosavnrode's successor, : I I I ~  wo~iltl arrive in India about tlic end of January. I presumed he would, 
probably within a rilontli of' that d:lte, join the Party, when as a matter of course the arrangements mould have 
to bc altered. On l ~ i s  assuming c l~:~rge  on the 17th M i ~ c l ~ ,  he considered i t  unnecessary to altcr existing 
arrangements for the short time that rer~iain~d f i~r  fivld operrttions; hence the nbwe nrrangt,menta continued to 
the close of the season, and at  hiti rcqueut I contiuued taking final observations for the remaining three stations. 

(c). " Mr. C1:incey was requested to lenve &foulmein by the Tavoy steamer on the 7th November, his camp 
having left orerla~ld for Tavoy on the 24th October to R W I ~  his arrival. Mr. lInghes continued with me to 
bring up the office work till tlie 15th Kovcmber: he left Moulmein on the 22ud idem to take up secondary 
observations. During the first weck of November the signal pnrtieu were sent to their respective slatio~is, 
some overland, and otl~erv by boat. At tho salnc time the tindal with fifteen men was ordered to clear the pat11 
from tile Jloulmein and Amherst road, the first st:ition of observation. A week later, on the 14th November, 
I desp~tclied the main mmp, theodolite and elryhnnts for the above station, wliere they arrired on the 28th 
idan,. A few days later, after despatching the prcl~minary chart and records to head-quartera, I left by boat for 
Keoktng6, arriving at  that ~ tn t ion  two dnjs aftcr my camp. 

(d). " During tlie ohscrvntions at this and the next station I noticed certain discrepnncies in the horizontal 
rcadinas of the 24-inch t~llrodolite. which 1 could uot for some time nwom~t for, the changc affecting 6nly one 
statioll a t  a time occ:ision:illy. I sobrrq~iently found they were caused by a slight, latrrnl motion on the tele- 
scope, from its revolving unevcnlg in the Ys. A s  I did not know llow to remedy thin, without perhaps putting 
tile ilistrnrncnt ont altogether, itlid as only occasionally these differences occurred, I left i t  for Captain Hill to  
rectify on his arrival. 

(d). " Consrquent on the paucity of vil lqes in tho tract of country wherein our operations lay this season, 
and the unwillingness of the inhabitants to leave their hnmes for more than a day or two, I deemed it expedient 
to entertain a 1:lrge ~ i u ~ n b e r  of men in exce~s of our 11tiual numbers for tlie cutting of ronds, t r anspor t i~ l~  of 
baggage of signal purtiea, &c. I also ~)nrchaued large quantities of rice and addy for the camp, ellough fbr a 
*upyb  for two month* by which tinlo I expcted to cnter the inhabited t w t a  o f  the Trvoy District. A portion of 
these provisions was tra~lsportetl by boat to tlic village of Onbengkweng, where rice conld not be purchased except 
a t  the cxorhibnt rate of about 7 seers per rupee. These a~~angementx  certainly increased the worliing expenses 
of the Party, but they obviated failure. The number of villag~u met with on tho line of march, throughout 
the neascn, was only 23, including the town of Yeh, and but four large villages, the rest being l~amletrr offiom 4 
to 8 or 10 huts, from wlrich we could not expect labor or provisions to meet the demands of such a large camp. 

(e). "The field senson l a~ ted  tive ~ n o n t h ~ ;  of this, 80 days mere employed by the main-camp exclusively 
in mncchiug, thcre being no direct route trom station to station, the time occupied in marching to each station 



beiig from 3 days the lead to 10 days the largest number of et es ;  this could not be helped in a country 
which is almost e n t i d y  uninhabited, and circ~i~tous mutes had to?e taken. I was fortunate this season in not 
being delayed much more than a fortnight from hazy weather, which in former nessons generally deterred oper- 
ations for a considerable length of time. A party of 16 men under the tindal, assisted with ~u,ch coolies as 
could be proeured from the villages, waa employed throughout the seam11 to precede the main cam .clearing the 
path and making it passable for the large theodolite and for elephant., a task -rnplished w i t t t h e  leaat p a -  
sible delay to the camp." 

4. The foregoing statement refers principally to Mr. Beverley's own operations. His 
remarks upon the instructions he gave to Messrs. Clancey and Hughes, and the manner in 
which his instructions were carried out, are as follows :- 

(a). " Mr. Clancey was deputed to extend the approximate triangulation ; he left by the steamer of the 
xr. J. C. Clanory. 7th November, and arrived a t  Tavoy on the 8th. 

(b). "At  the close of lmt field ~eason, the approximate trian ulation had been brought down to the 
Myindounq figure, of which one station had still to be selecled an% one other built: two more stations in ad- 
vance had been visited, and one of them. Tounyhbn, built. Mr. Clancey w a  requested, before commencing 
work, to visit Toungshlin and another hill near Tavoy, nnd thus proceed upwards to the bnse of his operations. 
by which means he would obtain a very good knowledge of the country. He waa also requested, if possible, to 
keep on to the main land and avoid visiting the islands, which would, I considered, be a source of considerable 
delay and expense. 

(c).  "By the 27th January Mr. Clancey had lnid out a satisfadory triangulation, comprisin (1) the com- 
ion of the DI (ndoung figure by the aelection of one new ststion ; (2) the completion of a quacfilateral which 1:: been rlected lpat year; and (3) a hexngon round Toungshlin H. S. of the previous seanods work. 

Two of the stations of this last figure were on islands, known as the Moms, averaging about W miles from the 
opposite mainland stations. 

(d). "Mr. Clancey's reaqons for making use of the islands were, that he found i t  impossible to continue the 
triangulation on the mainland, ~il lce he could not get suitable sites on the frontier range, and the country to the 
east wss uninhabited, and under these circumstances I think he was justified in carrying the triangulation partly 
on the mainland, and partly on the islands. 

(e). "Mr. Hughes left Moulmein by boat on the 22nd November for Amherst, and thence by land to Yeh, 
Mr. J. 0. Hnghea. imm which lace he was requested to cut a road for the 24-inch theodolite 

and the elep%ants to Sedoung H. S., n road which Mr. Raaenrcde had 
found it impossible to cut the previous year, tl~rough the duffadara he repeatedly sent with that object failing 
each time on account of the difficulty in getting the villagers to work. From Yeh to Sedoun , a distance of 
nn r ly  30 miles, the countv  is uninhabited, with the exception of a few hut. about halbway, nnf  coolies could 
not be Mr. Hughes completed this task by the middle of December, not, however, without my having 
to send to his assititance all the men detached from the main camp for general road-cutting. 

(f ). I' The secondary work upon which Mr. Hughea was afterward employed wse the determination of the 
position of Phnyitounzfi (the Three Pagodas), the well-known boundary between Siam and Tenas~erirn ; also the 
&=terminalion of the position of the town of Yeh, and other pointa; which work, I expected, would em loy him 

the middh of February, when he was to join the main camp about the time of Captain Hill's arrivaf I left 
i t  optional with him to determine the position of Phayitounzu either by a series, or directly from the principal 
stations, if visible. Xr .  Hughes adopted the latter plan, and completed the necessary observations a t  one of the 
two principnl stations chosen for the purpose. Unfortnnetel , when he arrived at  the second, bad weather had set 
in, and long sides could no longer be obnerved. He renlnindou the spot aa long as his provisions leated, and then 
finding the haze did not clear, left the ace and joined my camp on the 2nd March. Mr. Hughes was next 
detached to determine the position of $nbengkwenr v i b e s  and two pagodas in the Myindoung figure, which 
he accomplished rrfild joined the main csmp on the l7t March." 

5. After Mr. Hughes had joined the main camp, as above stated by Mr. Beverley, I 
detached him-(1), to select and build a secondary station in a good position in the town of 
Tavoy; (2), to help Mr. Clancey by clearing two hill top which Mr. Clancey had fixed upon 
atl sites for principal stations; (3), to place a secondary station upon the well-known peak and 
land-mark Nw4labo (Ox's Hump). He  selected and built thc station in Tavoy, and made 
some progress with the clearing of the hill tops, when it became necessary, in consequence of 
the conclusion of the principal observations and the arrival of the main camp a t  Tavoy, to call 
in both him and Mr. Clancey. They reached 'l'avoy on the 22nd April, and the whole party 
(excepting tbe elephant establishment and some other men I thought necessary to leave behind) 
sw for Moulmein on the 24th April. 

6. During the recess the party has been chiefly employed in computing out t l ~ e  work . 
done during the field season. A considerable amount of time has also been taken up in 
classdying and reducing to order t h e  recolds of the party. The transfer of the principal 
sbtions in the Amherst district to local official protedion, which was stopped by thc late Offi- 
elating Deputy Cornmissloner of the district, hns been proceeded with, and, owing to the 
willing co-opration of the present Deputy (!ommissioner, has been almost completed, only 
one station now remaining to be transferred. The performances of the 24-inch theodolite 
having been complained of by Mr. Beverley (vide paragraph (3) ( d )  I examined it, and finding 
the Ys not quite parallel to each other-+ defect I had not the means of remedying-I sent i t  
on the 10th July to the Mathematical Instrument Department, Calcutta, for repair. Mr. 
Beverley was quite right in bringing to notice the irregularity in the working of the theodolite, 
but I believe he was mistaken in thinking it was a new defect; for Mr. Clancey, who acted as 
Mr. Rossenrode's recorder, informs me that Mr. Rossenmde used to suffer inconvenience from 
irregularities of reading similar to those described by Mr. Beverley, and I find that, judged by 
the average triangular error and probable error of angles, the quality of Mr. Beverley's observ- 
ations appears to  be much on a par with Mr. Rossenrode's avera ,g  for the preceding three 
masons: so that the instrument would not Yeem to have recently undergone any sensible 
alteration. On the 1st September, Mr. D. J. Collins, Assistant Surveyor, 4th grade, joined my 
party from the Bnrm party, Mr. Hughes being a t  the same time transferred to the latter 
party in his place. 

L 



7. During the field season observations were taken at twelve principal stations, all of which 
were duly closed except the initial ones of next season, and at  six secondary stations. The 
average cost of the season's operations, as calculated by the departmental method, is Rs. 11-13 
per square mile triangulated. 

8. The several operations of the party have not been uniformly successful during the 
past season. The principal series has been well conducted by Mr. Beverley. His preliminary 
arrangements for taking the field were good, and proved quite successful. The quantity of 
principal triangulation completed only falls short by 558 square miles of Mr. Rossenrode's 
yearly average since the resumption of operations in 1873, and its quality, as already stated in 
paragraph 6, accords very well with that of Mr. Rossenrode's work during the same period. 
The area of the secondary and minor triangulation is the largest which has been obtained since 
the resumption of operations, and although the area of the principal triangulation does fall 
short of the average of the preceding seasons, that fact is accounted for and justified by the 
shortening of the time suitable for observations as the series proceeds southwards. No useful 
purpose seems to be subserved by trying to continue principal observations in Southern Burmah 
beyond the early part of April, by which time the last break in the hot weather haze may be 
expected to have taken place. Work was, therefore, closed at  the time already meutioned, and 
I consider the out-turn very creditable to Mr. Beverley, especially as, owing to the great length 
of the difficulties and circuitousness of the routes, he was only able to spend 44 days in actual 
observing out of a field season of 156 days' duration. It is to be regretted that Mr. Hughes 
failed to determine the position of the well-known "Three Pagodas" which are situated on the 
road from Moulmein to Bangkok at the exact spot where i t  crosses our frontier. Although 
the pagodas are now in d m ,  as a boundary mark they are very important, and their p s i -  
tion ought to be fixed at  the first available opportunity. 

V--Extract from the Xarrative Report, dated 21st September 1877, of Captain M. W 
bgers,  B.E., Offg. Deputy Superintendent, 3rd grade, in charge Jodhpore Series. 

The party took the field in October 1876 : the first detachment under Messrs. Price and 
Torrens left on the 16th October, and marching direct to the series, commenced work on selec- 
tion and building. The main party left Aboo on the 23rd October, and marched to 
Chachra, in Thar and PBrkar, and thence to Rojhr4 H. S. of the Karfichi Series, one statiou 
of the initial side of the new Series, "The Eastern Sil~d" principal observations were com- 
menced there on the 20th November : from that date the observations were carried on continu- 
ously through the Thar and Pkkar district of Sind, the Khairpur State, and into Jeysulmere, 
and were closed at  Dhanono H. S. on the 18th March. 

The weather was, on the whole, very favorable for observations unqMarch, when, ss usual 
in the desert, high minds and dust-storms commenced and made observing difficult and tedious. 
m e  following is a general statement of the season's work : 96 angles were observed at  28 princi- 
pal stations, forming 4 hexagons, 2 quadrilaterals and a portion of another hexagon, fixing 26 
new principaJ stations, embracing an area of 2,455 square miles, and extending the series 1 
miles along the meridian. An azimuth was observed at Mal6r H. S. to two circumpolar stars. 
The approximate Series was extended north 98 miles. The position and height of the town of 
Umarkot were fixed, and 28 Revenue Survey stations were identified and fixed in height and 
position. Mr. Price was in charge of the approximate series : he selected 9 1 and built 10 princi- 
pal and 7 secondary stations. completing the selection of the Eastern Sind Series. He, as usual, 
worked well and steadily, and accomplished a good amount of work, notwithstanding the draw- 
backs of an unfavorable country. Mr. Torrens took up the building on the principal series and 
completed 19 stations : he then closed 18 pricipal stations, and, in addition, he identified and 
marked s large number of Revenue Survey stations, and did a considerable amount of secon- 
dary triangulation to fix them. 

The building operations of these desert series, involving in most csses the arrangements for 
making bricks, and in all cases a large amount of trouble and arrangement for the transport 
of bricks, stones and lime to the various sites from long distances, are of an unusually arduoue 
nature; and I mas much pleased with Mr. Torrens' exertions and general work, which fully 
entitle him to his promotion whenever the state of the Department permits. Mr. Prunty ac- 
wmpanied me as recorder during the whole of the observations, and after their completion, he 
closed seven stations of the principal series : he has worked very well, and is in all respects a 
good and useful aesishnt. The health of the party during the whole aeaeon waa very good. 

The country through which the series passed this season is, if possible, a more desolate 
tract of desert than any met with on the Jodhpore Series. Towards the south, in the districb of 
Thar and PQrkar, the country is a succession of narrow sand-hills, sometimes of considerable 
height, running from south-west to north-east in perfectly parallel lines : they are higher, nnd the a 
ridges closer together, than in Rsjputnna, and their sides are much more abrupt, nnd are channel- 
led into ravines by the action of rain, and are covered with low thorn jungle. This makes travel- 
ling very tiling and tedious, as in marching, the village tracks had to be followed, and long 
detours made. This combined with the heavy sand and the continual up and down hill, caused 
the marching between stations to take up a considerable amount of time, 10 miles being a 
h e m  march for loaded camels. ---. 4 ~ 

For about 50' Illiles along the western side of the series the country was inundated, and 
a vast expame of water stretched as far as the eye could reach. The town of Umarkot, when 



visited, was surrounded on two sides by water, which came up to the base of the fort. I n  the 
north of Thar and PQrkar, and in Khairpur, and the western portion of Jeysulmere, a new pheno- 
menon is met with. This is the "Draeus" or expanses of shifting sands, many miles in ex- 
tent, and scattered here and there amongst the desert sand-hills, which are comparatively 
fertile, inasmuch as they are hound together and partially covered with coarse grass and stunted 
shrubs. These " Drmus" have no vegetation, and their surface is continually changing, and 
the sand in them is in one place scooped out into funnel-shaped hollows, and in another 
thrown up into beautifully-rounded hills. They were seldom crossed, but when necessity 
compelled a march over one of them, the road had to be inspected and prepared beforehand ; 
and five miles was a fatiguing march. Curiously enough, in spots in these " Draeus," there are 
wells of water on small pieces of hard ground, which seem to be spared by the overwhelming 
sand, and in these wells the water is invariably good. l'he " Draeus" are very numerous, from 
about 26 North Latitude, and extend northwards some 75 miles. They impoverish the already 
sterile country, and I am inclined to think that the acme of desolation is reached in Eastern 
Khairpur and Western Jeysulmere. 'i'here are no crops, and the people live nearly entirely on 
milk in various forms, aided by a little " bajri" and "mot" imported from Sind in exchange 
for sheep. The inhabitants say that the "Dmus" travel gradually northwards, but very slowly. 
The summits of these " Draeus" r i ~ e  to a considerable height, in many cases overtopping the 
sand-hills ; and i t  became a matter of considerable difficulty to arrange the series, so as to avoid 
the stations falling on them. Notwithstanding all the care given to this, two stations had to 
be placed on them; every attention was given to building these stations with all precautions for 
stability, but I am doubtful if they will remain for long. The villages are of the same descrip- 
tion as those met with in the other portions of the desert; the majority of the houses are 
merely wigwams of brushwood, a house with mud walls being a rarity, and brick and stone 
almost unknown. With the exception of Umarkot there was no place in the series worthy of 
the name of a town. The villages are nearly, without exception, built on the summits of 
sand-hills, and very often at some distance from their wells, which are, of course, in the hollows 
between the hills. The reason for this custom seems to be, that in the cold weather the tops 
of the sand-hills are considerably warmer than the valleys, where the cold is sometimes very 
great. The party experienced considerable trouble from the difficulty of procuring drinking 
water, especially on the eastern side of the series, near junction of the four States of Marwar, 
Jeysulmere, Khairpur and Thar and PCkar, where there is a tract of country about 30 miles 
broad by 40 long without any drinkable water, and it was with much difficulty that the neces- 
sary supply for the camp could be obtained. 

Most useful assistance was rendered to myself and assistants in Thar and Phrkar, Khair- 
pnr and Jeysulmere, where every thing possible was done by the local authorities to help my work, 
and my best thanks are due to Captain Crawford, the Superintendent of Thar and PQrkar, 
His Highness Ali Murad of Khairpur, and the Jeysulmere Durbar. The total cost of the party 
for 1876-77, w a  Rs. 37,764-10-11, or Re. 15-6-1 per square mile for the principal triangula- 
tion, or Rs. 14-8-10 for the whole triangulation. During the recess season, the computations 
of the season mere brought up to date, sod all the members of the Party were exercised daily 
in plan drawing, and had some instructions in the use of the plane-table. 

V1.-Extract from the Narrative Report, dated 30th August 1877, of Major A. Pullan, B.C., 
Oficiating Deputy Superintendent, 3rd Grade, in charge of the Kattywrv Party 

The out-turn of work for season 1876-77 was an areaof 1,716 square miles topographically 
out-torn of work. surveyed, and 2,062 square miles of triangulation prepared in 

advance, while 752 linear miles of traverse were executed in 
order to demarcate the boundaries of the various States, and to check the plane-table survey 
of the coantry. 

The total expenditure for the survey during the past financial year was Rs. 70,082, and the 

Expenditure. out-turn of work finally completed was 1,716 square miles. 
Thus, deducting Rs. 3,600 cost of boundary survey establish- 

ment, we shew an average expenditure for finished work of Rs. 38-7 per square mile. 
A portion of the county under survey was very wooded and hilly, and covered with 

intricate ravines, and the Surveyors could progress but slowly ; added to this, I wae deprived of 
the services of Messrs J. Peyton and W. Oldham, both good plane-table, Surveyors, who were 
transferred to other surveys, and had to replace them by Mr. Keating who, though a promieing 
young Surveyor, had to be taught plane-tabling a6 in i tw.  One of my best native plane-tablers, 
Nilkant Vital, was also laid up before he had completed one plane-table, and taking his discharge 
from the Department proceeded to Poona. Mr. Gwynne, my best plane-tabler, was employed at 
my head-quarters from 4t.h December to 25th January, drawing the fair map of Sheet 38, 
which I had not been able to do more than commence in recess quarters at Poona ; thus the 
smaller out-t,urn of work, as compared with season 1875-76, is, I think, fairly accounted for, and 
the amount executed this season will not be considered as insutficient. 

The Party strtrted for the field on the 25th October, the hmvy bsggage and horses with 

Departure for the field. the subordinate native establishment proceeded, as in former 
years, to Gogo by " Patimar') boats, and amved there on the 

5th November after a rather rough passage. By the 15th of this month the various Surveyors 
were on their road to their work, I myself proceeding, d Jetpur, to Patanwao, at  the foot of 



the Osham hill, while Mr. Gwynne proceeded with the main camp to Upleh  and set to work 
a t  the drawing of fair Sheet 38, while lie also employed his mornings in instructingMr. Iceating 
in the use of the plane-table. 

I commenced the survey of Osham hill on the 5th December, and was employed on that 

Major N. Pullan. 
and the survey of the Bhadar river, and in the instruztion 
m d  daily supervision oE two new plane-tahlers, Mr. Keating 

and Narsu Dinkar, until the 24th Decemher. Tlie remainder of the field season I was employed 
in examining the plane-table Surveyors, besides making a twelve daysJ march about the (iir forest 
to  examine the nature of the ground on which Mr. Bell was employed, and the charactcr of his 
triangulation. On the 10th of April I reached Viramal, where I remained employetl in the 

of plane-table borders and miscellar~eous office mork until the last plane-table had been 
examined by me. I then started for Bombay en route to my recess quarters a t  Poona, which 
station I reached on the 143th May. 

&fr. McGill executed the triangulation of Sheets 54+, 55 and 56 in his usual good style, and 
completing his work on the 16th March he proceeded to 

J. McGi'18 Eq.v Asnistaut Virawal, rvllere he occupied himself in bringing up angk books, intendent. 
preparing abstract of angles, and arranging triangle sheets 

for computation until the 11th April, when he left for Poona to assume charge of the Tidal and 
Leveling Party during the absence of Captain A. W. Baird, R.E. He  was accompanied by 
Mr. fielding and Head Sub-surveyor V. R. Gadboli, together with a small office establishment. 
On arrival a t  Poona, Mr. McGill opened office, and, in addition to his ow11 special work, he super- 
intended the preparation and projection of fair Sheet 50 of Kattywar. Mr. McGill's capacity 
for work and his untiring industry are well known, and i t  is only necessary for me to  say that 
he worked this year as l ~ e  has always done. 

Mr. F. Bell was entrusted by me with the triaugulatlon of Sheets 39 and 49 ; the area 

Mr. F. Bell, Surveyor, 3rd grade. 
triangulated by him was 952 square miles, a portion of the 
ground being very thickly wooded and spal-sely inhabited. 

As far as I can judge a t  present from the computations, the work seems of good quality, and 
Mr. Bell may be fairly said to have done a creditable season's work. 

~ r .  Gwynne was employed a t  my main camp from the 4th December to 25th January 
in drawing fair map of Sheet 38 of Knttywar. A t  the end of 

N. C. Gwynne* Srd January he proceeded to take up a plane-table in the Alech 
hills, a very laborious and difficult piece of work, which he 

most skilfully, and which I found on examination to be most accurate in detail. 
Mr. Gwynne's out-turn of field work was 129 square miles. Mr. Gwynne worked, as he always 
does, hard and well. 

Mp. Fielding executed 173 square miles of topography in a very artistic and a t  the same 
time careful manner. I can only endorse again the favorable 

W* A. '"- report I have always had the pleasure of making on Mr. veyor, 2nd grade. 
Fielding. 

M ~ .  Ball's out-turn of work was 204 square miles of topography, well surveyed and 
M ~ .  a. ~ d ,  Assistant Survegor, neatly drawn. Mr. H d l  steadily improves, and is a very 

3rd grade. useful and willing assistant. 

Mr. Corkel.y &ews a good out-turn of 246 square miles correctly and neat,ly done. 
I regret that, under existing circumstances, i t  is useless 

~ r .  H.  corker^, *asistrrnt Survey0r1 t~ ],ring forward Mr. CorkeryJs strong claims for promotion 
4th grade. to the next grade. 

M ~ .  Kea/ing joined me in October, and after learning the use of a plane-table, he 
executed, under careful supervision, 149 square miles of correct 

Mr. J. Kmtingl and neatly-drawn work. Mr. Keating promises to a 
4th gmde. p o d  plane-table Surveyor, and his season's mork is highly ere- 

- 

ditable to him. 
Gndboli wm employed a t  my main camp during the major part of the season in 

projecting ~ o i n t s  on plane-tables, and various mieceIlaneous 
Mr. V. R. Gi~dboli, Head Sub-am- duties. He executed 50 square miles of plane-tabling correct- 

veyor. ly, but his drawing was feeble and wanting in expression. 
Mr. Gadboli is more in  his element in im ofice than when employed on out-door work. 

TIle 5 plane-table Surveyors a11 did good work, more especially Narsu Dinkar, 
who used p]ane-hble for the first time very successfully. 

The season under review was a very healthy one, one or two cases of fever being all the sick- 
ness the party was troubled with. There was, I believe, Genernl henltll. slight outbreak of cholera a t  some of the towns on the 

seaboard near Virawal ; but, as far as the Survey was concerned, the general health was excellent. 

To the south-west of Sheet 46 lies an intricate net-work of low ranges linown as the dhch 

Natural features. hills. They cover an area of 60 square miles, and are very 
sparsely inhabited. The few villages that there arc, tire placed - in strong positions, and are surmol~nted by police ton7crs, reminders of the mild times when the 

watchmen, matchlock in  hand, scanned hillside and valley with anxious eye, ready to 
maark an enemy's approach and give a timely aIar111. l 'athers abound in the narrow gorges . 



of this range, but they are gradually becoming thinned ss cultivation and civilization advance. 
I n  a narrow valley not far from Dhdnk, and on one of the eastern spurs of these hills, are eome 
very curious caves, now closed by order of the Superintendent of the Gondal State. Mr. 
Fielding endeavoured to enter and explore them, but found tbem thoroughly blocked up. 
These caves mere a few years ago a private resort of,the bands of wandering " Bharwattias" or 
outlaws, who infested the hilly country of Kattywar. These ruffians are even now oawiondly 
troublesome in this part of the country, as, not further back than January last, a body of them 
attacked the small village of Virdi, in the Alech hills, and killed and wounded several of the 
people. Another peculiar feature in the country under review is the isolated basalt hill of 
Ouham, which rises abruptly from the plain to an altitude of 1,038 feet above the sea. The hill 
is surmounted by a fort, once a very strong place, the mined walls of which stretch round the 
hill, testifying to the strength of the defences in days gone by. Two good springs of watttr 
exist on the hill, one near a temple called Matri-ki-Devi being especially pleasant to the taste. 
Large blocks of obsidian, singularly like coal, are scattered about and crop up along the basalt 
and trap, and there are many external evidences that the hill is decidedly volcanic. 

Towns of importance. 
The principal towns which came within the area of country 

surveyed this season are- 
In  Sheet 46- 
Bh~yawadar-Population 5,563 ; under the jurisdiction of the Ciondal State. The town is 

situated in a fcrtile, well-cultivated country, the population being chiefly Mussulmang who do 
a thriving trade in cotton. 

Jodhpur-Population 4,004 ; a town under the Jam of Nawanagar ; of some importance. 
DhLnk-Population 2,894 ; a town under the Gondal Durbar, formerly much more populous 

'han now, and showing all the signs of a once important place now falling into decay. 
I n  Sheet 47- 
Upkta-Population 6,500 ; one of the largest towns under the Gondal Durbar, the people 

Mussulmans, Kunbis and Kolis, the trade of the place being in cotton. 
Dboraji-Population 15,562; undur the Gondal Durbar ; a very large cotton emporium. 

The Superintendent of Police, Gondal State, resides here ; and there are also large cotton mills 
under European superintendence. Dhoraji is next to Jamnagar and Junagarh, the moat populous 
town in Kattywar. 

gu,,tiya'na-il town on the Bhadar river, and belonging to the Nnwab of Junsgarh; is a 
considerable place with a population of 9,912. The surlvunding country is very well cultivated, 
cotton as usual preponderating. 

Ba'ntma-With e population of 8,832 ; is a large lace, the residence of a Rabi Sahib, a con- 

among whom the Bantwa Chief takes precedence. 
9 nection of the Nawab of Junagarh. The little State o Bantwa is shared between three brothers, 

Hranthuli-With a population of 6,056 ; is a handsome town on the Uben River. It is 
surrounded by some of the most highly-cultivated ground in Kattywar. The town belong to 
the JunWrh Nawab. 

I n  Sheet 50- 
pa'ran-A fine, old, walled town on the southern seaboard of Kattywar, with a pbpu~ation 

of 6,856 ; is remarkable for its ancient and world-known Hindu Temple of Somnath. The 
temple is now a venerable ruin fast falling to pieces, and it would be creditable to the Junagsrh 
Durbar if some steps were taken to arrest the plogress of its decay. The sand is fast silting 
up round the black t i m e - s t a i d  walls of the old city; in some places but a few feet of masonry 
are seen struggling out of the ever-increasing sand heaps. A sand-bar blocks the shallow 
mouth of the Harna river, and I never saw a place more thoroughly " a memory of the p=tm 
than PBtan. 

Pirawal-Five miles west of Phtan, with a poputation of 10,735, promises to be a place of 
importance. There is a good light-house on the pier, and if the Durbar car out to corn- 
$etion their long-planned, but slowly-executed, break-water, the port of ~ i r a w y  will afford 
welcome shelter to the various crafts which ply along this rocky and dangerous coast. 

These two towns are closely conuected one with the other, and are commonly s p k e n  of as 
Pirawal- P ~ u .  

The rivers which are noticeable in this season's work are the Moz, the Biradar, the Ojat, 

Rivers. the Uben, and the Karna. The Moz and the Bhadar, the 
most considernble strcahs in Kattywar, have been already 

noticed in former reports. The Ojat, a deep stream with a considerable amount of water in 
many place%, is joined by the Ubcn near Wanthali, and, after pursuing a tortuous course to the 
west, falls into the Bhadar river close to its mouth a t  Navi Bandar, on the shore of the Gulf 
of Cutch. 

The Harna takes its rise in the heart of the forest-clad hills of the Gir, its rocky 
banks, covered with a dense growth of " Karanda" bush and " Jawbal," are the 

favorite haunts of the lion and the panther, and the beautiful stream after winding its +ay 
through a wild wooded country emerges for a few miles into the plain near Patan, and falls 
into thc ~ e a  about a mile south of that ancient town. 



TABULAR STATEMENT O F  WORK EXECUTED BY THE KArI'TYWAR PARTY, GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY, DTJRIEJQ 
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- .. O.  T. Hall ... ...I 2 0 4 1  9 2 1  I/ Krishn nj Qovind .. 

... Mr. J. McOill ... Cooke nud Sond 7" 

... ,, F. Bell / Tronphton nnd Simms' 
... ... 1 *' . 

1,110 

962 

. . 

,. H. Corkery ... 9 4  
,, J. Renting ... "' ... I 1 11.4 ( 

Wissnji Rnghunnth ... ... 
Nnrsn Dinksr ... ... ... 
Krishnnji Qovind ... ... 
Kesha Vital ... .- , . . 
Qanesll Ramchnodrn ... ... 
Vish- a Bnlwnot .,. ... 
Ni1k;nt Vital ... ... ... 

11.6 Also employed in office work at  
10.0 head-qunrteru' camp. 
13'4 
11.4 
11-7 
9.4 

25.0 -- 
11.3 

I 68 

l7 46 1 I7 

I i n  I I *"rage 
Instrument. mllea of Of error per 

traversing. ""low. l.oOO links. 

6-0 

9.0 

79 

81 

6 Inch 86 284 09 

Ditto 86 108 1.4 

Dit to  226 631 0.6 

Avemge LJm. 
angular and 
error per depr .  
station. turea. I 

I 
Ft. 

10 600 881 1-1 280 0.6 

6 391 673 0.9 109 0'5 

Ft. 
0.4 

0.5 

49 

44 









VI1.-Extract from the Narrative Repork, dated 7th September 1877, of Lieutenant J. E. 
Qibbs, B. E., Officiating Beeidant Superintendent, 2nd grade, in aharge of the Gwerat 
party* 

_ Lieut. CoL C. T. Haig., R. E., in charge (until 16th March). 
Lieut. J. E. Gibbs, El. E., (in charge from 17th March until 14th June inclusive). 

Mr. A. VSouza. 
,, A.  D. L. Christie. 

C. H. McA Fee.t 
,. J. Hickie. 
,, G. D. Cusson. 
,, S. F. Norman. 
,, C. A. Norrum. 

Xr. H. G. Ferns.. 
,, A.  George.. 

Go@ Vihnu. 
Ulkriihna Bbb&ji.* 

Lakshnman Ohorpure.. 
Ganesh NBrs,yen.* 
Rlioji N4riryen.e 
Bhau Oovind. 
Gannesh Mpuji, 2nd. 
Balwant Govind. 
Ganesh apuji ,  I&.+ 
Mukand 1)inkar.t 
Govind GopdLt 
Monaji Abu.. 
Balwant HBjidm. 
Shyana Saibu. 
J. V. DeSouza* 

Vipn Piraji. 
Rdmchandar Viihnn. 

h e l i n g  Party. 
Ddmodhar Rbmchsndar. 
S i t k b  Yeshwant. 

Rwcnua Surcy. 
Sivaji NRdji. 
Kubar Parhbudh. 
Juml M h s n k h ~ .  
Parhhu Kisor. 

2. The personnel of 
the Party has been as 
shown in the margin, 
and from among them 
those marked* were 
employed throughout 
the field season in the 
permanent drawing 
office of the Party, 
while those marked? 
were employed partly 
in field work and partly 
in the drawing office. - 

4. Taking Sheet 15 first into consideration, we find in it two towns enjoying municipal 
Sheet 16. eelf-government. 

5. The more important one is the city of Surat, in Lat. 21" 11' N., and Long. 72" 52' E.J 

Surat. 
having an aggregate population of 107,149 according to the 
census of 1872. Probably the earliest notice of the place is the 

mention of its invasion by Persians in A. D. 560. Muhammad Toglak Shah, Emperor of Debi, 
sacked the city in 1350, and in 1512 i t  was discovered and sacked by the Portuguese. The 
castle was erected about 1522 by Sultin Muhammad Shah, King of Guzerat, as a protection 
against pirates and faranghis. In 1573, after a brave defence, the city was surrendered to 
Akbar, the great Moghal Emperor. After this Surat became the chief seaport of the Empire, 
the storehouse of the riches of India, and the rendezvous of traders from all nations. The 
first English ship to arrive at  Surat was the Hector, Captain Hawkins, in August 1608, bearing 
letters from the Company and from King James I to the Great Moghal, Jahingir, requesting 
the intercourse of trade. In  spite of obstructiveness on the part of the jealous Portuguese, a 
treaty was drawn up on the 2lst October 1613 between Captain. Best and Shaikh Safi, Governor 
of Ahmedabad, which authorized the establishment of an English factory, and the appointment 
of an Ambassador at the Moghal Court. This treaty was finally confirmed by an Imperial 
farmin dated 25th January 1613. The Portuguese struggled long to su press the English 
trade, but were worsted in all the important engagements. In 1618 the gutoh obtained a 
farmin for establishing a factory. The French and Swedes also started factories, but the 
history of their trade is not brilliant. In  1650 the English factors were imprisoned and had 
to pay heavily for their release. In  1656 the rival companies in England coalesced, and in 165H 
all their factories in India and in Persia were placed under the control of the President and 
Council of Surat. I n  1663 Sir George Oxenden became President, and under him in 1670 the 
Company's servanter gallantly saved the factory and castle from the attack of Sivaji, the great 
Mahratta Chief, who captured and plundered the city; he had plundered the native town once 
before in 1664. The defence of the castle was the first engagement between Euvpean and Indian 
troops. I n  consequence of their generous defence of the property of others, Aurangzeb gave 
the English further privileges. In 1685 Sir John Child, the President, was ordered to remove 
his seat to Bombay, where he was soon after appointed Governor General over all the Company's 
settlements east of the Cape of Good Hope. The English factory now passed through many 
vicissitudes of fortune, but, on the whole, prospered. In 1748 Moyan-ud-din seized the castle 
and assumed the title of Nawib of Surat. On the 4th of March 1759 the English took the 
castle from the NawQb, and a dual Governmaat ensued during the jeigns of 3 Nawtibs, these 
conducting the civil administration, while the English held the military and naval commands. 

' This arrangement proving very bad, the Company obtained, by treaty on the 15th May 1800, 
from the Nawdb Nam-ud-din, whom Mr. Duncan, the Governor of Bombay, had just placed 
on the cc gadi," the entire government of the city and dependencies of Surat. In  1802, by the 
treaty of Bassein, the Peshwa surrendered his interests in the city and zillah, and by the treaty 
of Sirji Anjangaon, Sindia surrendered all llis claims. In  1842 the last of the direct line of 
Nawibs of the creation of 1800 died. 

Surat lies on the left bank of the Tapti, about 13  miles from its mouth, and on the chord 
of a long bend. The outer wall of the city is about 54 miles long, and an irregular semicircle 
in shape, with 12 gates, and some 40 tower-bastions at unequal intervals. There used to be an 
inner wall a b u t  24 miles long. The castle consits of 4 massive round masonry towers, con- 
nected by curtains, and a ravelin that was added by the English on the river face. The soil 
being a treacherous clay of great depth, all buildings suffer, the walls cracking and losing their 
perpendicularity, and the modern public buildings show that art has not succeeded i11 overcoming 
the natural difficulty. 

The principal objects of interest are the English and Dutch burial-grounds outfiide the 
walls to the north. The old factors seem to have vied with each other in having magnificent 
tombs erected over their remains; but now many have fallen, and many are almost past repair. 

Surat is the chief town of a Collectorate, and possesses a civil and a military station ; the 
latter contains now only one Native Infantry regiment, whereas years ago there were a large 



force of troops and a naval commodore stationed a t  Surat. The city has been subjected to 
several catastrophm. I n  1810, 1822, 1835 and 1837 there were great Aoode causing wide- 
spread destruction, and in the last three named years there were also extensive fires. Fires of 
smaller extent have been frequent. To obviate disasters from floods, Captain Fulljames in 
1835 designed and carried out a cut along the chord of the great curve in the river, and, 
pessing to the south of the city, this succeeded for a time in drawing off the superfluous 
water, but later floods have proved too much for it. Newer municipal works have been more 
successful in preventing the inundation of the city. The chief want in Surat is good water; 
almost all t l ~ e  wells are brackish, and among them are many that some years ago were sweet. 
A large project is in hand which, if carried out, will hring a plentiful supply of pure water for 
drinking and irrigation from above some rapids near Kumlipur about 35 miles above Surat. 
The Tapti has shoaled very much since when merchantmen of 500 to 600 tons anchored under 
the malls of the castle, and the navigation of the river was simple. Now there are a bar 
and many mud banks off the month of the river, and the maritime trade of the city has 
departed, fishing boats and ferries alone being left. 

The present industries a t  Surat are cotton-ginning and spinning; the manufacture of 
cotton saris ; silk weaving and embroidery with china silk; brocade or " kinlilitib," paper- 
making, lacquered work, " BombayJJ inlaid box-work, and distilling spirituous liquor from the 
sap of the Palmyra and date palms. 

6. The other municipal town in Sheet 15 is Rtinder, on the right bank of the Tapti, and 

Rdnder. 
connected with Surat by the new " HopeJJ bridge. Its 
population was 10,280 in 1872. It is one of the oldest 

cities in southern Guzerat, and after A. D. 1223 became a stronghold of Arab merchants called 
NQyatPs, who expelled the J i i n  rulers of the town. It was once the home of many fishermen; 
now i t  is of rising importance, containing mills for ginning and spinning cotton, and is the home 
of n great number of Bohoras and other native merchants. 

7. At  Dumas on the coast, between the estuaries of the Tapti and the Mindhila, is a small 

h ~ .  collection of bungalows forming a seaside retreat for the 
European inhabitants of Surat. 

8. Into Sheet 15 comes part of the Sachin State. This estate of seventeen villages was secured 

Sachin. 
to Sidi Abdul Karim, better known as B4lu Mia, by a treaty 
between the Peshwa and Sir Charles Malet, then Resident a t  

Poona, on the 6th June 1791. Bblu Mia agreed to abide by the terms, which were that he 
should resign all his hereditary claims to the territory, forts and dependencies of Janjira, and 
in stead receive the Sachin estate, and abstain from hostile acts against either the Peshwa or the 
British Government. He  afterwards obtained the title of Nawib of Sachin from the Emperor of 
Delhi. The Naw4bs are by descent HaLshis, or Abyssinians. I n  1835 all the estate, except 
two villages, was taken under the management of the British, a t  the request of the Nawib, with 

view to the liquidation of his debts. The administration of justice is in the hands of the 
British Government, and the present Nawbb being a minor, the Collector of Surat, as Political 
Agent, is in charge of the whole estate. 

9. The Tapti, or, as i t  should be, Tipi, river forms the southern boundary of the great 

>heat 16. 
cotton-growing districts of Guzerat. I t  is spanned by a fine 
girder bridge of the B. B. and C. I. Railway a t  Ammli, and 

@n by the '< Hope" girder bridge a t  Surat. I n  Sheet 1 5  are also the es tuay  and part of the 
M i n d h h  river. The country is very flat, and has many arms of salt land, called '' khdri," 
ove~+lowed a t  high spring tides, running in from the rivers between the cultivated areas. 
The latter hear large clumps of the Pnlmyra palm (Borasaus jZa6elliformis) and the wild date 
palm ( P h n k  aylvestrie,) which yield enormous quantities of T4ri liquor. 

10. I n  the northern portion under survey this year stand the city of Baroda, the town of 
Sheete 28, 29 and 30. Dabhoi, and otters of minor importance. 

11. The city of Baroda, in Latitude 22" 18'  N., andLongitude 73" 15' E., is the capital of 

Baroda. 
the territories of the GQekwiir, and lies on the left bank of 
the Vishmamintri river, a tributary of the D h a a r .  

Bar&, once an ancient stronghold of the Jiinas, was subsequently wrested from them by 
:he Muslim Tartar dynasty of Hindusthsn. It was called Chandanavati (city of sandalwood) 
by Chandan, a Rdjput King, one of its conquerors. Afterwards it was named Varavati (abode 
of warrion.) Priestly influence changed this to Barpatta (leaf of the bar). Hence Baroda, 
or the natives w l i k  Bardra .  The Aftdammadan name for the city used to be Daulahibsd. 

Barda  has belongd to the family of the GiiekwBrs since 1732, when i t  was taken from 
Abhi Singh, the ~ I u s s u l m ~ n  governor of Guzerat, by Mihidiiji Gbkwir ,  after the murder a t  
~ d k ~ ~  of his brother Pilaji, the Sen&-KhRss-Kh6i1," seconcl in command under Dhahire, the 
PeshmaJs SenQpsti. Damhji, the eldest surviving son of Pilaji, then came forward, and before 
long b m e  the most powerflll Chief in Gumrat, but having !)lottd in concert with Trlra Bii, 
Bhlsji B4ji Rm (the Peshwa) treacherously enticed him to 111s camp and made him ~risoncr, 
and only released him in 1753 on the followillg terms :--equal partition of districts then held 
by the GRekwir, and of all future conquests ; 1 5  lakhs indemnity for past contributions due; 
military assistance when necessary ; an annual tribute of 5) lakhs ; and certain other minor 
con&tions. From this time dates the Peshwa's permanent supremacy in Guzerat. 



During the latter part of the 18th century i t  was the poiicy of the British to support the 
Baroda Government as a counterpoise to the Peshwa. On the 26th January 1780 a treaty of 
offensive aud defensive alliance was signed by Fat6 Singh Giekwtir and General Goddaid, on 
terms approved by the Supreme Government. A t  the beginning of this century the finances 
e£ the Baroda Government were in an almost hopeless state of confusion nnd embarrassment, 
and Major Alexander Walker, who had been appoi~lted Resident, made strenuous efforts to 
remedy the evil. I n  1802 orders were given for the reduction of the military force in Baroda ; 
but the Arab mercenaries revolted, contined Anand ltao Giekwir, and released Kanhiji, the 
rival claimant of the throne. Serious disturbances in Guzerat being expected, Major Walker 
called for a European regiment from Bombay in aid of the local subsidiary force, and Colonel 
Woodington invested the city of Baroda, which was surrendered after an energetic defence for 
ten days, and the Arabs, after receiving all that was due to them, were forced to quit the 
country. I n  return for the assistance from the British, a new treaty was concluded on the 21st 
April 1805, consolidating previous stipulations and adding others, among whiah were the 
increase of the subsidiary force from 2,000 men to 3,000, besides a company of artillery; and the 
cession of certain districts to the British as well as the GBekmBr's share of the '' chauth" of 
Surat. 

The murder a t  Pandklrpur on the 14th July 1815 of Gangridhar Shistri, the agent of the 
Gkekwir, by Trimbakji, the unscrupulons minister of Biji  Rao (the Peshwa), was one of the 
first of a series of vicious and intriguing acts that led to the disaolution of the kingdom and 
dynasty of Hiji Em.  I n  November 18 17 a treaty waa concluded, in which, among other 
conditions, the Peshwa renounced all rights north of the Narbada, and relinquished all future 
demands on the Gbliwiir. I n  return for the benefits thus obtained for them by the British 
Government, the Baroda Darbk  assigned more territory to the British as payment for an 
augmentation of the subsidiary force in Guzerat. 

I n  1820 the Gtiekwhr agreed for the future to refrain from interfering with his tributary 
Chiefs in Guzerat, except through the medium of the British Governme~t.  

'l%e subsequent history is of too recent date to be given in a report of this kind. I need 
only mention that Baroda has been brought. prominently into notice lately by the Commission 
that sat in 1875 to enquire intn the attempted murder of Colonel Phayre, the Political Resi- 
dent, and in consequence of the investigations of which, Malhar Rao Gdeliwh was deposed 
and sent in arrest to Madras. 

The prwent Giekwhr, Siyaji Rao, being a minor, the administration of the State lies in 
the hands of the D i w h ,  Sir T. Mridhava Rao. 

Baroda contains a citadel, about 970 by 820 yards, surrounded by a wall having four gates 
and some 50 bastions, and divided into four square sections by two cross streets. To the south. 
and east are other divisions of the city, which are surrounded by a similar bastioned wall. In  
the western portion of the city is the old Kothi or Residency. The enclosure, which is 
surrounded by a mall, is the site of the Jail and the new public offices. l'he GdekwAr's usual 
residence is the Moti Big, and the Diman's the Mastu Big, in the suburbs to the S. W. of 
the town. 'l'he old palace is close to the north of the clock tower in the centre of the citadel, 
and is now used for public ofices. Malhar Xao GdekwQr built close to this a mngnificent palace, 
the Nazar B k ,  which is of a pure white color, and much ornamented with carvings. I n  the 
interior, which is used for DarbQrs, there are frescoes executed by a European artist. Malhar 
Rao had the tower built to such a height as to exceed that of the palace a t  Makarpura, built 
by Khande Rao GbkwQr. About ard of a mile north of the Moti B6g palace is a celebrated 
well called the Nbu LQkhi Bboii, and just to the west of the palace is the Mbh8rlija's school, a 
fine new building, where the young GliekwQr studies, in company with sons of the nobility of 
the State, under his-tutor, Mr. Elliot of the Bombay Civil Sei-vice. 

There are some fine tanks a t  Baroda, especially the Sur Sa'gar in the centre of the town. 
There is a Hindu bridge over the Vishwamintri, nnd across a small tributary just beyond there 
are two bridges, one that was built by Colonel Waddington of the Bombay Engineers, of very 
elegant design, and th2 second of native con~truct~ion, built because the Gbekwir was afraid to 
cross the other on an elephant, for fear lest the thin-loobing crown of the arch should give way. 
Below the bridge over the Vishmamintri is a bund, which keeps in a large supply of water 
throughout the hot weather. There is a capital r o d  leading from the city to the cantonment 
and Residency. This road is raised on an embankment, and yet communication is sometimes 
interrnpted by floods. The Residency is a fine, though very old, house, and stands in large 
grounds. Opposite is the Rewa KBnta Political Agent's house and office, standing in a capital 
garden. The cantoriment now contains a half battery of artillery, a squadron of caval y, a 
detachment of a European and two Native Infantry regiments. The bungalows of the oHicers 
are in two rows separated by a broad strip of turf, along which the fine isolated hill of 
Pdwigarh may be seen in the distance. I n  a central position stands a column erected to  t.he 
memory of Mr. Williams, once Resident a t  Baroda, but i t  bears no inscription. Thers is 
English church that was consecrated by Bishop Heber, a Roman Catholic chapel, and a publie 
garden. 

12. nabhoi, situated in I atitude 22' 8' N., and Lcngitude 73" 28' E., is an ancient iortrees, 

IW~OL the walls of which form an irregular four-side1 figure, 
approaching to a square. The N., E., S. and W. walls are res- 

pectively 1,025, 900, 1,100, and 1,025 yards long, and have a round tower a t  each angle. The 
remains of ita fortifications, double gates and temples indicate great magdcence. Tile s t o a q  

B 



used are chiefly huge blocks of a very durable sandstone. Of the gates, by far the finest is the 
k t m  or Hira Gate (Gate of Diamonds). It is covered with handsome carvingarepresenting 
groups of warriors, animals, birds and serpents. There is a quaint legend about a man having 
beeu built up alive in the pasonry a t  the King's orders, but his protectress, the R h i ,  used to  
llave him fed by a large quantity of ghi being poured down an opening, which is shown to 
this day. 

IVithin the walls is a large tank, lined with hewn stone, and having steps all around. 
The l ~ g e n d  about the building of the city is interesting, and may be found in Forbes' 

" Oriental Memoirs," Vol. 11. It is said to have been built by Siddharaja Jayasinha in about 
A. D. 1160. 

Dabhoi was for a long time inhabited by Hindus only, no hlussulm6n being permitted to 
m i d e  within the walls, or to wash in the tank. A young hluhammadan named Sayad B&, on 
a pilgrimage with his mother MBma Dukhri, in ignorance of the prohibition, ventcred to 
1)nthe in the tank, and the Brahmans prevailed on the Raja to mutilate him, and he died. 
l l b  Dukhri a t  once returned home and sued to her sovereign for redress. H e  sent a large 
army under his Vizier, which took Dabhoi aftcr a long siege. The Vizier had all the fortifim 
tions destroyed except the \\.tstern face and the four double gates. When 3l ima Dukhri died 
she was revered as a sai~it, and was buried in a grove near the Him Gate; by her tomb is a 
stone of ordeal, and the proof of innocence lies in being able to wriggle through the perfora- 
tion in the stone. 

After this Dalhoi was for many years almost deserted. When the Musrmlmins finally 
conquered Guzerut, Dab1101 Ixcan~e niore populous, aud was held by them for two centuries, 
The ,\lahmttas tl~ell obtairied possession of it, and partly rebuilt the walls. During the 
campaign of 1775 i t  submitted to h g h o b a  Peshwa, who levied a contribution of three lhkhs, 
which the inl~abit~ants were scarcely able to pay. I n  January 1780, General Goddard took the 
town, on his way to attack Fate Singh GQekwb, who however gave in and concluded a treaty 
with the English (see p a n .  11). JIr .  James Forbes, autl~er of " Oriental Memoirs," was 
left as Collector of Dabhoi till the 24th April 1783, when the pargana of Dabhoi was with 
others handed back to the J lahra t t s  according to treaty. 

Dabhoi is now the chief town of one of the Talukas of Baroda territory, and has within 
the last tliree >-ears gained in importance by the State fbilway joining i t  with 1\1G$m station 
of the Bombay, Barudn aud Central India line. It is propod to connect i t  also either by tram 
or railway with Baroda. 

16. I n  Sheets 28 and 29 are several small estates, under the P6ndu Mew&, Rew6 Kzinta, ' 

R e d  K h t e  the most important, bein- those belonging to the Tha;knrs of 
Bhtidarwa, Sihora and ~ z 6 l i a r .  

17. I n  the portion of Kaira under survey are several villages held under a tenure that has 

G d k d  Tenare. not yet been described in these reports, aiz. Udhad (a Guze- 
n t i  word s~gnifying " in a lump"). !be origin of this tenure 

dates back as far us the days of Akbar, a r ~ d  i t  then meant that a village having been care- 
fully measured and an a r m p  struck of the value of the produce the land would bear, onc- 
third of this amount was taken as a fired rental, to be paid without reference to the extent 
or nature of cultivation, atid without m y  right on the part of the Government to illterfere 
in  the internal management, and the whole village community was made jointly responsible 
for the payment. The oppression e x e r e i d  subsequently by the JIahrattas partially broke 
down this system, which received modifications, l eadug  to the present sub-division of " Narwa ' 
and " B h 6 p i r  " tenures. 

I n  " Narwadiiri " villagoes (almost c o d b e d  to Kaira) the lands have never been d a t  
rates per beegah ; the assessment was fired in a lump by the Collector, and has in most villagee 
remained unaltered for many years. 

- .  

I n  " Bhh,p+iJ' v h g e s  the lands were assessed at  rates per bee&, a t  the same time as 
other village% of the district, and their total beegotee assessment forms the lump m m e n t  
of the village. 

18. With the exception of some patches of open country in the eastern half of Sheet 29, 

Description of Sheets 28. 9 and 30. s strip of open country extending along the southern portion 
of Sheet 28 from near the Jlai  river, to almost as far as 

Hi101 in the Pmch I\Iahils. and the southern portion of Sheet YO, the country in those Sheets 
is thickly wooded. In scme parts the t;,rt.st is v e q  dense, the mango being by far the com- 
molicst tree, but m i n d  ~l-ith the tanlarind ( c ~ ~ w i a l l y  near villtW sites), the mahlrra (Basia 
lat iftllia:, R i j  m i  or r-uprn (JI  in1 n s ~ p  ilidiji~a), ka~odt ( Peronia elt1ph:ln turn, p i k a  (Salvador& 
persita , p@/ \Ficus religiusn), bur- or uctd (Ficus indica,) nita or l i m  (Jlela azlldinchta,) a l l  
others less c u m ~ ) u .  

The country i-: also very htuige-1,ound in parts, especially to the west and south of B a d ,  
the hedge clmt;rining cactus, milk-lush, umr (Clerodendnm ~~hlomoides) r i f i p l u f  (Anom) 
syuamosa), je t i indd (C'aclitba inJic:i!, liari (Capparis aphjllaj, and other shrubs of t h e a p e r  
tribe. Close to Bar~ni:i there arc some h d , p  of alots, very diffiedt fo cut through. 
The subtlrbs of Baroda aft. celebrated for the magnificent specime~ir of tamarind and nim 
trees to be fljund there. Iiere, tt.0, nlay be w n  some v e F  larye baobabs, gni,rrl.-umli (Adan- 
s n i a  dizitat:r3. n.hic-h ha5 been planted at  all the ancient seats of Jfussulman power. On 
approaching Hslol aucl kalul in the PwcL JIdhiL many Inb, or palnlyra palms, are met \vith. 



There are few undulations of surface, except some low hills in sheet 28, and along the 
hanks of the Mahi river. The streams have cut deeply into the soft soil. 

The Mewbi  Rewh KBnta States (Mew&, a fastness) consist of very wild and intricate 
country, full of deep nalas and jungle-covered ravines, affording great facilities to robbers or 
outlaws. 

The soils are chiefly as follows :-to the right of the Mahi river &ths is of a light and 
sandy nature, and the rest approaching to a black loam. South of the Mahi are yellowish 
sands, loams and clays, till south of Baroda there is blackish loam, very good for rice, contain- 
ing  a large quantity of white sand ; then about 6 miles to the south is a slight rise in  the 
country, after which comes black cotton soil varied by loams. I n  the small portion of the 
Panch MBhAls under survey the soil was chiefly a dark loam. 

19. The principal river in the northern area under survey is the Mahi, which traverses 

Rivers. Sheets 28 and 29, and forms the eastern boundary of t h e  
Kaira Collectorate ; the banks of this river are reticulated by 

deep ravines, especially a t  the junctions with the Mahi and its tributaries, the Mesri, the 
Karad and the Mini rivers. The Mahi has cut its way down deeply into the alluvial strata, 
its steep banks being in places over 100 feet high. The banks contain beds of kankar, 
which is burnt for lime. The bed is clayey or sandy in most parts, but in the upper half of 
Sheet 28 the trap crops out all along the bed. I n  Sheet 30 is the DhBdhar river, with its 
tributaries the Vishwamintrl (on which is situated Baroda) and the Deo ; the Vishwamintri 
again in Sheet 29 has a tributary the Mota Suria. There is also a small tributary of 
the Dhidhar, niz., the Rangai, which again has a tributary, the RQ ; the latter is a peculiar 
feature, as although a t  its junction with the Rangai i t  is only a streamlet with banks 
about 10 feet deep, i t  is almost of the same size where it enters Sheet 30, 16 miles 
to the east, and its course is lined with trees in an otherwise fairly open tract of countly. 

22. I was a t  first employed in triangulating and traversing Sheets 26 and 27 with the 
assistance of four native Sub-surveyors. I made a net- 

Lieutenant Oibbs. work of triangles based on the principal stations Ghorarao 
H. S., Jheria H. S. and Wardhhri H. S.,extending i t  until the 

county  became too densely wooded to admit of triangulation without very expensive 
ray-cutting, but I have succeeded in securing several bases for continuation along the margins 
of my sheets. I also executed five main traverses. I worked with one of Elliott's 7-inch 
omnimeters, to test it, but foulid i t  to be a very inferior theodolite, the graduations being in- 
accurate and coarsely done, so that in order to ensure good results I had to repeat oftener 
than would have been necessary with an ordinarily good instrument. 

While triangulating I collected rock-specimens for the purpose of determining the petro- 
logy of the district, which is very interesting in the variety of rocks present, and in the thin 
layer of Deccan trap that reaches Sheet 26 ; but the results, together with my notes on the 
botany of the district, can be improved by further observation by the topographers next field , 
season, so that i t  is best to reserve them for next year's report. 

I rejoned head-quarters on the 2nd March, and remained with Colonel Haig till he gave 
over charge a t  Surat. Having then re-visited the drawing office a t  Baroda, I started on a 
tour of inspection of plane-tables, visiting each of the topographers in succession. 

23. Mr. D'Souza had charge of the topography of Sheet 15, where he executed the 

Mr. IYSonza. 
greater part of the northern portion, and besides examined 
the work in the rest of the sheet. Under him was Bhau 

Govind, who turned out over 200 square miles of topography in very good style. 
24. Mr. Christie was employed first in the preparation of Sheets 6 and 7. As there were 

a principal series running down the eastern half of the sheets, 
Mr. Christie. anothcr along the southern margin of Sheet 7, and a minor 

series along the western edge of both sheets, Mr. Christie had only to observe 2 triangles, and 
the rest of the work was all done by main and branch traverses based on the trigonometrical 
stations. This method was very advantageous ; as for triangulation so much ray-cutting would 
have been necessary that the work would not have been finished in the season. 

Mr. Christie was. called away on the 14th of February to go to the Dings. There he 
executed some minor tliangnlation and 3 omnimeter traverses in the river beds, working a t  
first with Mr. (1. Nd~rman till the latter was thoroughly grounded in the method of working. 
As usual, Mr. Christie has proved himself to be a very useful assistant. 

25. Mr. McA.Fee was a t  head-quarters with Colonel Haig until my arriva1,and was employed 
Mr. McA.Pee. in superintending the drawing office in Colonel Haig's ab- 

sence, supplying lists of data to plane-tablers, and many other 
duties. When I arrived he was sent to superintend the traversers in Sheets 6, 7, 26 and 27, 
and besides to complete a little triangulation required in the north-east corner of Sheet 26. H e  
is a conscientious and accurate worker. 

26. Mr. Hickie had charge of the topography of Sheet 29, and was assided by Balwant 

Mr. Hickie. Govind and Shyana Saibu. The western half of the sheet, 
being very thickly wooded and much intersected with ravines, 

the work progressed very slowly, and it was necessary to call upon Mr. S. Norman and 
Govind Gopal to assist in its completion. Mr. Hickie works accurately, his outturn was large, 



and he ensured the general muracy of the whole sheet by constantly changing plane-tables with 
his natives. 

27. Mr. Cusson had charge of the topography of Sheet 28, having under him Gopa'l 

Mr. Coason. Vishnu and two other native Surveyors. Mr. Cusson's out- 
turn is good, and Crop41 Vishnu worked as usual very well. 

28. Mr. S. Norman had charge of the topgraphy of Sheet 30, except the area done hy 

Mr. S Norman. his brother Under him were 5 native Surveyors. Mr. Norma0 
has become a very good plane-tabler and turns out a large 

ares evely year. 
eg. Mr. C. Norman was employed as a plane-tabler in Sheet 30 with Mukand Dinka 

Mr. C. Norman. under him, until he had to go to the DQngs with Mr. Christire. 
There he surveyed iudependently 6 omnimeter traverses, and 

oberved rounds of angles a t  two tripnometrical statious. At  the same time, he plane-hbld 
the banks of the rivew. 

30. It is very satisfactory to find that the omnimeter traverses in which the distances are 

Omnimeter traverses. 
determined by the differential subtense readings obtained on a 
scale by observing to the upper and lower ends of a vertical 

am, give far more accurate results than were expected, in spite of the coarseness of the gradua- 
tions and the infenor make of the instruments. The labour of chaining over the rugged 
ravines would have bee11 immense ; other routes besides the rocky river beds would have neces- 
sitated the cutting of the thick undergrowth, and the results are fully as accurate, and probablv 
more so than chaining could have given in such a country. Other advantages of the method 
are that stations may be selected on prominent points, the traverse crossing from bank to bank 
wherever convenient, and also that the same observations that give horizontal distances will 
also yield the relative heights of the stations, thus affording a line of levels. Attached to this 
report is a copy of a table I have prepared for the distances eqllivalent to the differences read 
in the scale. 

31. I may as well now mention that Mr. Christie and Mr. Norman report that they had a 

The portable still. 
great deal of sickness among their men, and one of 
Mr. Christie's khalusis died of jungle-fever. They themselves 

however, enjoyed capital health, and they both believe that it wns mainly due to their having 
invariably distilled all the water they used for drinking or cooking. An instance in favour of 
this is that one of their servants, having been frightened into using distilled water by a bad 
attack of fever a t  the outset, afterwards remained in good health in spite of his bad beginning. 
This all bears out the belief in the efficacy of a portable still in unhealthy jungles that I have 
expressed in two previous reports. 

33. Mr. Ferns, the Head Sub-surveyor, has proved himself very useful. When I WM 

Mr. Yerns. 
obli-ged to be absent from the drawing oftice fcr the purpose 
of inspecting.ylane-hblera, he kept the office in very good 

order, and supelilltended the draftsmen and printers well. He  also rnade all the arrangements 
for moving the oflice from Baroda to Dumas in the middle of Aprd. He  is himself a tiret-rate 
draftcman. 
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INDEX CHART OF THE GUZERAT TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY 





Extract from the Narrative Report, dated November 28th, 1877, of E. C. Ryall, Eq, in 
charge Kumaon and h h w a l  Party. 

3. On the 9th March my camp left nehra Drln for Almorah ; I myself followed on the 
14th by dAk and rail, with a view to completing my preparations a t  that station. It was my 
intention to move up the party from Almorah as early as possible, so that I might be enabled 
to accomplish the survey before the setting in of the rains. On the 25th March the whole 
party was pt together a t  Almorah, and by the 1st -4pril i t  was f ~ l l y , ~ e ~ u i p ~ e d  for its north- 
ward journey. Owing, however, to heavy rains, I did not find it.exped~ent to push on till the 
10th April. On thatday Mr. J. Peyton left for the Byans Valley, $hich lies to the north- 
east of Kumaon, bordering on Nepal. Mew1-s. Pocock an$ Warwit+ left on the same day for 
the Dharma Valley, lying contiguougly to the west of the Byane Valley; I myself, together 
with two Native Sub-Surveyors, marched for the Uppkr J o w  Valley on the 14th. 

4. About four dayfi after my departure from Almorah, clohds and rain again troubled us. 
At  Baceswar, my second march out of Almorah, I received intimation that Mr. Warwick had 
fallen ill ; I therefore directed him to join my camp for medical treatment, which he did on 
the following day. This circumstance a t  the time gave me no little cause for anxiety; how- 
ever, all went fairly well with him afterwards, though he was ailing more or less throughout 
the season. 

6. The winter of 1876-77 proved to be the severest known for many years pnst amongst these 
hills; the spring was wet and cold, and felt quite wintry. When I left pour head-quarters, 
Dehm Dbn, I was in hopes that the wet weatherwould not last long; i t  continued, however, 
with few intermissions till the 8th June, the most noticeable break-up to that time being from 
the 9th April up to the 17th. After the 8th June, there occurred b11t few falls of snow on 
the higher manntains, the heaviqt being between the 2nd and 4th of July, when the passea 
leading into Thibet became almost impracticable. 

6. Mountains which in ordinary years had their snow line a t  the end of April a t  an ele- 
vation of 12,000 feet above sea level, were mantled with snow down to 9,000 feet, and 
valleys, which a t  that time of year used to be clear of snow up to 1C1,000 feet, were literally 
choked with snow down to 6,000 feet, this accumulation in the valleys being caused by wow 
drifts and avalanches from the mountain sides. 

7. Consequent on the prolonged wet weather, the inhabitants of the upper valleys found 
i t  impossible to make for their summer homes.til1 very late in the season; the usual time for 
their migration northwards being about the end of April. So, when the Survey Parties were 
marching for their ground, they met these people, from whom alone they could expect assistance,. 
camped about the lower valleys. Thie state of things made matters look very inauspicious. I 
had great fears lest the monsoons should come down upon us before the people could be induced 
to move up 

8. My assistants had rather di5cult people to deal with in the Bhoteas of Dharma and 
Byans. They made frequent efforts to induce these people to move, and only succeeded after 
considerable delay just in time. My case, however, was seemingly worse. On my line of 
march I met the inhabitants of the Upper Jowar or Milam Valley loitering about the banks 
of the Sarju and Ramganga. These people possess an advantage over those of the other Bhot 
Pergunnahs of Kumaon and Garhwal, for they own intermediate homes in Munshihri, a district 
lying a t  the foot of the Milam Valley. Here numerous villages belong to them, and exten- 
sive fields are cultivated for them by Hindu tillers, pe-rmanent raidents of the place. l'hese 
villages being on an average not over 6,000 feet, the inclemency of the weather could not have 
kept them away. The cause I ascertained to be the raging a t  Munshifiri of an epidemic, 
locally known as " mahamari " or "gola," which had carried off many of the Hindu inhabi- 
tants of these localities ; but a t  the time I got there, 20th April, the disease had greatly 
abated. Nevertheless, the villages were entirely deserted by their Bhotea inhabitants. 

9. As I bad allotted to myself a large share of the topographical work, as well as the ex- 
tension up to the frontier of Thibet of a series of triangles, I could not sfford to lose much 
time, and it became clear to me that I must push through in spite of the ill-conditioned state 
of the valleys and passes on ahead. I accordingly summoned the influential men amongst the 
Bhoteas, whom I met along the Sarju and Hamganga, and they readily obeyed my calL ?'hey 
promised to take their people up to the Milam if I would show them the way ; but under any 
circumstances they said they cnuld not make a move for a t  least another twenty days. Mean- 
while 1 undertook to clear the way. 

10. I n  anticipation of meeting with some road-cutting difficulty, I engaged a t  Almorah 
nine professional road-cutters; these were, however, far too small a number for the heavy work 
before them, so I engaged sixteen other men from amongst the Hindus of Munshiiiri. On the 
23rd these men began their work, and by the 29th they had made sufficielit progress to enable 
me to move on. After collecting supplies for establishment and coolies, I commenced my 
journpy northwards, aud on the 6th May my detachment succeeded in getting into Milam 
village, catching up the road-cutters within n few miles of that place. There are in all twelve 
villages in the Milam Valley, and I found most of the houses in them buried in snow. The 
journey np was harassing, aggravated by falls of rain, sleet and snow. Except in those 
parts of the valley which were open, and consequently more exposed to the iduence o f  tho 
sun, I found i t  di5cult to get a spot for pitching the camp on without clearing off the snow. 
A t  Milam itself, after my arrival there, it snowed for about eight days with but some occasiond 



breaks lasting for a few hours each day. I had a mistaken impression a t  the time that once 
over the Until Dhurra Pass, the greater portion of my snow difficulties would be a t  an end, and 
I directed that the road-cutting establishment should press forward and make efforts to clear 
that Prtss. They failed twice, the recent falls of snow greatly crippling their movements; a t  
the third attempt they succeeded in getting over. They were at  t h ~ s  work for more than a 
fortnight. I n  the meanwhile I carried on the topography of the Milam Valley as far as that 
was ~racticable, 

11. On hearing of the opening of the Unta Dhurra Pass, 17,350 feet above sea level, I 
arranged to get across; and on the 30th May I resumed my march upwards. Though ollly 
abut 13 miles away, I did not succeed in crossing the Pass till the fourth day. Now were 
left before me two more Passes, not quite 80 formidable as the first, but very' trying notwitll- 
&anding. 

12. On the 8th June I succeeded in getting into Hundes, as that portion of Chinese 
m b e t  lying to the north of Kumaon and the two Garhwals is called. I was much 

however, a t  being greeted on the southern face of the Ralchdhurra Pass, leading into 
Thibet, by two Hunias. 

13. To go on with instruments, I was bound to give some plausible reason; so I explained 
the two Hunias, who were about to return a t  once to Daba, that my object was to survey 

the northern limits of British territory, which I found impossible to do from the soutllern 
faces. Before their departure I made them quite happy with gifts of rice, a h ,  kc. ; one of 
them turned back carrying my message to the Daba Jongpan, w the Ruler of these parts is 
called, and the other followed me the next day accross the P-. Two days after this, I r e ~ h e d  
and observed a t  my first station, Chilamkurkur hill-station. On my return from this statioll 
I was met by ten or twelve other Hunias, despatched to my camp by the Jongpan. They 
brought me a message conveying a mild reproof a t  my entering into the district, hut d d d  
thatas  I had come, I wm a t  liberty to go on with what I was doing, on the condition, to 
which I readily agreed, that I should not cross the Sutlej. These men stayed with my camp 
sevecal days, helping in pitching my tent and bringing in supplies of fuel. I n  time others 
from distant grounds brought in sheep, milk and butter for sale. My escort of a 
dozen then gradually dwindled down to four ; these again left me on the 2nd July, when I 
re-cmssed the Balchdhurra Pass into British territory. 

14. I was in all about twenty-four daysin Hundes, during which time I succeeded in ob- 
serving a t  sixteen stations, from which I took angles to about 45 distant p-ks, whose distances 
avewe about 60 miles; about thirty other peaks were also observed to a t  an average dishnce 
of abut 30 miles. A b u t  half the number of points have vertical angles observed to thela. 

15. After doing all I could in Hundes, I hastened back to form a connection between 
the work there and the base on the Unta D h u r ~ a  ridge. AS 1 had succeeded in laying down 
I'oiuts which circumscribe a very large area of country, roughly estimated a t  about 13,000 
square miles, 1 thought it would be as well to double the series running up the U n k  Dhurm 
gorge, the sides there being necessarily very short, and some of the angles rather acute. I, 
xrccordingly, on my return towards Milam, undertook this work, and by the 25th July accom- 
plished it. 

18. I n  1874, while triangulating up the Milam Valley, I was unable, owing to heavy 
other causes, to observe the third angles a t  some of my stations. These were six in 

Ilumber ; including these, the total number of points visited during the season is 27 ; the 
average height of them iR about 17,800 feet, the highest being alittle short of 19,600 feet. 

18. When I returned from my triangulation, I finished the topography of the Milam valley. 
I also topo,mphically surveyed the eastern range of the northern valleys, making a t  the same 
time a monnoissance of about 70 square miles in Hundes. The interior details of the 
llorthern valleys were filled in by my native Sub-surveyors. The area of topographical work 
done by me is 640 square miles, which includes 120 square milea of ~connoissance in Hundes, 

19. The length of the series carried up by me is about 52 miles, and the area triall,oulaktl, 
exclusive of that embraced by distant points, is about 560 square miles. 

20. On the 4th August I left the Milam valley for Almorah, where I arrived on the 15th, 
shortly after which Messrs. Peyton and Warwick joined me. 

Mr. Pocock ceme in about the end of August, and the native Surveyors aboot the 20th 
September. 

21. I shall now proceed to report on the work of my Assistants. I have in some of tile 
foregoing Paragraphs touched upon a few difficulties which were common to every member of 
the Party, so they need not be recapitulated here. 

2%. Mr. Peyton being my most experienced hand, I directed him to take up the survey 
of tile Ryans valley which had not in it 8 sufficient number of t~gonornetricallp-fixed points 
to make it wfe to give i t  up a less exp(?~lenCd Surveyor. h ~ o m v e r ,  1 supplied him with a 
7' theodolite, so that he might lay down some points in the north-ea~t corner of the Hyans 
valley should be find i t  necessary to do SO. R e   further instructed to obtain, if possible, iorne 
l,ases on the frontier, with a view to laying down some tlxns-frontier 1,oints from them. 
3jr. Peyhn, while carrying on a series of triangles up the Hyans valley, succeeded in laving 
down numerous points in i t ;  but he found it impossible to obtain any bwe on the ridge il l ich 
overlooks the tram-frontier country. The trianguiation executed by him extends over all arcs 
1 



.of 310 square miles; his topograpllical work amounts to 502 square ~ i l e s ,  executed on the 
scale of half sn  inch to a mile, including 67 square miles of reconnaissance. I consider 
Mr. Peyton to have turned out an excellent field season's work 

23. I beg to submit here some notes by Mr. Peyton on his work, and the topography 
of the Byans Valley :- 

" The weather Inst winter waa exceptionally severe thronghout the northern districts of Kumaon. Hills 
rising to  only 12,000 feet were perft~ctly white to about two-thirds of the distance from the summit to the bwe. 
The qunntity of snow on the r n o ~ ~ n t r ~ i ~ ~ s ,  whit h wtls cont in~~+~l ly  incrrnsing, held out a dismal promise for my 
chance of eurveying the higher re ions, and caused suffir:ient delay to disarrange my plal~s to enter Byana a t  Ci an early part of the summer. l l ~ e  pnsses across the watershed between Byttns and Tltibet, which are generally 
open about the first week in May, were inaccensible to travellers from the south till a much later period ; for 
I met the first batch of' traders f ~ o m  Kumaon proce~~ding to Tulilakot about the middle of June, and even then 
many portions of the high road to Thibet wero blocked with allow ; the d r i h  were deep. nnd a few dnys Inter, 
when I was np roacl~ing the Lipu Lek paus, all trace of the path was obliterated. This long continbed 
~ p l l  of bad weatier all t l~mugh the summer is in these hills higi.ly exceptional. 

" My camp reached the Nirpnuin pass (11,267 feet) lending iuto Bylrns on the 26th May, and here I halted 
for a week, anxiously looking out for a break in the weather, for stlow still falli~tg, and towards the ltigher 
of the two Nirpania stations it lay very deep. This is the o111y route up the Bjans Vnlley, all communication 
with which is cut off in wioter, wheu much snow lies on the N~rpania range ; and drifts on the road side 26 feet 
deep are said to be common. 

I' I n  June there were only eight clear dnys, when I got good views of the mountain peaks far and near. On 
tile 3rd July, when I was in the Kuti  Vitlley, there was a snow-storm accompanied by a cold raw wind, which 
repeatedly veered round the compass. The entire valley, for six days a f b r  the allow fell, wns perfectly white 
down to the rocks on the river. I n  Ju ly  I hnd o111y five dnys of clear blue sky, when the mountai~i features 
generally blurred by fog and mist, were distinctly visible. I was ~ r e ~ ~ t l r  surprised to find that, in tlte Kuti  
valley, where I was fairly behiud most of the great snow a ~ ~ d  rain-collecting mountains, there was no chan e 
in the climate; the weather was seldom fine for more than a couple of lioura in the morning, and I raroqy 
returned dry to my tent from an excursion to ally of the mouutains above 12,000 or 13,000 fcet. 

Aw soon as the p a ~ ~ w  into Tl~ibet are open, there is conqiderable traffic on the main road through Byans, 
and several parties of Thibetinn traders travel down to Kumaon with flat-ks of slteep laden with salt and bornx. 
A t  n much enrler period, or as soon a5 tlie snow diaarppenra from elevations below 11,000 feet, the Bhoteas return 
from their winter trip to the  low^ hills, and proceed to their villages in Byans. 

"I made inquiries regarding my ability to penetrate farther than our territory, as far a t  least as Tttklakot, 
which is a ~ l n c e  of some importance, lying on the trade route between Kumaou and Thibet ; alld nll I learnt was 
discouraging and against my chance of g o i ~ ~ g  there. I made the Taklakot officials prcsents of braudy, goirts, 
and cloth, and they accompanied me as far as the pass, but nothiug would iuduce them to conce~le the point 
relative to the extension of my journey to Taklakot. 

" There is a very rough rortd on the northern side of the pass of Nirp-inia leading into Byans, very m k y  
and difficult,-+ staircase, na i t  may properly be called, overltauging through it* whole extent a series of frightful 
precipices, nearly perpendicular, where fatal accideutn have often taken place, which the guides never fuil to relate 
with every appall~ng circumstance. It g e l  worse ns yos descend to the valley, rrnd being quite unprotected aa i t  
leads along bluff' faces of clitfn by rocky ste s and rotten planks, the sense of insecurity is very great. The 
mountains here are intersected by a nerwor! of narrow valleys. the nppoqite fnces uf whi'ah appronch esoh 
other 80 closely at  some poinh, that  i t  is possible to shoot an animal, or eve11 throw a stone across the gorge. 

I' The Hynns Valley communicates with Thibet by three routes, the principal and earliest open to travellers 
ie called the Lipu Lek pxss. The extent of mow which tlie traveller will a~tcouater depends entirely on the 
season; i t  varies Gom two to seven or eight miles, but in moderate weather this is a very easy pass indeed; on 
the 21at June we hnd a bright morning after a cold night a t  the foot of the ass, where the camp waa pitehed 
on a narrow plain, 15.000 feet above the sea; making an early start, we followei a valley to the south-ewt, the 
path l j ing over beds of recent s~iow ; a little after so~lrise when we were not far from the summit a wld wind 
was blowing, which made the wld already intense, almost unbearable; for the iciness of a T l ~ i b e t i a ~ ~  breeze, 
especially a t  tbeae elevations, is sometlliug which ortly those who have experienced i t  cim imagine. I wan 
moreover wend ing  the pass on its shady side, and so, until I reached tlte top, was de rived of any warmth 
to be got from the sun's r a p .  Fmm the pass thereis a 61ie view of the Thibetian ltills, framed as it were by 
the vast shoulders of the snowy range. For a short while the mist ~ i s ing  from the vnlleys had nearly blotted 
out the lower landscap, but the white, and in some places purple, outline of Nnmmu Nanghil (Anglice: youngest 
sister of t l ~ e  king of Heaven, 26,200 feet) was s l~arp  against a clear sky ;  the plain beneath look~ng very 
faint till the sun beat on it, when it appeared of a reddibh colour, without a tree or a speck of green anywhere. 
The mniu chain of the frontier reacl~es its reatest elevation and true central point in the mountain mass 
(22,m0 feet) which towers over its oiT.shoots nfove the soulas  of the Kuti river. The southern spurs of this 
range descend to the main valley in long serrated ridges, marked b cones, needles, and spires, which shoot 
u into the s l y  even higher than the northern peaks, and terminate a f rup ly  in a Line of precipices and crags 
wiich skirt the river. 

" The highest mountnin on the east watershed of tlie Kali is Nampa (23.350 feet), with steep snow beds cut 
into vertical ridges, and great towers of rock shooting out from below, between which are several extensive 
glaciers. With the except1011 of these glaciers, and that of Mang Shnng, east of the Lampia Lek pass, there are 
very few of any size on the southern side of the main mnge. The M ~ m g  Shnng glacier descends from the snow 
plains between two beautifully white mountains in a magnificent sheet, ;emarkably uniform and yet very steep. 
On the Uhnrma side the lnrgest glacier, called 'Sumzu~kcl~nn Kngal, in about seven miles in length, and 

.occupies a considerable portiou of the lateral valleys south of the village uf Kuti. 
"There are seven villnges in Bynns, all fac similes of each otl1;r : Garbia probably the largest, with a popole. 

tion of 600. With the exceptiou of some half a dozen houses, built in the style of a Swiss Chalet, they are 
all low and small, the building moteriala being for the most part furnished by the cedars that cover the Shialek 
ran aouth of Garbia. The village stands on the right bank of the Kali, opposite the valley formed by the 
T i n g r  stream which comes from Nepal, the ground in some places being wvered with accum~nulations of 
alluvium and in others cut into cliffs by the river. The great characteristic is sterility ; hill and valley, on the 
whole, presenting an expanse of stony waste. The norther11 rnngen average from 16.000 to 22,000 feet, the valleys 
being 9,CWX) to 12,000 in the agricultural, and 11,000 to 14,000 in tlie pastoral districts. The main valley 
through which the Kuti, the larger of the two etreams which trnverae the district, flows, a t  its broadest plrrt 
scarcely widens to more than one hutldred yards, and i~ shut in by the toweri~lg peaks that  run north and 
south respectively to Hundea and Dhnrma. The total length of the valley is 31 miles, and the highest peaks 
to  the north have an elevation of more than 22,000 feet. 

" The Bhoteaa in t h e ~ e  high regions are a sturdy race of hillmen, with no mate pre'udices, for the will eat 
game of all kinds, and drink to any extent. They are princi ally engaged in agricdture, n~ld  breeHng abeep 
and gonts; all their dothing is made by hand looms, the woof prwured from tlieir own sheep. A t  all the 
villages I visited, the women seemed industrious and happy ; their st:rple t r d e  is the weaving of woolen 
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blankets, or plaids of bright colonm. They also make fancy scarfs for the w ~ i u t  and other smell articles of the 
kind ; and occasionally act as coolies when there is  a lack of men. At  Garbla the 'I'artar phyniog~lomy is by 
no menns predominant, and although the noses are generally solnewhut brond and the cheek bones large and 
prominent, yet I saw some faces which in any country would be acknowledred to be pretty and expressive. I 
found the met) nlwa a faithful to their engagements, and many of them in their attendance on my a m p  went 
through p n t  hard!kps and itleonseniences, mughiug i t  on big11 mounhin topr without shelter of any kind, 
exposed to sleet and snow, and o h n  to a cold cuttit~g wind." 

24,. Mr. Pocock, who mcceeded so well on a former occasion in accomplishing the survey 
of the Mana Valley,-a very lofty region towards the north-west of British Garhwa1,-was 
deputed by me to take up the northern portion pf the Dharma Valley, which appeared to me 
from all accounts to be equally lofty and far more craggy. He  waa not able to begin work till 
the first week in  June; the enormous quantities of snow he h d  to go  over considerably 
retarded his progress, but by the 15th August he contrived to finish his work. He was only 
employed in topography on the scale of half an inch to a mile, and his out-turn is 
994 square miles. As the Byans Valley lies contiPous to the Dharma, the difticulties met 
with by Mr. Pocock, arising from inclemency of weather were similar to those encountered 
by hlr. Peyton ; perhaps more aggravated. owing to the greater altitude he bad to work in. 
The highest plane-table station of 3Ir.Pocock is about 19,000 feet, average about 16,500 feet. 

25. 1'0 Mr. Warwick I allotted the southern portion of the Dharma Valley. H e  also 
experienced the vicissitudes of weather complained of by Xr. Peyton, but aa he was not 
employed in very lofty ground, he felt them to n lesser degree. Mr. Warwick, as I have 
stated, fell ill a t  the very out-set : he was more than 20 days ill, but recovered sufficiently a t  
the end of that time to march off to his ground. H e  suffered more or less throughout the 
Bmon, but managed with perseverallce to get through his share of the work, which amounts to 
163 square miles of topography on the half-inch scale. 

27. The entrance into the Milam Valley is through a stupendous gorge, overhung by 
large masses of granite precipices ; this gorGe is about 12 miles in length, and the road 
through it is for the most part a mere serles of narrow steps built along the faces of steep 
hill sides or rugged precipices, and where this is impl-acticable, planks leading from one ledge 
of a precipice to another are laid across. After the first 12 miles the country becomes more 
open. The mountains here are composed of three different kinds of rock; the lowest formation 
is granite, of which all the most lofty peaks are composcd ; the second is a hard slate ; and 
the third and highest is a hard crystallized limestone. The mountains are not very precipitous 
near the sides of this portion of the valley. The open part of the Milam Valley is about 
] 4 miles, up to the village of Milam. Here the valley splits up into two ; the one to the west 
is occupied by an extensive glacier running down to within two miles of the village ; the other 
might be called a narrow gorge extending up to the very watershed line on the Unta, Dhu-. 
'rhe formations in these two valleys are the same as those found in the open parts of the valley 
below. At  the foot of the Unta Dhurra range lies a glacier about 4 miles in length, and owing 
to this glacier the approach to the pass is extremely difficclt. The Unta Dhurra pass is the 
most difficult of all the passes in Kumaon and Garhwnl. 

28. The two northern valleys, owing to the absence of a general name for them, might be 
the Girthi and Kiangur valleys. The drainage of the* valleys falls into the Dhauli river 

in the Niti valley. The Girthi valley is bounded on the north by sheer cliffs of limestone 
rising to over 19,000 feet; on the  south i t  is belted by peaks and ranges averaging over 
21,000 feet. The highest parts are composed, to all appearanues, of granite, and the lower of 
limestone in a semi-crystallised state. The Kiangur valley is entirely composed of this limestone ; 
its southern slopes are precipitous, but the northern slopes, though lofty, are for the most part 
undulatin,o, and present a view for 15 miles of pleasing softness when compared with the 
ruggedness of the southern r ides .  These slopes are richly covered with verdure up to about 
15,000 feet, and a t  their bases a description of furze is found to grow luxuriantly, the roots 
of which make capital fuel. A t  the time of my passage through, the entire valley was covered 
with snow; and i t  was only on my return from Hundes in July that I was greeted with the 
bloom of spring, though it was past midsammer. 

30. Before concluding this, I would beg to bring prominently to your notice the services 
rendered by Dhannu, Jangpani of the village of Burphu in the Milam Valley, anti of Rapti 
in Munshiari. On previous occasions Dhannti has rendered very good service as head manager 
of the camp, in procuring supplies and rendering himself generally useful. This year i t  
chiefly due to him that I was able without much trouble to make the extensive preparstions 
which were necessary for conducting supplies, first ovcr five marches in the Milam Valley, and. 
then over eleven marches of sterile and barren country. 

He is a man possessing extensive influence and k t .  
32. During the conduct of the field operations in Kumaon and Garhmal, Mr. W. ~ ~ d d  

was left in charge of the mapping department of my office. Of the Dehra Dlin Survey on the 
of four inches to t.he mile, the following maps have been completed, oiz., Nos. XXIII, 

xXX, XXXIII ,  XXXIV, and X L ;  of the remaining sheets of the same survey, Nos. XXIV, 
XXXI, XXXII,  XXXVII I  and XXXIX require typing of names to complete them for 
photozincography. The drawing office helped in outlining sheets X X I V  and XXXII, and in 
both outlining and shading sheet XL. 

33. The outlining of the four sheets of the Jaunsar BBwnr Survey, on the scale of two 
inches to the mile, has been done, with the exception of those portions sui-veyed by the I?orest 
Depnrtment. 

34. The two sheets of the large scale map of Dehra and its suburbs (twelve inches to the 
mile) have been outlined. 



3.5. The reduction of the Dehra Din  maps from the scale of four inches to a mile to that ' of one inch to a mile is in progress. 
36. Pari paaan with the supervision exercised by Mr. Todd in the mapping work, he was 

employed for al~out a month in drawing up a narrative of the Mullah's explorations. 
Mr. Kinney joined the office about the middle of May, and rendered Mr. Todd great 

mistance by taking up the shading of six and a half sheets of the large scale, llehra DGn 
Survey. The progress made in the drawing work is very creditable to Messrs. Todd and Kinney . 
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Extract from the Narrative Report, dated, 23rd August 1877, of Captain A. W. Baird, 
B.E., in charge Tidal and Leveling Operations. 

2. I n  June 1878, I availed myself of three months' privilege leave and went to England. 
Prior to my departure, I was informed that i t  was most 

Only One detachment of the party to probable I should hare to remain there to finish off the 
carry on leveling. 

reductions of tlie tidal observations in co-operation with 
Mr. Roberts of the Nautical Almanac Office. I had to settle, therefore, the worli for the 
next field season before I left. I n  the former season two detachments of the party mere a t  
work, carrying on different lines of levels simultaneously; it was of course only necessary for 
me to arrange for one detachment to be a t  work, should 1 not return in time to take the field. 

3. Major (now Lieutenant-Colonel) Haig took charge of the party on my departure. I 
drew up a memorandum for his information, giving all the details of the lines of levels, and 
the branch lines which should be executed so as to connect irrigatioh, railway, aiid other 
levels. With this memorandum for his guiaance, Mr. Rendell (who had charge of the 
detachment) had no trouble in carrying out the work required. 

6. Mr. Rendell reports :--. 
"My first duty mas to make enquiries and search for the Irrigation bench-marks round about Sbnand. I 

s ent a week in useless sea~ch, slthough 1 hnd a map by me shewing 
Dimcu't recOgnising Idfluon tReir position. This was due to the fact that  the majority of tile i ~ g a .  ment bencg.mnr~s. 

tion bench-marks nre situated on the root .  of trees, which I wns not aware 
of a t  the t ime; I Inoked for something more s~ibstnntial: however, on conlnlunicating with Major Haig, he sent 
me a conlplete list of the bench-marhs 1 required, with a full descri tion of each, and which contained the names 
of the villi~ge oficiala to rrlloee cnre they were handed orer. \pith this before me, I found no diEcultg in 
connecting a nu~nber of Irrigation bench-marks extending over Sheets 80, 81, 8, and 9 of the Gozerat Survey." 

7. After completing this, Mr. Rendell marched to Melimadabad, where he arrived on the 
23rd December. He  then connected Jinjhar H. S. with the 

Work commenced On line and hlel~madahad bench-mark by a branch line about 6 miles branch to Pkli, &c. 
long, and afterwards commenced work on-the main line of levels 

which was being carried along the railway line. By the 2nd January he renchwl Anand Rail- 
way Station, and then drove a branch line along the milw:iy from A nand to Plili, a distance of 32 
miles, and connected Pili  and Poeda stations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey triangulation. 

8. The work on the main line was recommenced on the 24th January, and by the 11th 
February the main line l i d  been carried as  far as W U .  

Branch line to  Carnbay. From this a branch line was taken to Cambay, and a Great 
Trigonometrical Snrvcy bench-mark was embedded near the town, and the Trigonometrical 
Station (('amlny Factory) was also connected. This branch line n7as 33 miles in lengthJ and 
along i t  20 puckn points or bench-marks were connected. 

9. The main line was then continued as far as Baroda, where a bench-mark was laid 
down a t  the h i l w a y  Station, and another in the Cantonment, 

Pucta points connected at Bnroda. and several pucka points mere also connected in Baroda, such 
as the steps of the dik bungalow, the pavement a t  the bottom of the clock tower, kc., and . 
also the top of the clocl; tower, being a Great Trigonometrical Station. The heights of the 

fixed a t  Baroda mere supplied to tlie Executive Engineer for Irrigation a t  Baroda, to 
enable him to refer all his levels in future to mean level of sea. 

10. The main line mas then continued, and on the 23rd February had reached Meagim, 
where a branch line was carried to Sidpur H. S., a distance of 

Branch line to Sidpur 30 miles, 2:3+ of which extended over the narrow gauge H.S. llail~vay of his Highness the Guicwar, which goes to Dabhoie. 
Bench-marks and pucka points were con~iected en route. 

11. By the 9th March the main line had been carried as h r  as Broach. Of the work on 
the main line beyond this, Mr. Rendell reports :- 

"Owing to a good portion of the Nerbudda bridge (nearly half) having been washed away during the revious 
mollsoon, I anticipated great difficulty in carrying my line ot' levers acrosa 

Lere''inE Over the Nerbuddn, the the river, which a t  this point is nenrly one mile broad. I found that a bridge Ueing pnrlldly destroyed. 
te~nporary structure had been erected over which trnios passed a t  a very 

slow rate of speed, this structnre being connected with the portion of the bridge that  remained standing, by a 
diversion having a decline of something like 1 i n  12. One or two pucka points on the north and south bnnks of 
the river were nlso fixed, and their heights notlfied to the Railway Engineer in charge of the bridge, silo was 
desirous of obtaining nccurate data to start from, i n  connection with the  new br~dge which is about to be 
constructed. 

Stirat W88 reached by the end of March, and several bench-marks in the vicinity of the 
town were connected. 

12. I n  continuing the main line, several of the Irrigation Department levels in connection 

Irrigation levels of the Tapti pro- with the Tapti project were connected between Anklesmar 
ject connected. and Sachin. 

13. From s point about 3 111iles south of Bulsar a branch line was run to Parnera H. $., ' 

a principal station of the Northern ' Concan series, and by 28th 
Nain line closed. April the main line was closed for the season a t  Damnun Hail- 

way Station; a branch line was carried from t h i ~  to the t0\3~n of Damnun, a distance of 6 
miles. rnhere a Great Triaonometrical Survey bench-mark was laid down. - 

14. The operations were carried on tlirou$out by two independent levelers according 
the rigid rules in force in this Department. hlr. Hendell General execution of the leveling. renorts :- 

l1In  no case wns the discrepancy betGeen the two instruments allowed to  exceed '006 of a.foot; and, indeed, 
instances u e  rare where a differewe of 9 2 5  of a foot was allowed to p s a  without repeating the observations." 



The difference between the closing results of the two levels wss 0.090 foot, and the 
greatest difference a t  any end of any section during the seaeon was 0.128 of a foot, which wae 
at  144 miles from starting. 

15. A comparison of the staves with the portable standard bar wds made four times during 
Cornpariaion of the stavea the season, vez., a t  S h d ,  Mesgam, Surat, and Damaun. 

16. The heights of the rails opposite the booking offices of 35 Railway Stations were 
ascertained, and the average error of the heights as given by 

Height at Railmy Stations connect- 
ed. the Railway authorities is + 5.1 feet. The greatest emor wm 

at  Palej, vtz., + 8.0 feet, and the least at Broach + 2.5 feet. 
At B m h  the error of the Railmay height is 2.5 feet, and at  Ankleswnr it is 6.2 feet, and the 
distance is only 54 miles ; this would give an error of 0.67 foot per mile. Similarly, between 
Uulsar and Dungri, also a distance of 5h miles, there mould be an error of 0.67 foot per mile, 
but errors of this magnitude are of course exceptional. 

Outturn of work sepson. 17. The following statement shews the amount of leveling 
executed by the party. - - 

Double leveling, main line ... ... ... 183 miles. 
ditto, branch line ... ... . 7 ,, 

- 
Single leveling loop line ... 164 .. 

... Number of Great 1'rigonometricai'~tatione cdinected 16 
Nnmber'of Great Trigonometrical Y m e y  bench-marks 

embedded and connected ... ... 31 ... Railway he' hts connected ... ... 89 
Number of%rigntion height. ... 40 . 
Number of other pucka points"duly i n s c r i ~  and con- 

necied ... ... ... ... 180 
19. As the levels supplied to the O5cer in charge, Gnzerat Party, by the Executive 

Engineer, Ahmedabad, for incorporation in the Guzerat maps, 
'UOp lhs, Ahmedabnd would not stand m y  single mnection, that is, the correction 

applied to one set of levels would not suit another set which had one ststion in common, I 
sent up a leveler and a few men to run a loop line from Shand  to Ahmedabad, and pick up 
the points as given in the list of levels in question. This loop line emanated from a point a t  
Stband, connected with the Great Trigonometrical Survey bench-mark there, by double leveling 
and closed on a point at Ahmedabad, also connected by double leveling with the Great Trigo- 
nometrical Surrey bench-mark at  Ahmedabad. The closing error of the single line was 0.044. 

21. The out-turn of leveling for the season I consider excellent, and Mr. Hendell deservea 

Mr. Rendell's sewiten. 

" -- - -- 

much credit for this. I take this opportunity of bringing 
Mr. Rendell's services prominentlv to notice. He has been 

four years in his present grade in the Department. I n  iugus t  l8f5 I also reported favorably 
on him, with a view to his being promoted ; but the vacancy in the next higher grade at  that 
time mas , I  believe, absorbed on account of reductions in the Survey Department. 

23. Since coming into re- quarters, the duplicate Sheeta have been completed and 

Work in the office during recess. 
brought up. The description of bench-marks and all pucka 
~ o i n t s  connected have been made out in du~licate. wit,h 

sketches of the points, where n&essry, to accompany the level sheets.   he* abet& o j  
heights, and computation of unit corrections, also table of comparison of Great Trigonometricsl 
heights determined trigonometrically and by spirit-leveling, have been completed. Similar 
tables for Railway heights and charts, shewing the routes of leveling in detail, are all nearly 
completed; and the forms for the preservation of the etations have been filled up and handed 
over to the different authorities, and receipts obtained for the safe custody of the stations. In 
fact the whole work in connection with the leveling operations will in a few weeb have been 
completed and despatched to the head quarter o5ce. 

Extract from the Narrative Report, dated 17th October 1877, of Captain W. J. 
Heavieide, B. E., in charge No. 1 extra party. 

(1). The field season of 1876-77 was commenced by this party more than usually late; 
in the first place because the first station for observations was Vizagapatam, which is exposed 
to the full force of the north-east monsoon and where clear nights for observing were not to 
be expected until January ; in the second place owing to the heavy nature of the computations 
of the previous season's work, which i t  was considered most desirable to clear off before 
leaving recess quarters. Moreover, 1 had been warned that I might have to take up latitude 
observations, towarda the close of the field season, with one of the zenith sectors, and as these 
instruments were new to me, while my colleague Captain Campbell was well acquainted with 
hoth of them, I availed myself of the opportunity of his presence to have some p M c e  with 
them before taking the field. Both instruments mere put up with Captain Campbell's 
assistance and their peculiarities pointed out by him, after whi& 1 had one of them carried out 
to the south-west station of the Bangalore base line and took observations there on two 
ur three nights, subse uently reducing the observations accordin to the farms previously used 
by Major Herschel. %hen Major Herschel and Captain Camp %e 11 were employed in latitude 
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work with the zenith sec:i%rs; they dopted  the admirable system of giving £1111 account4 of the  
whole procedure adopted each w o n ,  both in the observations and in the coinputati~ns, point- 
ing out any idios ncracies that were remarked in the instruments and any peculiarities exhibited 
by the results. 4bese sumahr ia  or, .a they may be called, histmies of the work w e  bound u p  
with the computetione of each eeason's work, and embmcing, as they do, all the experienaes 
obtained with these instruments, proved of great value to me, and must prove so to any one 
who hes to use the sectors in the futum. The M e  system of historical record has been 
adopted with regard to the longitude operations and the instruments employr d in that work. 

Before taking the field, the clocks, chronographs, and telescopee employed in the Lon$ 
tude work were also set up and overhauled; transits were taken with both telescopes for a 
lieterminstion of the personal equation between Captain Campbell and myself, and some circum- 
polar atars were observed for the re-determination of the wire intervals of No. 1 telescope. 
curious circumstance may here be mentioned with regard to the effect of a firm attachment on 
the rate of an astronomical clock. When clock No. 1134 mas first set going, there were no 
convenient pointg ili the room to attach it to, and it was set up with the base of the clock case 
merely resting on the floor which wae firm and made of cement in the usual Indian fashion. 
It was found, on comparison with a chronometer, that when the bob of the pendulum was 
screwed up to its full extent the clock in this position h t  a t  a uniform rate of 123 seconds 
a day. It was thought that this must be due to an escape of mercury from the cistern, but as 
no such escape had been detected, it was, considered advisable, before proceeding to open out the 
mercury cistern, to have some firm supports arranged in a doorway, to which the clock case was 
screwed up in the ~ s u a l  manner. The clock when thua fixed, and with the bob screwed up to 
its full extent as before, was then found to gain 79 seconds a day, shewing a difference in rate 
of Y minutes 22 seconds a day due to the change in the manner of wpporting the clock case. 
It appears from this that the whole clock case, when not fixed, moved to  a certain extent with 
each oscillation, thereby changing the position of the point of suspension of the pendulum and 
increasing the amplitude of the arc of vibration. 
, . (2). The equipment of the party was sent off to Madras by @a' trairi on th6 e l s t  
December, and I followed on the 26th, but tbe equipment did not arrive until the 30th. I 
had intended to leave Msdras by a steamer due on the 2nd of January, but that steamer broke 
down and this cireumsta~xe, togethet with the irregularity of the steamer service eaosed by the 
immense rke  trade that had sprung up to meet the scarcity prevailing in Madras, preventd 
me from leaving until the 10th of January. I arrived a t  Vizagapatam on the 13th and found 
that Mr. Bond had everything in readiness for me. From this station the two arcs, V i q p a .  
tam-Madras, Vkgaqatarn-Bellary were to be measured. 

(5). It was mw the middle of January wben fine weather might be expected, but the 
work was excessively delayed by abnormally doudy weather, quite of a monsoon type. The first 
arc wm not completed until the 1st ef February, and when Captain Campbell had moved up 
to B e h r y  and was ready. to commence the second an?, the weather had become so stormy that 
we ware unable to do any sakisfactory work until the 17th of February, eventually finishing 
this are oh the 25th. 

Although, as a rule, cloudy nights entail on the observer almost as much sitting up as 
fine riights do, since there is always fair expectation of a break, yet on this occasion the clouds 
were-so dense, heavy and continual, that on several nights m, attempt wss made to observe. 
A good deal of office work was in consequence got through during the day, the transcription of 
the chronograph sheets and the  reductions of the ht arc being well advanced before the o b -  
vations for the second were commenced. A t  Captain Campbell's suggestion, a referring 
mark for the transit was built a t  Vizagapatam, nearly in the meridian, on a hill about four mile 
to the m t h  of the station, so that in the event of failures to obtain circumpolar stars for 
raaimuth, on .nights when transit stars were observed, a value of azimuth might still be 
deduced~fm that date from micrometer intersections of the referring lamp, night by night. 
A8. .it - so: haQpened) -azimuth d m 8  were obtained whenever they were required, yet the 
referring mark waa a great source of comfort under cloudy skies, and in future whenever d 
convenient site can be obtained, a referring mark should be arranged for by the Assistant who 
prepares the  longitude station, and in low latitude other advantages migbt well be sacrificed to 
obtain. such a site. 

(4). The party eve~tually lefb Vizirp;aptam for Mangalore on the 28th of Pebruary, and 
reached Madras on the 3rd of March. The instrument, and camp e uipage were left on. board 
tbesteamer tn go round by seaL but the individuals of the party, 10th Native and European 
disembarked, and after six days sojourn in Madraa crossed the peninsula by mil to Beypul., 
re-embarking t i m e  onzloard the same steamer on the 15th of March. This a p p r e d  to me, 
tor many reasons, a far better arrangement than the alternative of sending the whole party 
rouhd by sea. 'In' tlfe first place 1 was in daily anticipation of hearing that the Government 
bf India had sanctioned a proposal for a determination of the diil'erence of longitude between 
Bornbag and Sueg ih which case i t  was desirable that I shoiild proceed a t  once to Bombay ; iu 
the second place an opportunity was thus offered and secured of doing six or seven days' good work 
in the redyctions of the observations on shore, in place of practically nothing on boardship ;' 
pnd ifi the third ptace the Native EstablGhment was composed, with one exception, of Hindoos 
who eat nothin but raw ar parched grain on boardship, and I did not feel justified in sendin& 
th&e h e n  roml % by &a. 

.-We did not arrive a t  M'angaIore untd the 18th Marcb, where pillars for the instruplents ha4 
b&n built a month previously by MT. Neuville; a few yards south of the positions of thepinam 
employed in 1872-75. 



(5). Regular work was commenced on the arc Mangolore-Bombay on the night of the 
%and. On the 23rd, I heard that sanction had been obtained for the determination of the 
difference of longitude between Bombay and Sues. The observing season waa now far ad- 
vanced, and to complete the connection of Bombay with Suez this season, i t  was essential that 
the observations in Bombay should be undertaken before the gathering of the monsoon clouds, 
to effect which it appeared necessary for me to start for Bombay by the next steamet. As the 
steamer was not likely to arrive until the 31st there would, under ordinary circumshnces, have 
been ample time to mmplete the usual six nighta' observations ; but we were unfortunate in 
this respect. I was unable to work on the %3rd, owing to an inflamed eye. On the %7th the 
telegraph line was internlpted, and about noon on the 28th, I heard that the steamer would 
be in before her time early next morning, and I had a hard day's work to get everything 
down and packed up in time to start by her. The Are Mangalore-Bombay is therefow 
dependent on only four nights' work, which however is probably sufficient to give a good result. 

6). l'he party left Mangalore by sea on the %9th, and landed in Bombay on the mornin 
of the 2nd of April. A fortnight was spent there with Captain Campbell in consulting an % 
,arranging a system for cable communication ; in the determination of personal equattim, and in 
vltrious preliminaries connected with the novel work we were about to undertake. 

The longitude station adopted at  Bombay and used for the previous work on land linCs 
was in the grounds of the Colaba Observatory, about there miles distant from the cable office. 
On land lines we had been able to work directly from etation to station, but now that the 
signals had to be trat~smitted either to or from the cable ofice, this distance became as great 
disadvantage; i t  entailed the presence of an assistant at  the cable oEce for the greater part; 
of the night to look after the signals and prevented verbal communications in case difficolties 
arose, aa was likely to happen with a new system on its trial. But there wem so' many 
bbjections to changing the station, that we had to do our best as i t  was, and the disddvantsges, 
when the work once got into swing, were less than had been anticipated. 

Captain Campbell was ready at  Aden on the 24th of -April, and on that night we had 
some preliminary practice, commencing regular work on the Arc Bombay-Aden on the 25th. - (7.) By the tirst system adopted for the interchange of signals, the clock a t  Colaba was 
placed in connexion with a relay at  the cable ofice, which i t  worked by the wual break of 
coxitact at each second. During the times that signals wete being exchanged between Bomhq 
and Aden, the relay was placed in conneaion with the electri6ed ink of the Thomson syphoh 
recorder, so that, by a simple arrangement, whenever the relay broke contact, the electricity 
passed from the ink to earth, thus arresting the flow of ink through the syphon recorder a d :  
marking each second of the clock amongst the cable signale on the Tape. It was found 
however, after two nights trial that this system did not give eatisfactory results, and on the 
27th Captain Campbell telegraphed the details of a new system which proved a great succeee. 
This system, which I believe to be original, and for which Captain Campbell deeerves much 
credit, consists in placing a relay in the circuit of the cable battery between the signalling keg 
and the battery, so that whenever the key is pressed the current padbes out through the cable 
as usual, merely weakened by the additional length of the relay coils, and at  the same time 
works the relay. At Bombay this relay was in connection with one of the pen armatures of the 
chronograph at  Colaba, so that each signal sent from Bombay to Aden wss recorded on the 
chronograph at  Colaba alongside the clock signals. Two days were spent in perfecting this 
system, after which our work proceeded very smoothly, so far as the comparisons were con- 
cerned, although retarded somewhat by cloudy nights at. Aden, where they were least anticipa- 
ted. l'he Arc Bombay -Aden was completed on the 9th of May. 

(8.) The party left Bombay by sthmer on the 14th of May and arrived at Aden on the 
21st. The Telegraph Office at  Aden was, at  this time, in course of removal from the h o d  
near the landing place, to the new block of building in Telegraph Bay, whence bhe caMe 
signalling is conducted. Mr. Stacey, the Superintendent of the Telegraph Company, kindly 
placed at  my disposal a row of thatched rooms which his M had recently vscated and which 

. enabled me and my assistants tolive or, the spot close b the longitude station and ts the cablaoffioe. 
The work at Aden proceeded perfectly smoothly and the arc Aden-Suez was completed on 

the 30th of hfay, and is the.only Arc of the season where a succeseion of five clear nights wem 
experienced simnltaneo~rsly at  both stations. 

(9.) During the time I was observi~g at Aden, Mr. Coanor eclrkied e tricmgnlation scrod 
the Peninsula to conn9t the longitude .station ,with the Marshag .light-how and wit# 
l a r d  Lindsay's station for the observation of the Transit of 'Venua. The'ttiahguhtion rtarted 
from a base line about ) of, a mile long, messured twice over with a metallic tape which had 
been compared with s atandard bar at  Dehra. It waa not originally intended to mart any 
But a few of the most important stations of this triangulation; but whea Mr. Cornor W& 
cielecting the stations, be found the hill tops to be in such a loose crumbling st& to 
$atforms to be coustrncted for the Theodolite, and, as a mason was required for this purpaw 
mark-stones with the usual circle and dot were placed a t  all the s ta t im,  exaept kord Lindsay's. 
Tlris station had pviously been marked by a cartonade sunk to ground level, but a mark-&one 
a in course of preparation, and the Assistant Resident informed me it wcdd soon be plaoed 
on a pillar to be built over the atation, which i t  so happens is jut& oubide the building in 
which the pendulums were mnng by me in 1875. 

. (1.0.). The inte*al of a week which elapsed beteen the mple t ion  d the laagitdde 
observations. and the arrival of the next .steamer ntaa spent in overlookh!g this triangulatio4 
in takibg some latituderobservations, reading off chronograph sheeta and pbtkhg up. On 
the 7th of June the party. embarked for Bornby OR bmrd the Avoea, in which Captain C m p  
bell'e party had left Suez, and the combined par t ies -ar r i4  in Bombas u n b -  my 



on the 14th; the instruments and camp equipment mere sent thence by goods' tmin to Poona, 
where office mas opened and tile recess season commenced on the 22nd of June. 

(11.) The boxes containing the instrumental equipment hnve experienced some rather rough 
asage this season. Both at Vizagapatam and Aden everything had to be carried about by 
most unruly coolies, and at  each place, up and down a steep hill where the coolies could not 
b well controlled; the equipment has twice passed in cargo-boats through heavy surf; twelve 
times i t  has been slung either to be shipped or unshipped ; and although the boardship method 
of slinging is not quite so hazardous as it looks at  first sight, yet it is not devoid of considerable 
danger to instruments, as was proved at  Aden by a collimator box slipping out of the slings 
and rolling off the cargo-boat into the sea; the box, being a well-made English one, 
fortunately floated just long enough to enable i t  to be secured, without resorting to the 
amphibious Somali for its recovery, and the collimator inside the box sustained no damage 
beyond the wetting, which however was so thorough as to have partly corroded some of the 
smaller screws. Otherwise, although the boxes have uuffered in their six months' travels, the 
instruments have remained in good order, the breakage of a glass cover of a hanging level 
being the only injury detected. 

(la.) Mr. C. 6. Neuville joined the party on the 7th of November 1876 in place of 
Mr. H. E. T. Keelan who had been transferred to the Mysore Survey. After being instructed 
in the forms of computations in use in the party, and being furnished with plans and memo- 
randa, he left Bangalore on the 17th af December for Mangalore where he constructed the 
longitude station, and where i t  was intended he should remain until the arrival of this 
party. But in the interim his services were required by Captain Campbell at Madras, and 
eoit arose that he joined and remained with Captain Campbell for the rest of the field season. 

13. Mr. E. 1'. Cannor joined the pnrty in Bombay early in April. As he had not 
previously been employed in astronomical work, he required a good deal of coaching; but he 
mastered . -  the . work of recording and the preliminary computations rapidly, and soon become 
8 nseful assistant. 

(14.) NT J. Band.-Mr. Bond mas with this party during the whole field season. He left 
Bangalore on the 14th of December for Vizagapatam, and with good judgment he there secured, 
at  a low rent, a house in the grounds of whicli he built the transit and collimator pillars in 
an excellent situation, about 100 yards from the trigonometrical hill station of Meppen, the 
clock pillar being erected in a room of the house where the clock was well protected from 
currents of air or sudden changes of temperature. He executed the triangulation necessary 
to connect the longitude station with the coast aeries, protected and transferred to the local 
officials two stations, acted as my recorder, and during the cloudy weather me experienced 
at  Vizagapatem he made great advances in the computations. At Bombay he received some 
instruction in taking transits, so that, if the weather there proved as cloudy as was anticipated, 
he might talie a few stars during some portion of tile night ; but the tine weather experienced 
tendered this unnecessary and his duties lay at the cable office where, at stated times, he sent 
signals fiimultaneously to Captain Campbell at Aden and to me a t  Colnba. At Aden he 
was similarly employed, but as the longitude station mas close to the cable office there, he 
was able to act as my recorder in the intervals between the comparisons. Mr. Bond has 
performed his duties both in the field and during the recess in a very satisfactory manner. 
He has displayed good judgment, akill, and tact when he had to act independently, as for 
instance a t  Vizagapatam, where he chose the position of the longitude station, and at Bombay 
where he had control of the cable signalling during the time of the comparisons and he has 
worked well at the computations. 

(15.) The native establishment consists, with one exception, of Hindoos from the N,oith- 
Western Provinces and their custom of refuging to eat cooked food on boardship and subsisting 
only on dry and parched grain with a little goor, unfits them for long sea voyages, and on the 
way from Madrae to Vizqapatam a duffadar who had but recently recovered from diarrhmi died 
in a few hours from an acute return of the disease brought on by this unwholesome diet. 
This was the only casualty during the season, and the health of the men has otherwise been 
very good; the sea voyages were cheerfully undertaken by them, and no objections mere raised 
even to the long sea voyage over the Kali pani to Aden and back. I had expected difficulties 
at Aden with the natives about the condensed water ; but when they found that i t  mas drunk 
by other Hindoos and that the canal water was exceedingly brackish, they used i t  after E 

few grumblee. 
(16.) I have to acknowledge much assistance, in the course of the senson's work, from 

ph officials with whom I came in contact. I am mow particularly in- 
debted to Mr. Te12? indell, the Superintendent of the Ganjam Division, who, when hie office at  
Vizagapatam was short of signallers, and I was much troubled by induced currents, came 
np to the Observatory at night and spent some hours in signalling for me with hie own 
hands. I n  Bombay, Mr. B. Smith, the Superintendent of the Eastern Telegraph Company, 
and his assistants gave us every facility for carrying on the work, in the first instance 
explaining the cable signalling instrumente which were quite new to me, and subsequently, 
when difliculties arose, they were always ready to &ord personal assistance, which must 
frequently have been rendered with great inconvenience to themselves. I have also to thank 
Major Gambier, R. E., the Superintendent of Military Works at Aden, and Mr. F. Chambers, 
who, in the absence of his brother on furlough, is in charge of the Colaba Observatory, 
for many little services rendered to me in connection with the work. 

(17.) In conclusion, I may remark that I have purposely avoided going into deb.& 
regarding the systems and methods followed in our operation4 as Captain Campbell has, in his 
wor t ,  entered fully isto these matters, 



Extract from the Narrative Report, dated 19th October 1877, of Captain (now Major) 
W. M. Campbell, B.E., Officiating Deputy Superintendent, 2nd grade. 

1. During the past field season Captain Heaviside and myself have continued the 
determination of difIerentia1 1ongit.udes by mealis of the 

Employment. electric telegraph. 

2. A t  the date of my last report we mere approaching the conlpletion of the reductions of 

Opcrutions of 1875-76. 
such observatirlns made in season 1875-76, nnd I was enabled 
to submit the results in a postscript. Shortly afterwards 

however changes mere found advisable in the method of reduction, which caused considemble 
re-computation, and altered the results, tl~ougli only by small quant'ties. I now append the 
find results of 1Y75-76, and will revert to the cause of the alteration in a later part of this 
report (paragraph 41 ) . 

3. By considei-able exertion the reductions were completed by the end of the year, when 

Progra~lllne for 1876-77. we separated for our cold season's observations, the prognmme 
proposed for mhich nraq as follows :-The measurements of arcs 

Vizagapatam-Madras, Vizagapatam-Bc1la1-y. and Mangalore-Bombay. Bcsides these, the 

Bnrnbny -Suez Mensnrement. measurement 1)etmccn 130mbayJ Aden, aGd Suez by cable was 
concemplnted, if the necessary s:lnction could be 01)t:lint.d. This 

measurement was urgently advocated by the A~.tronomer Roy:~l, Sir (feorre Airy, in order to 
complete the connectiori between Greenwich and Miulras, the European scction of which, between 
Greenwich and Suez, had already been executed on the occasion of thc Transit of Ven~ls in I 874. 

4. As the preliminary operation of the season, we dctcrrnined our personal equation in 

Movements. December before leaving Bangalore. For the first measurement, 
Vizappatam-Madras, Captain Heaviside went to Vizagapatam 

and I to  Madras. I afterwards moved to Bellary while he rem:lincd a t  I'izagapatam, for the 
measurement Vizagapntam-l3ellsry, on completion of which we moved simultaneously to 
Bombay and Mangalore, respectively, for the measurement of that arc. 

5. The seson proved particularly unf;lvoural)le for' observation owing to clouds, which 

Progresa impeded by weather. caused so much delay, that we did not begin observations between 
Bombay and Mangalore until 22nd March. U p  to this date the 

question of carrying on the operations by cable to Aden and Suez \va% still undecidetl, hut on 

Boinbay-Suez measnrement smlc- 
23rd March I heard from Colonel Walker by tclegwph, that 

tionod. the sanction of Government had been obtained. The sesson 
was so far advanced that no time was to be lost, and \Ire there- 

fore curtailed onr ordinary programme of measurement between Manpalore and Bombay by 
two days, in order that Captain Heaviside might not lose the first weekly steamer to Bombay, 
where he arrived on 1st April. 

6. On 2ud April I despatched Mr. Neuville to Aden by P. & 0. Steamer, to make all the 

Prepnratiene for cnble work. prepamtious there. I had abundance of employment in Bombay 
in connection with thc details of working by cable, both before 

and after Captain Heaviside arrived from Mangnlore, and we fiually settled on a method of 
working which promised to be exceedingly simple and efificacious. I shall revert in the proper 
place to this subject. We also observed on four nights for personal equation, after which I 
packed up my instruments and proceeded to Aden by the P. & 0. Steamer of the 16th April. 

7. Arriving a t  Aden on 23rd, I found the preparations in a fairly forward state, and 
no time was lost in g3tting ready for observations. ?'he ob- Captain Campbell at Aden. servatory wa* conven~ently situated about 150 yards from, and 

aome 60 feet above, the new cshle office, which had lately between completetl. W e  began 
observations through the cable on 25th April, and worked (under great difficulties a t  Aden) 
on that night and the next on the system which me had fixed ~ ~ p o r i  in Bombay. On the latter 
date I came to the conclusion that a change of method was absolutely necessary and hit on a 
happy alternative plan (describcul in paragraph 26 seq.) ,  which we introduced on the %th, after 
which we had no difficulty with the cable work. 

The weather had cause 1 us much anxiety, as the season wrts very late for star observations 
a t  Uomlmy ; but fortunately Captain Heaviside enjoyed fine 

Clouda nt Aden. clear nights there, while a t  Aden, where we had reckoned 
pretty confidently on clear skies, I mas troubled with frequent clouds lying low on the horizon, 
so ss seriously to  interfere with azimuth deteimixutions, which are a c c ~ r d i n g l ~  a weak ~ o i n t  of 
the observations. 

8. W e  closed observations on 9th May, and I left Aden for Suez by P. & 0. Steamer on 
the 14,tIi. 11 r. Neuville had preceded me by the mail 

apta in  pceeds to Suez. of 3 0th April, and on reaching Suez on 20th May, I found uul Captain Heavisidc to Aden. 
the station building ready to  receive the instruments, whioh 

were immdiately put up. Captain EIeaviside being also ready a t  Aden on 25th we be* 
obervations on that day, and continued nightly without interruption or difficulty until 30th, 

B 



when, having obtained six nights of good observations, we considered the meawrement complete 
and closed work for the season. 

9. I fortunately succeeded in despatching Mr. Neuville with the men and instruments per 
Return of the parties to India. P. & 0: Steamer of 1st June, which picked up Captain Heavi- 

side's part.y a t  Aden on the 7th. Having been granted 

Captnin Campbell taka privilege 
three months' privilege leave on completion of tlie field 

leave. operations, I took advautage of i t  on 4th  June. Captain 
Henviside proceeded direct to Poona for recess quarters, where 

I joined him on the expiration of my leave on 30th August, since which date I have bee11 
steadily employed on the reductions. 'These are now in a forward state, and I hope to be able to 
give some results as a postscript to this report. 

10. With regard to the three measurements by land wires which we completed, I may 

Measnrementa made by land wires. remark that, although the distances were greater than we had 
formerly attempted, we found no difficulty whatever on that 

account. This applies particularly to the measurement Mangalore-Bombay, between which 
places the course of the wire is so circuitous that its length aggregates about 1,000 miles, and 
moreover the section near Mangalore is not so well insulated as is generally the case. We 
were led to expect great diliiculty in exchanging signals direct between these two places, with- 
out intermediate relays, but with batteries of about 90 cells all anxiety on this head proved 

Ciccnita completed 
groundless. The three measurements, obtained complete two 
more circuits, riz., Vizdqapatam-Madras-Bellary, and 

Madras-Mangalore-Bombay, the observations of 1872-73 between Madras-Mangalore being 
involved in the latter. 

11. I n  these measurements we followed the methods employed during the preceding 

Method of working. season, with but slight modifications and additions. The use 
of the telegraph wire was always obtained for the whole period 

of observations nightly, and t.he transits were observed a t  both stations with one clock, each 
being used altern&ly. Clock comparisons were only taken as a precaution, and have not been 
read off or used in the reductions except where occasionally necessary. 

Some extra precautions dictated by experience were observed in the commutator arrange- 

h n n t i o n s  introduoed. 
ments, with a view to eliminating as much as possible the 
effects of interference of currents. whieh it is im~ossible 

altogether to avoid. 
The fact is that our magnetic recorders are not a t  all what they should be, bemuse when 

Pnnlta of apparatus. I got them made up in 1875, I was obliged to use the 
materials available, viz., the electro-magnets belonging to the 

original form of the apparatiis. These were originally intended for use in connection with long 
lines as well as short local circuits, and they are not a t  all adapted for the latter, which is 
now the only way in which they are employed ; the importance of this fact has grown up011 

Partial correction. us with experience. Hy a change in the connections of the 
pair of coils forming each magnet, which I introduced ill 

Bombay in April, the total resistance was divided by four, and reduced thereby to an average 
of 170 units for all. ''his mas found a great improyement, but it might be carried much 
farther, coils of about 30 units resistance being probably those best adapted for our purpose. - - - - 

12. With regard to the source of the discrepancies which sometimes occur in our results, 
some question has been raised as to the comparative responei- 

discrepancies found in bility of the astronomical and the electrical pnds of the 
tesulta- 

( I  )-~etronomica~. observations. I am afraid that the chief blame must bc 
(2)-~lectlical. awarded to the former. The electrical part may be divided 

into two portions, riz., as affected by (1) t,he alrangementr; 
inside our observatories, and (2) the line connecting the two stations. The previous remarks 
show that I do not consider the first of these as above suspicion, and that this part of our 
equipment is open to improvements, but I should rank the errors likely to arise 011 this account 
as quite secondary in importance to the astronomical errors. As to the second, the electrical 
behavionr of the line between the observatories, I do not for a moment believe that any 
appreciable error can be laid to its charge, provided there is direct communication without 
relays, aa has always been the case in our operations. I n  this opinion I think I should be 
supported l)y that of a11 electricians. 

13. On receiving the order for observing between Bombay and Suez, I a t  once began 
the preliminary preparations and experiments, which were 

Preliminary experiments for working 
by cable. rendered necessary by the fact of cable work being quite novel 

to us. 
Ae regards the method of carrying out the observations, the use of the cable would compel 

Method of observing. 
us to abandon the system of using the same clock for transits 
a t  both stations, for two reasons- 

(1). It seems impossible to transmit the beats of a clock through the cable, and record 
them on the distant chronograph ; and (2)) even if this could be done, the use of the cable 
could not be obtained for sufficiently long periods, for the night iu the busiest part of the 
24 hours on these cables. We were therefore ohliqed to have recourse to the method of c o r n p a r i ~ ~ ~  



clocks a t  fixed times, and & s e h g  transits with each clock locally before and after each set 
of comparisons. 

Id. My great object was to contrive a method of recording mechanically a t  both stations, 

Method of comparing clock's through signals sent alternately from each, so as to obtain a compari- 
&ble con~idered. son of clocks free frtrm any personal equation. SO far as 

I am aware this had never previously been accomplished, a 
pel.sonal equation having always entered in the observation and record of the reflecting galva- 
nometer, with which I believe a11 longitude observations by means of electric cables have 
hitherto been carried out. I hoped to effect my object by means of the Thomson Syphon 
Recorder, which was fortunately in use on the Bombay-Suez Cable. This is a bwutifui 
instrument recently invented by Sir William Thornson, a few descriptive remarks on which 
will not here be out of place. 

15. A very fine syphon of glass is suspended in the most delicate manner, so as to be 

The syphon recorder. affected by the c u ~ ~ e n t s  passing through the cable, which 
jerk i t  in opposite directions according as they are positive 

or negative. The upper end of the syphon dips into a reservoir of ink (aniline blue), and the 
lower elrd is very nearly in contact with the paper tape on which the record is to be prtduced, 
but the calibre of thz s ~ p h o a  is so very fine that the iuk must be forced through it, which is 
done in the following way :- 

A t  the top of the instrument there is a wide wheel almut 6 inches diameter and nearly the same 

The " mouse-mill." width, technically called the " mouse-mill," which is driven 
by an electro-magnet below it. The motion of the " mouse- 

mill " serves two ends-(1) i t  draws the paper tape past the syphon, a t  a rate which can be 
replated a t  plt~asure with, as we found, great uniformity : (2) i t  induces a powel-ful current of 
&tical electricity, which is conducted by a t,rass rod terminating in a point, towards a disc 

Electrificntion of ink. of brass, the distance of which from the ~ o i n t  of the rod can 
be varied. This disc is in connection with the iuk rcservoir, 

ahd thus the ink becomes electrified to a degree which is regulated by the distance Letween 
the point of the rod and the disc. The insulation of the mouse-mill and the ink reservoir must 
he very perfect, as the static electricity, which is OF high tension, will leak away through the 
$lightest opening. The paper tape affords the nearest conductor for the escape of the electri- 
city in the ink to earth, and this suffices to l'orce the ink through the syphon and across the 
minute interval between i t  and the tape. 

When no current is passing through the cable the syphon remains a t  rest, and traces a 
straight line along the centre of the tape, which is called the 

Bignals produced. " Zero line." Positive and negative currents jerk the syphon 
aside in opposite directions, so as to mark signals on opposite sides of the Zero line. When 
working the cable on the 'simplexJ method, all signals transmitted and received are recorded 
on the tape, the former being very sharply defined as compared with the latter; but when 
arranged for ' duplexJ working, the signals transmitted are not locally recorded. 

16. Our observatory a t  Bombay (Colaba) was about three miles from the Tele,graph Office, 
and as all connections between land wires and cable are 

Necessity of signnlling from Cable 
Office. strongly objected to, on account of the risk of damage to the 

latter by lightning, i t  was necessarg that the sigllals for com- 
parison of clocks through the cable should be made in the Telegraph Office. 

17. The first idea was that a t  each station the signals transmitted through the cnblr. 
shonld be recorded on the local chronograph, as well as 011 the 

A of de- local and distant tapes-single signals being sent from each aribed. 
end alternately- This would afford a record of a series of 

received signals B, B, each occurrir~g between two transmitted signals A, A, so that by measur- 
ing the intervals on the tape, and assuming uniformity of its motion, the former, B, BJ may be 
iriterpolated in terms of the latter, A, A (see fig. 2, plate facing page ). Now the signals 8, A, 
B, B, being also recorded on the local chronographs their exact local times are known, and t h u ~  
the difference between the clocks is arrived a t  by the observations a t  each station, only affected 
by retardation of signals, which enters with different signs a t  the two ends, and may therefore 
be considered as cancelled when a mean of both results is taken. 

The only objection I saw to this method, besides the fact of the reductions being laborious, 
was being obliged to t r u ~ t  the rate of the tape; but expe- 

Objections and difficulties. rience has since proved that each series of signals (A,  -4, 
BJ B) can 1e tnnsmitted a t  intervals of less than three seconds, and that for such intervals 
the rate of the tape is quite suficiently good. While considering the best method of arrang- 
ing for the record 011 the chronograph of the signals t ran~mit ted through the cable, which 
presented some difficulties, another system occurred to me which ~romised many superior 
advantages. 

18. It has been already remarked tliat great attention is reql~isite to keep the ink reser- 

A more promising method described. voir perfectly insulated, failing which the flow of ink is at 
once arrested. V7ith reference to this it was pointed out to 

me as nn interesting fact,, that a touch of the finger, or even of a pencil, on the reservoir 
sufficed to stop the iuk, and i t  immediately struck me that we might so connect our clock with 



the reservoir as to put the  ink to earth a t  each sccond, thereby marking the secoi~ds on the 
tape Ly breaks in the ink line. 

This was accomplished with some little trouble in the following way :-A plarised 
~ n t  in axecution. relay was placal on the table beside the syphon recorder, and 

the signals from the clock passed througll it, so as to 
work tlie armature a t  each beat. A fine wire mas passed from tlle ink reservoir to the 
armature, so that a t  each beat con~lcction with earth was obtained. This firiled, bec?usc the 
insulation of the relay was not sufficiently good, and the mere contact wit11 the table gave 
sufficient leakage to stop the ink altogether, independently of the position of the armature. A 
small contrivance fitted to the relay, however, effected our object, and we had the satisfaction 
of procuriug a beautiful record uf seconds on the tape by means of little brer~ks in the ink line. 

The record of a comparison of cloclis then took this form. Hand signals by key were 

Xxchl~nge nnd record of signals. transmitted from each station in alternate series (instead of 
in series of alternate signals as nbovel , and recorded on both 

cable tapes, while on each tape the seconds were marked by the local clock, and thus the local 
and distant times of each signal could bc compared with great facility. 

19. '1 he'  ndvantages of this system over tbc former mere that-(1) The rate of the tape 
Advantages of s~cond method. mas only relied on for intervals of one second ; (2) the re- 

sults of comparison could be deduced with very inuch less 
lal~or ; (3) a comparison could he carried on without in any nay interfering with the 
work in the observatory, because the connectio~~ of the clock with tlie rcl:~y, &c., was under 
the control of the signaller in the Telegraph Office, who only required to note certain times on 
the tape by n clocl; or watch (whicli had becn comparcd with that of thc ob.;urvatory), in order 
that the observatory clock's record ou the tape might bc properly identified as regards niiniites. 
The begiuniag of each millute was, of course, marked on the cable tape, j ~ l s t  as  oil the clirono: 
graph slieets, by the omissioll of one signal. Thcsc were all great advantages, and the last not 
the least so, as i t  permitted the observation of transits without interruption, and relieved the 

Comparison of clocks nn~ned- observer of all anxiety on account of the clock comparisons. 
(1) by longitude sigllala, The first of these methods may be known as comparison of 
(2) by ink.nrrcst aigl~nln. clocl<s by " lorigitutle signals," and thc second by " ink-arrest 

signals," and if my description has l~een followed, it will be evident that notl~ing in tlie shape 
of a personal equation of observation enters into either, though i t  is possi1)le that personal 
peculiarities ok' using the signalling kcy may produce minute variations in the retardation of 
thc signals. 

20. The success of continued experiments with the " ink-arrcst" metllod a t  Bombay was 

'a Ink-arrent" metliod adopted. 
most si~tisfnctory to both of us, and we agreed to adopt i t  
for the observations. It need hardly Le pointed out that this 

arrangement involves no connection between the land line aild the calk,  and therefore intro- 
duces no danger to the latter. 

21. It is well known that the retnrdation of a signal through a cnble is very much greater 

Retardntion of signnls. 
than that of a signal transmitted by a land wire, and in the 
case of long cables i t  becomes a very consit1er;il)le quautity. 

The lengths of the cables used by us are, between Bombay and Aden 2,172, and between Aden 
m d  Suez 1,864 miles. I n  such observations as ours, one must be content with assunling gen- 
erally that the retardation affects signals equally in both directions, iu which c;lsc? its effect is 
perfectly eliminated by the method of working. Unpleasant suspicio~~s, however, will occur that 
this may not be the case, and that the retardation may be affected by the dircctio~l of the 
signal relatively to the magnetic poles, or the rotatory motion of the earth, or by tlic direction 
of existing earth currents, or above all by the nature of the current used, wl~etlier by zinc of 
copper to earth a t  sending station. 

23. Wlien Major Herschel and I began electro-lo~~gitude operations in Tudia in 1872-73, 

Original precaution against varia- we acted on thesc suspicions, and i~ltroduced regular changes 
ti or^. of current during obscrvntions, with n view to cancel the 

effect of such variations, and even if possi1)lc to mesure  some of 
them. Later however I came to the conclusion that the retardation on lalid lines being so 

very minute a quantity. and its variations therefore presu~nably 
Precnutions On land much more minute, i t  was vain to hope to dctcct thcse varia- lines. 

tions by means of observations affected by much more serious 
causes of errors. If  our reports for season 1872-73 be referred to, i t  will be seen that different 
values of reklrdation according to direction and nature of current were assigned, but I added what 
appeared a probable reason why the apparent differences sliould be fictitious, and due to out 
apparatus, and further experience has only confirmed me in that opiuion. Accordingly, as 
these changes of current, involving reversal of batteries, were trouhlcsome, and complicated the 
work, Captain Ilcaviside aud I alaudoncxl them altogether for lad-wire mcasurcmeilts. 

23. I n  cable work however the question is very different ; here the retardation itself is so 
much increased that we can no longer afford to neglect i t  

Cable retardstion a serioua qaan- 
tity. possible irregularities, but must takc mlvantrage of every 

precaution promising to eliminate their effects, while me may 
h o p  with more reason even to detect and evalwcte some of the variations. Moreover, the 



existing arrangements in cable &ces facilitate changes of current, because instead of the 

Precaution against rarintion. 
dots and dashes of the Morse alphabet, jerks of the syphon to 
one side or other of the zero line are substituted, and these are 

produced by a double key the connections of which reverse the battery. I t  was therefore 

Details of a comparison. 
arranged that each comparison of clocks should consist of 
four sets of 16 signals in each direction, thus- 

Bignula from 6 Birula from W. 
1 s t  sat of sign&, with cumnta. + 
end 19 19 - + - , 
3rd n 9 ,  + - 
4th 99 9s - + 

and me agreed to make three such comparisons nightly. This afterwards reduced to two. 
24. When I began observations at Aden I found it best to do the cable signalling myself, 

B O ~ ~ Y  - Aden comprisona. for although Mr. Neuville was available at  first, there was 
the prospect of his leaving for Suez in the middle of the work. 

This happened to be practicAble, because, as before noted, the observatory was within about 
150 yards of the cable office, and the only objection was the loss of the third advantqe claimed 
above (paragrrtph 19) fbr this system of comparison, cir., the non-interruption of t r a s i t  
observations. 

We had no means of testing the ink-arrest system completely until we actually attempted 
to carry it out ourselves between Bombay and Aden, when I 

Difficulties saw immediately that i t  would be very difficult to work with. 
It has been already noted that great care is required to maintain the insulation of the ink ; 

this was especially the case at  Aden where the atmosphere mas 
weak point of the " ink-arrent" 

method. extremely damp, and I found that while the electric 
tension was sufficiently great to maintain the flow of ink, i t  

often failed to start i t  &ain after interruption. The result was that great delay was experienced 
in getting the comparisons, interfering so seriously with my work in the observatory that, for 
that reason alone, I found i t  mould be advisable to make a change if possible. Beeides this, 
however, I was ashamed of the amount of time during which we occupied the cable, and feared 
an intimation that the interference with traffic was too great to be permitted. We had two 
nights of more or less unsuccessful struggling to obtain the comparisons at  Aden, during which 

it generally took nearly 45 minutes to obtain any passable 
Thnt mrthod condemned and a results, and I then began to despair of attaining anything change cuns~dered. 

like success with the ink-ai~est process, while I did not see 
my way clearly to any satisfactoly substitute. 

25. In  describing the method of comparison by longitude signals as being the first which 

Difficulty of arrangement. was considered at  Bombay, I mentioned that there mas a diffi- 
culty in arranging for the simultaneous transmission of the 

signals through the cable, and to the local chronograph, and t h i ~  was now the only thing that 
prevented my proposing the adoption of that system instead of the ink-arrest method. 

, As I was walking home on the second night, much dieheartened and very tired (the 
work in the Aden climate being most harassingj, the may to 

Difficulty overcome. overcome this difficulty occurred to me, and next morning, 
having tested i t  successfully, I telegraphed to Captain Heaviside to adopt it. Fortunately the 
necessary alterations were very simple, and no difficulty was met with in carrying it out. 

26. The new arrangement was as follows :-One of our ordinary polarised reiays was intro- 
duced into the cable circuit between the signalling key and 

Details of new arrangement. cable (at R), so that every signal transmitted by the cable 
passed through the coils and worked the armature of the relay. At first I thought that it 
would be necessary to reverse the connections of the relay so as to get the ssme armature action 
with both (rt ) currents, but i t  was pointed out from Bombay that, by placing the relay 
between the cable battery and earth (at R,), the reversal of currents passed into the cable did not 

their passage through the relay. This is shown in diagram No. 1, ( late facing page ) 
where both positions of the relay are given, the first being in dotted Les. The signalling 
key (K) is double, the members being so connected with the battery that the use of one puts 
zinc to earth and copper to cable, giving + current, while the other does the reverse, and 
gives - current. I n  the secondary circuit of the relay, i. e., the circuit made and broken 
alternately by the armature action, one of the chronograph pen coils (C) was included, so that 
the action of the armature made a signal on the local chronograph, and thus every signal 

Put in execution. 
transmitted by the cable was also recorded on the chrono- 
graph. It took very little time to arrange this at both stations, 

and it proved quite successful, removlng entirely m y  ~ c u l t y  in making the comparisons, 
which were now carried out as follows :- 

Each comparison consists of four sets of signals, known as A, B, C, D exchanges, each of 
which should contain 32 individual signals, sent alternately 

Details of a comparison. from each station. Changes of current are introduced syste- 
matically :- 

thus, for A exchange, current from E + ,from mT+ 
B ,, ,I ,, E-, ,, W- 
(3 ,, J J  J, E + ,  ,, W- 
D J ,  >, ,,. E--! ,, W +  

The whole operation only occupies about elght mmutes from first to last. 
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27. The relay was placed closed alongsfde of the syphon recorder, and could be cut out  
of the cable circuit altogether by the transposition of a 

O r d i M ~  work contact peg from P to Q. This was always done when the  with. . cable was used for talking purposes, but its omission in no 
way interfered with the cable work, so that there was no risk of the relay retarding the ordinary 
work of the office. I n  this case, as before, no connection was introduced between the cable 
and land wires, and i t  will also be noted that the relay could no longer in any way interfere 
with the action of the syphon recorder. 

28. The CO~ections of the cable for receiving and sending signals require alteratioa, 
which is done by a switch alongside of the signalling key. 

'emription of the signalling and Of For our comparisons, therefore, this switch had to be moved the record produced. 
after receiving every signal, and again after sending the 

return, and this waa the only part of the process whir11 gave us any trouble a t  first. It also 
interferes with the record, because, on putting the switch over after transmitting ti signal there 
always occurs what is known as a '[kick " from the condensers, which are placed between the 
key and earth, causing a violent disturbance of the syphon. An exact copy of the record is 
attached (see diagram No. 2, plate facing page ), on which the transmitted signals are 
marked A, A, and those received B, B, the  unmarked digressions being thZt effects of the  
"kick." The kick can only be traced a t  the distant end by a slight displacement of the 
zero line. 

29. It would be a great advantage to avoid the use of the switch, both in order to get 
rid of the kirk and for the convenience of the signaller; and 

'mprovemente p i b l e  by it is possible to do so by adopting a modification of the arrangement. ' duplex ' system of working, in which the switch is not used. 
I have already mentioned that when working duplex the transmitted signals are not locally 
recorded, but this is only absolutely true when the electric balance (the secret of the duplex 
system) is perfect; and when that balance is thrown out, the transmitted signals are recorded 
in a degree depending on the amount of the disturbance. This exactly suited our purpose, 
because we could disturb the balance just sufficiently to obtain well-marked local signals. 

W e  tried this in the morning (when we could generally 
Tried with success' but found im- obtain the use of the cable for protracted experiments) with practicable. 

excellent results, and we agreed to introduce it for the com- 
prisons the same night. W e  found, however, that i t  was not practicable for a continuance, 
because the cable being almost always worked on the simplex system alterations were required if  
we worked by duplex, which were not under our own control, and caused delay and trouble in  
the ~f f im.  We had therefore to content ourselves with the less perfect record of comparison 
obtainable with the simplex arrangement. 

$0. I may remark here that our experiments in Bombay included many of which no 
notice has been taken, because i t  was found that the objects 

lnte*armce with cab'e Omce aimed at were impracticable for the above reason, i. e., because rangemente to be avoided. 
of interference with the usual arrangements of the cable 

offices, which i t  is necessary to avoid as much as possible. 

31. All the comparisons between Bombay and Aden mere signalled by Mr. Bond a t  

Execution of comparison. Bombay, and by me a t  Aden. At Suez, where the observatory 
was a mile from the cable office, Mr. Ncuville did the 

m@ng with Mr. Bond at Aden. 

32. I n  the reduction of these comparisons the interpolation of the received, between trans- 
Redaction of comparisons. mitted, signals seemed likely a t  first to prove very laborious, 

but as the work went on, the regularity of signalling became 
Olpss scale for reading. so great, that I found i t  quite feasible to use a glass scale of 

converging lincs, such as me have always used for reading the 
chronographic records. With such a scale the interpolation becomes very simple, the interval 
of B after A being read off at  once in decimal parts of the tape interval A A, and converted 
into seconds by multiplying by the known (chronographic) time interval A A. While in 
England I was able to have a set of these scales made, and they have proved of the greatest 
service. 

33. With regard to reading off the tape records of comparisons, the question arises as to 
the part of each signal which should be used, and the choice 

an to the Of the lies between two, viz., the first departure of the syphon from signal to be used. 
the zero line, which we have designated the ' l  initial distur- 

bance," and its maximum divergence, which we call the "crest." The retardation of the latter 
is of course much greater than that of the former, but this affords no argument in favor of 
either, so long as the conb-tancy of both retardations is considered eqlially good. Cateris ~ a r i -  
bus, the variations of the greater quantity must be more serious than those of the smaller. 
There seems moreover good reason for suspecting more irregularity in the retardation of the 
"crests," as this must surely be mow dependent on the manner in which the key is used, the 
force with which contact is made, and the interval of time duiing which it is maintained, as 
also on the state of the batteries and condensers. 

For the above reasons I would prefer using the "initial disturbance" of the received signals, 
but unfortunately these are not nearly so well defined as the crests, and a much greater uncer- 



tainty of reading enters. We have therefore made a practice of reading off both, which will 
afford two complete sets of comparison results with different features, as to which 1 can only 
say a t  present, that the retardation by the crests will be about double that by the other set, 
while I expect the probable errors of crest results to be considerably the smaller. The exact 
method of combining the two remains to be decided. 

34. The foregoing remarks apply only to the signals received through the cable (B, B,) on 
the tape record. Of the transmitted signals (A, A,) the tirst 

First indication of local tape 'gnal indication is always used, not only as more reliable in itself, adopted. 
but because i t  corresponds most nearly to the twin signal on 

the local chronograph. As a large personal equation may probably obtain in reading these 
tape records, its effect has been guarded against by my reading the whole set. 

35. There is a feature in the retardation of signals involved in the clock comparisons as 
we carried them out, which calls for recognition, although i t  

of lnnd and can have had no appreciable effect on our work of last season. retardation. 
The situation w-7': B 1 ' r ) E  

M 
is sketched in the diagram, showing the cable M N,  with retardation R, lying between the two 
land wires connecting the cable office and the observatory a t  each end, the retardations of which 
are called 7 r,. Now a signal made a t  M is recorded on the chronograph a t  E, and on the tape 
a t  N, after intervals 7 and R respectively, so that (lt being always greater than 7 or r,), the 
record a t  N is R--1- later than that a t  15. Again the record a t  M is later than that a t  Mr by 
R-7,. Thus i t  appears that we cannot use this method on the theory of equal retardation in 
both directions, unless we are justified in rrssuming r=r . As the distances between the office 
and our observatory ware only about 3 miles a t  Bombay, 150 yards at  Aden, and 1 mile a t  
Suez, this assumption is safe. 

37. Some notice of the points chosen for our stations during the season will be given here. 

Station sites, and how Axed. 
Those a t  Madras, Bellary, Iiombay, and Mangalore mere the old 
points formerly used as longitude stations, the method of iixing 

mhich, by connection with stations of the Trigonometrical Survey, has been already described. 
A t  Vizagapatam a convenient site was chosen, and codnected with the Trigonometrical 

Aden. 
Survey by minor triangulation with a 12-inch theodolite. A t  
Aden Captain Heaviside observed the latitude of the station 

with a 10-inch theodolite, and connected the station by a small survey, for which a base line mas 
measured, with several points of importance on the island, including the old pendulum station, 

and Lord Lindsay's station for his chronometrical determina- 
Lord Lindsay's longitude station tions of longitude for the 'l'ransit of Venus. It was an object connected. 

a t  Snez to  adopt the same point as that used for the observa- 
tion of the Transit of Venus, when the observatory was placed Transit of Venne station at Suez. on the mound of earth some 40 feet high, on which the build- 

ing known as the Khedive's Chalet stands. We had no precise data for the discovery of this 
station, but I am glad to say that Mr. Neuville hit on the exact spot, which I fixed by 
measurement as being 91 feet 9 inches from the south-east corner of the Chalet, and 49 feet 
3 inches from a f l - s t a f f  on the mound. I afterwards found that Mr. Hunter, who was in 
command of the Transit of Venus party, gave these same measurements for his station as 
91 feet 8 inches and 48 feet 6 inches. It was this point which had already been connected 
longitudinally with Greenwich. 

38. There mas another station used a t  Suez by Lord Lindsay's 'l'ransit of Venus party, for 
the purpose of a determination of differential longitude with 

Lord Lindeafs longitude at Adell, where the stat1011 adopted has been already alluded to. Suez connected 
The point ab Suez was close to the cable office, and was con- 

nected with our station by means of a traverse carried out with theodolite and tape. 
39. Our ststion a t  Suez had one objection, arising from the fact of the mound having 

Bail foundation at Suez. 
originally been artificial, though I believe of somewhat ancient 
date, in consequence of which the foundation of the ~ i e r s  

was faulty. This showed itself distinctly in the levelling, which proved that settlement was 
going on from day to day throughout the observations, and I am sorry to say that the 
azimuth observations show the same, which aEords reason to  fear that our results may have 
somewhat suffered from this cause. 

40. Having now given a narrative of the season's work, and endeavoured to explain 
whatever of novelty has entered into the operations, on 

Narrative of the season completed. account of their extension by sub-marine cables, I shall turn 
to a few points of interest in the observations generally. 

41. A t  the beginning of this report, I alluded to a change in the mode of reducing the 
Reductions of 1875-76. observations of 18i5-76, which was rendered iiecessary Iiy 

the discovery of an interesting feature in our persolla1 equa- 
tion of star tnmsits. 

When our reductions were approaching completion laqt year I received a pamphlet, from 
the United Statee Hydrographic Office, on electro-longitude olwrations and .personal equation, 

in which reference was made to a mach~ne for measuring 
Machine for measurhg personal 

equation. personal equations. This directed my attention to a method 
for measuring absolute personal equation by means of the . . . . ... ... .. -- . . . .:. :::: . . .. .... ..- 



chrono,pph, which I had myself devised some years previously, but for various reasons 
had never carried out practically ; and certainly i t  could not have been relied upon to give 
results for comparison with the equations obtaining in star observat,ions, because of the 
difference of the conditions. This contrivance (somewhat modified on account of the alBra- 

tions since made in our apparatus) Captain Heaviside and I 
quntion acceding to now pmeded to use, with the following interesting result, direction of motim of ohject observed. ciz., that we found our relative equations to vary according 

RS we observed an object travelling from right t o  left, or from left to right. 
Now, aa we take all our transits in a sitting posture by means of an oblique eye-piece, 

it follows that stars north and south of the zenith cross the wires from right to left, and left 
to right respectively, and therefore, according to the discovery just made, the observations of 
such stars should be combined with different personal equations. 

42. A re-discussion of all divided transits, taken for relative personal equation throughout 
the season, was then gone through with the stars divided 

of personaleqnation into two groups north and south of the zenith, and the for the season 1876-76. result strikingly confirmed that indicated by the absolute 
8. 8. 

equations. The original equation for all stars having been C - H = + 0064 -0057, 
we now found- 

8. 8. 

By north zenith stars C - H = + 0.102 & .0087. 
And by south zenith stars C - H = + 0.041 f -0034. 
The portion of the reductions comliining the star observations by both of 11s was then 

re-computed with the two new equations i n h a d  of the old 
Re-computation, with improvement in 

results. one, and it is very satisfactory to note that a marked improve- 
ment in the general accordance of the final results was 

01,tained. In  carrying this out some difficulties arose from the fact, that when a star is very 
clt,se to the zenith it may be equally conveniently observed either as a north or south star, 
whence in many cases it was doohtful how an observation should be treated. 

43. We have fully recognized this feature of personal equation during last season'b work now 
under reduction, carefully noting at  the time on which aspect 

Precautions introduced in season a zenith star was observed. 
lb;G-77. We also, when possible, adopted 

a mean zenith for the two ends of an arc,-say in declination 
15'1.5' forMadras and Vizagapatam, in latitude 13",and 17" 30' respectively-so that, the southern 
oljserver treating all stars south of this mean zenith as south stars, while he at  the north 
station treated all these north of it as 'north stars, all transits were taken with the same 
nspect at both stations. Besides this, each observer made a practice of taking several stars 

close to his own zenith on both aspects, i. e., he observed 
Each wnation them over the first ten wires a4 north stars, and then turning 

of north aud 6011th stare, known as the 
N -S equation. round took the last ten mires as for a south star, or vice were&, 

and in this way each has obtained a good value of his absolute 
equation between nox-th and south stars for each station. This we call the " N-S" equation. 

44. The results for our combined observations for relative personal equation by divided 
Relative pelronal equations b north transits (as before) which were carried out on 15th, 18th 

:~nd south stan known r  EM--^, and 19th December, and on 4th, 5th, 7th) and 9th April, 
nnd c -H . with both instruments, are also carefully grouped for stars 

1 8  of north or south aspect, giving a relative equation for 
each. These we call " C,-H," , " C,-H," respectively. As we cannot make choice of one 
of these as of more ;due than the other, the method in which we propose treating the whole 
subject is this. 

All the results of each observer will be treated as obtained from north stars, by apply- 

Application. 
ing his absolute N-S equation to his south stars, and 
these will be combined by means of the relative equation 

C,-H, obtained from north stars. Again, all individual results will be reduced to south 
stars and combined by the south star equation C,-H,, and finally a mean of the two results 
mill be taken. 

I t  may be as well to note that this N-S equation is attributed wholly to the fact of the 
stars crossing the field in opposite directions. Difference in the rate of motion has very likely 
a secondary effect, but on that p i n t  I can produce no evidence. 

45. Our personal equation determination of this season is not quite so satisfactory as 

Uncertainty of personal equation. 
that for 1875-76, as in the first place we had not so many 
opportunities of ca~rying i t  out, and in the second the 

results obtained are not so accordant. After all, however, the whole thing cannot rank much 
above a rough approximation when carried over such long periods, with so many changes of 
condition affecting the observers. For instance, it is easy to suppose that a week of sea- 
sickness will beriously affect an observer's persoiial equation. This must always remain the weak 
point of observations for differences of Longitude. 

46. Besides the personal equation of transits, there is the probable equation in reading 
off the chronograph sheets to be guarded against. Last 

Personal cqnrction of rcading records. year this waa done by taking care that the same person 
~hould r&:tbz r~cwds at both  station^ of any particular picce of work, but that could not be 
arrangediu$s ~ r p ~ , j l , e c a u s e  each obsencr \\.as able to transcribe a large part of his own . . 



records in the field. This equation hae therefore been determined by comparing transcripts of 
8. 

the same recold by both observers. It amounts to about 0.01. 

97. The determination of the azimuth4 deviations of the transit instruments has given 
more trouble than usual during last season's observations, 

Azimuth observations. on account of the prevalence of clouds. 
To supplement star observations, Captain Heaviside introduced a t  Vizagapatam a distant' 

referring lamp, about 4 ~niles from the Observatoi.y, and I 
Distant rdeerring lamp at ''laga- strongly recommend the use of such a lamp whenever practic- patam. 

able, which however is not often the case. 

At Aden, where I had great difficulty in obtaining observations of either circumpolar or 
comparative azimuth stare (see last report, Art. 241, I put 

Not practicable at Aden. in practice a contrivance which had occurred to me for using 
a referring lamp a t  a comparatively short distance. About 500 yards was the utmost available 
at Aden, and at this distance a mark viewed through a powerful telericope hns so much ~arallax 
as to be quite unfit for observation. 

48. I had a tin cap made with a small opening of about $ inch diameter, and when 
this was affixed in front of the object glass, a very good 

Contrivance for using a mar refer- image of the referring lamp became visible on the plane ring lamp. 
of the wires, and therefore without parallax. 

The explan&ion of this is as follows. If a mdl portion only of a lens of long focus be 
used, the convergence of rays is so slight, that there is a considerable range on either side of the 
true focusJ within which a fairly distinct image will be formed on a screen. I n  the present 
case the screen is imaginary, but its position is defined by the focus of the eye-piece, which is, 
(lt' course, adjusted to be coincident with the plane of the wires. 

The relative positions of the referring lamp and telescope being constant, the position 
of the image of the former, seen on the wires of the latter, will vary according to the position 
of the small opening in the tin. cap with reference to the object glass, as is shewn in diagram 
No. 3, (plate facing page.) 

Here 0 0 is the plane of the object glass and F F that of the wires, i. e., of solar 
foe* ; and f is the focus of the near referring lamp. A B C: D and a b c d are, respectively, 
transverse sections of the object glass in the plane 0 0, and of the cone of rays, of which tlie 
object glass is the base and f the apex, in the plane F P. 

Now, if the referring lamp be observed through the small opening placed at A, B, C, 
or D (the telescope remaining fixed), its image will be seen a t  a, b, c, or d respectively ; and the 
closer the referring lamp is to the telescope, the greater will be the distances of a, b, c, or d 
apart. 

49. The collimator being directly in the line between the telescope and referring lampJ 

Method of observing it. 
in order to observe the latter (without moving the collimator 
or seeing through it), i t  was necessary to place the small 

opening opposite the extreme edge of the object glass, as at D, and thus the referring lamp 
was observed as at d, although really placed on the prolongation of the axis of collimation R f. 

This is a matter of no consequence, so long as the tin cap is always put on in exactly 
the same position, because the referring lamp readin@ are only treated differentially fronl 
night to night. Thus, if an absolute value of deviation is obtained from star observatiolls on 
any one night, and compared with a reading of the referring lamp on that night, then by corn- 
paring the latter with referring lamp readings on any other night, a value of deviation can be 
deduced. If i t  is required to combine readings of the referring lamp taken with telescope 
I. P. E. with another set taken I. P. W., care must be taken when reversing the telescope to 
obtain the following observations : (1) a reading of the referring lamp with the oyenhlg in 
its old position ; ('Lj a reading of the collimator with the whole object glass before reversal : 
-in, after reversal, (3) a reading of the collimator with whole object glass ; and (4, a. reading 

%j the referring lamp with the opening in its new position. 
The readings of the collimatar (2) and (31 show any chanoe of azimuth which may have 

occurred in the process of reversal, and this, comhined with the Zfference between the readinpa 
( I )  and (4), gives the quantity, which must be applied to a set of readings taken after reversal, 
in order to make them comparable with those taken before. The difference of the collimated 
redings of the telescope micrometer in the two positions I. P. E., I. P. W., must not be lost sight 
of in carrying out this process. It may be added, that the observation of azimuth 
being in view, A, C (or top and bottom) are the worst parts of the object glass to use, while 
B, D (at the sides) are the best, because errors of position (of the tin cap) in these parts give 
respectively maxima and minima horizontal displacements in the image observed. 

50. On the land lines measured, we made use, as before, of 
Nature of stars observed. 

stem only for Indian longitude stars only, i. e., stars selected without any exact 
arcs. knowledge of their right ascensions and observed a t  bot,h - 

stations. 



For the Aden-Bombay meawretnent this stem was not wholly convenient on account 9 of the great difference in longitude, because it is, o course, advisable that the clock comparisons 
should be taken as nearly as may be at  the mean time of star observatione, which is impossible 
when the western observer hae to wait two hours for the set of stars taken by his colleague a t  

the eaat station. We, therefore, adopted -a combina6on of 
Combination of clock and longitude longitude stars and stars, 

stars for Bombay-Aden. according to which eaclr 
observer determined his own clock error by well-known stars. 

while a small gronp of longitude stars was also taken by both. Between Aden and Suez the 

Clock stars only for Aden--Suez. 
difference of time is only 49 minutes, but here, on the other 
hand, there is nearlv 20' difference of latitude, so that the 

&%me set of stars would have a very northerly n;erage position at  Aden a n d h e  reverse at 
Suez, which is objectionable on account of deviation errors. For this reason i t  was considered 
best to confine onrselves to clock stars. 

51. Betman Bombay and Aden we only u d  the new cable for clock comparisons, 

Wh~ch cable need. 
because a fault which at that time existed in the older cable 
made i t  difficult tx, work through, and unsuitable for oar par- 

pose. Between Aden and Suez me used the two cables nearly equally. 

P e r s o d  acknowledgments. 55. Mr. Pogson, Government Astronomer at Madras. 
gave me, as usual, every facility for carrying out my work 

MT. ~ogson. a t  his Observatory. 
Mr. F. Chambers, who was acting for his brother, 

Mr. F. Chambers. Mr. C. Chambers, in charge of the Observatory at  Colabn, 
was also most obliging and anxious to meet my wishes on all points. 

56. I have, as usual, to acknowledge the greatest courtesy in meeting our wants b m  all 
the officers of the Telegraph Ilepartme~lt concerned. In  ttle 

OfRcem the Indian matter of electro-longitude WOI-k, the Great Trigonometrical 
Department. Survey owes much gratitude to the members of the sister 
department, from their late lamented chief, Colonel Robinmn, R. E., downwards, for har ty  
co-operation and assistance. 

57. When we began the cable operations, the Diredora of the Eastern Telegraph Company 
mere good enough to allow us the free use of the lines for our 

OEciab of the Tclem~h observations, and also gave instructions that we should be 
Company- allowed every facility, provided the traffic were not impeded. 
These instructions were most liberally interpreted; and the amount of work which we were 
allowed to do with the cables often surprised me. The fact of the duplication of the cable 
having just been completed between Suez and Bomkay was, of course, a great advantage to us 
in this respect. We met with the greatest. attention in all the offices, v h . ,  at  Bombay, Aden 
and Suez; everything waa done to assist us, and much interest seemed to be taken in our 
prosess. To Messrs. Smith, Stacey and Tuck, Superintendents a t  Bombay, Aden and Suez, 
respectivelyJ our thanks are particularly due, most especially to the first-named, in whose office 
the preliminary experiments were carried out, and the delays a t  first starting experienced. 

58. I am also very grateful to Dr. Muirhead, who was in Bombay when we first entered 

Dr. M u i r h d .  on the work, in which he tobk a lively interest, and was 
always ready with advice or assistance in making experiments. 

Dr. Muirhend wns not officially connected with the cable, but being the inventor of the artifi- 
cial cablea set of condensers ranged on shelves in the office, so constructed as to give an 
exact imitation of the real cable as regards resistance, leakage, h., by which the balance is 

for duplex working-he came to Bombay to see i t  brought into use with the new 
Bombay-Suez cable, the laying of which was only completed last M w h .  

59. The British Consul a t  Suez, Mr. West, was very obliging,and assisted us in many 

Xr. West, H. B. M. Conad at Sum. 
ways, particularly in getting us permieaion to use the site we 
desired, and to build upon it ; in procuring workmen, and dso 

in our instruments through the Custom-house without delay. 

60. When in England on privilege leave I took the opportunity of visiting Greenwich, 
in order to describe what we had done to Sir George Aiq-. 

Airy at I took with me specimens of the chronographic and cable tape 
nich. records, and explained our sy~tem of comparing clocks. Sir 
Georp  showed the greatest interest in the matter, and was good enough to express ,oreat h. 
tion of our records. 

61. I then ventured to express my opinion of the desirability of extending them oper- 
q d i o n  of Australasian longitudes. 

ations, by which India is now connected with Greenwich, to 
the Australian colonies, a question into which the Astronomer 

Royal entered, and at  his request I afterwards furnished sketch estimates of the expellse 
which would be incurred if such operations were at  any time carried out. 

I eventually pointed out that, by the system which we had adopted, extended as described 
111 36 of this report, but somewhat modified and complicated because the syphon 



recorder would not be availalle, i t  might he hoped to connect Madras and Adelaide with only; 
one astronomical station between, as shewn in the diagram- 
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Cable about 2,400 m. sbout 480. about 1,100. about 2,000 miles. 

Direct eignalling would probably be practicable through the cablw joined up between Madras' 
and Hataria, so that the measurement might be made in one operation with astronomical' 
ststions at  the two ends. Then the section Batavia to Adelaide might be measured with only 
signallers at the ends of the intermediate cable (as described in m p h  35). 

It is true that the land wire of abont 2,000 miles across Australia might be a formidabld 
-tion to work through, though, considering the dryness of the climate, I have, but little doubt 
that  it would be This point, however, does not affect the question, as i t  may be 
taken for panted that no Astronomer will ever visit the centre of Australia (in our time. . . 

at least), in order to provide an intermediate station of observation on the telegraph line, and 
if the distance should prove too great for direct signalling, the work will be done, if ever, by. 
m-s of introducing relays. 'h i s  could be carried out just aa well on the system now under 
discussion aa with an astronomical station at Port Darwin, only one would advocate the pre- 
caution of introd~cing, between Banjiwanji and Batavia, as many relays as might be ueed iu 
orossing Australia, in order to obtain nearly equal retardations on these two land lines. 

Extract &om Supplementary Narrative Report, dated 16th January 1878, of captain1 
(now war) W. M. Campbell, B.E. , 

Since writing my Narrative Report, the reductions of last season's work have been corn- 
pleted and tbe results arrived at, which I have now the pleasure of submitting, and I s h d .  
take the opportunity of making a few additional remarks which have suggested themselves 
during the progress of the computations. 

As regards clock comparisons and the transcript of two sets of signals, v ia ,  those 
afforded by the "initial disturbance" of the eyphon, and, 

Clock comparison by cable. by the " crests of the waves, the results have borne out the 
expectations expressed in the body of m y  report. ?'he crests give results with smaller proba- 
ble errors, hut their value of retardation, while about twice aa great as that by initials, is 
also not nearly so constant. 

A feature has been found which was not thought of at  the beginning of the work, aiz, 

Wave or syphon time. 
a constant difference between the two ends of the cable, in the  
interval of time between initial and maximum (or creit) 
disturbance. 

This we have called the " wave or syphon time," the alternative designation k i n g  em- 
ployed because of the doubt existing as to the exact nature of the interval, which &ins to 
arise from a combination of two causes- r J -  I 

(I).-A cable requires time to take up its maximum charge, which may be called the 

Causes. 
l'wave time;" and this time is d ndent not only on the 
state of the cable, but on that of t e batteries and condens- 

ers, and on the mode of using the key. 
T 

(21.-According to the adjustment of the syphon, the same current from the cable will 
produce a greater or less disturbance, and the interval between initial and crest effeotq on thiq 
account is called "syphon time." This interval will depend on the state of the batteriee 
of the electro-magnet, of the syphon-recorder, and on the suspension of the syphon itself. 

It need hardly be remarked that the different values of this interval at  the two sts t iqn~ 
is an important matter. If it arises wholly from wave time, 

Effecta. the initials of signals are probably least, if at all, affected, 
and would therefore give the best results. If, on the other hand, i t  were due to the syphon 
time only, i t  might be considered that the ayphon making the greater excursions would s tah  
sooner, and continue the movement later, i.e., that the initial movement of the one would he, 
nearly aa much before that of the other, as the crest would be later; and in this case the meah; 
of the two would probably give a result nearly cleared of the effects of the difference. " 

I am not prepared to advance a decided opinion on the best treatment. I believe thnt 
Treatments of resnlta. the wave time is the more probable eource of the ditferenke, 

and that, therefore, the initial results are to be preferred.. I, 
held this opinion from the beginning, but the idea of syphon time did not occur till later, ' h id  
it now seems to me that it is probably to a certain extent responsible, particu1arly.a~. a sligllt 
illspection of the record shows a marked relation between the difference in the heights of 'the' 
waves, and the diiTerence of the wave or syphon time, at  the two stations. On the othef 

' . 8 '  



hand, there is the fact, that when the cable was changed in the measurement Aden-Suez, the 
sign of the wave time differem was reversed, although the same recorders were used as before. 

The difference of clocks has been taken out in two ways-(1) by using the initial signals 
only, and (2) by taking a mean between the initial and crest results. 

The difference of longitude has, however, been deduced only from the "initial disturb- 
a m . "  This is somewhat arbitrary, and i t  would be satisfactory to obtain an opinion as  to 
the best treatment, by an electrician who should have access to the results of all battery and 
cable tests, taken while our work was in progress. 

Such an opinion, so far as I have been able to get it, viz., from Mr. Smith, Superintend- 
ent of the Eastern Telegraph Com~any in Bombay, who, however, was not ao thoroughly nc- 
quainted with the facts as desirable, is in favor of the course adopted. 

I n  the present case i t  is after all more a matter of curiosity than importance, the quanti- 
ties being small, and their signs such that they nearly cancel in the whole measurement 
Bombay-Suez. 

I should certainly not recommend both initials and  crest^ being read in future, but initials 
only, while a few crests might dso be read in order to com- 

Recommendation for flidPnce in pnre the wave times. lmprovemente in signalling would 
f utnre. probably make the initials as good as the crests for reading, 
and the saving in time would be great, as the trauscription of these t a p  ie very laborious. 

Bes7tlts oblaincd. 
Of the three land measurements executed, two, viz., vizagapatam-~adras, and Vizaga- 

patam-Bellary, combined with Madras-Bellary, measured in,  
Resnlta of the wanon's work 1875-76, complete a circuit, the closing error of which is 

0a-041~0'.018. This is disappointing, inasmuch as it is considerably greater than any similar 
e m r  of the work done in 1875-76, but I cannot consider it surprisingly large. Unfavourable 
*&her may have something to say to it, cloudiness being certainly likely to interfere with 
even the observations obtained. E'or a plausible explanation, however, we need not look farther 
than the uncertainties found to exist in our personal equation, as the daerence between its 
values by the deterininations preceding and following these measurements amounted to 01.1)5:1 
and Oa.046 for CN -Hn and C8 -Ha respectively. 

It is true that the equation afEected both these arcs with the same sign, but the question 
is one of constancy, and the uncertainty seems quite sufficient to account for discrepancies of 
08-02 or (r.03. Indeed, i t  may probably be assumed that any agreement within 0'-03 is more 
or less fortuitous. 

l'he arc Mangalore-Bomllay, combined with Madras-Bombay, measured in 1875-76, and 
3fadras-Mangalore of 1872-73, d o r d s  another circuit, the closing error of which anlourits 
to no less than P.354, the meashrement of 1872-73 being in defect. 

This is contrary to my expectatiom, as I hoped to find a close agreement, proving that 
the effect of the faults of NO. 2 telescope during 1872-73 had been nearly eliminated in the 
whole measurement. I can only regret now that I was rash enough to make any prediction 
regarding tbe results obtained from thnt telescope in the condition i t  was in at the time. 

The longitude of the Madras Observatory, wliich results from combining our measure- 

~ i l  longitude of  IS. ments between Madras and Suez, with the longitude of Suez 
supplied by Sir G. Airy, is 5h. 20"'. 59'. 416, being 28.116 in 

excees of the value hitherto adopted, as given in the Nautical Almanac. 
The effect of the season's operations is therefore to remove India, theoretically, about 2,000 

feet farther from England ! 
Tables of our results, with explanations, are appended 

Tables of mult6. to this report. 
. 1; these are included the elements of certain points fixed by triangulation at Aden, tlie 

hta of origin being our longitude determination of this year, and the latitude observed by 
Captain Heaviside. 

The position (by our traverse) of the point a t  Suez used for determinations of longitude, 
in connection with Lord Lindsay's transit of Venus Expedition of 1874, is also given. - - 

The uncertainties of pe~*sonal equation must, I fear, always remain the great bar to ob- 
taining in longitude observations, a degree of acculacy which 

equation the limit to will compare favourably with that arrived a t  in the best deter- 
MY. minations of latitude, but there is room for improvement, 
nqd I hope the next series of observations entered upon will find us better armed against this 
giir worst enemy. 

There has always been a weak point in the difference of power used with the two tele- 

JJetermination open to improvement. 
scopes, owilig to that of one eye-piece being about double thnt 
of the other. \Ire have done what we could to obviate this 

by determining personal equation equally with both instruments, but this could, of course, only 
be looked on as a rough remedy. A new eye-piece has now 

xYthBmaticd htrument Depart- been made in the Matliematical Instrument Department, Cat- m a t .  
cutta, of the same power as the best of the original pair, and 

this should bring the circumstances of personal equation, as determined, much more in accord 



with those exsting during w t d  observations, and it may be hoped will effect a correspouding 
improvement in results. 

Another minor point hae been attended to by the addition of a few ordinary spectacle 
lenses, sliding loosely in a cap to be put on the eye-piece, so as to allow of the same focus of 
the eye-piece being used for two different sighted observers when taking divided transits, one 
obaerviug with the spectacle lens and the other without. The focus of the eye-piece cannot 
be changed while taking such observations, nnd me have hitherto only been able to work in 
that way because the observers happened to have nearly the same eye-sight. 

The great desideratum, however, is some contrivance for measuring absolute personal 
equation mtisfactorily. 

I have designed a simple instrument for this purpose, which I hope will answer the chief 
objecb in view, viz., to afford a close imitation of a real star transit, and to be easily brought 
into use during any available interval of a few minutesJ duration. A detailed desciiption cannot 
be given here; suffice it to say, that an imitation star mill automatically record on the chrono- 
graph its transit across a series of wires, while the observer records the same events in the 
usual way. 

This instrument is now being constructed in the Mathematical Instrument Department,, 
Calcutta, and I propose c a b  i t  an "idiometer," for which name I am indebted to Major 
Hemhel, R.E. 

* Abstract o f  final Results o f  1875-76. 

... A L Bolarum-Bombay ... ... ... ;2:&.849*.659 
,, Bellary-Bombay ... ... ... . . . .  16:26.969f.0114 

,, Born-Bellary ... { Observed 
Deduced 

... AL Madm3-Bolanun ... ... ... 6:54.69*.0109 
... , , Madras- Bellary ... ... ... 13:16.563+0112 - 
... Deduced ... ... 6:21-871-C.0156 

... , Bol-m-Bellary ( Observed ... ... 6:2le88=O121 ... - 
Difference ... ... 0.012e0198 

AL Bolmm-Bombay ... ... 
... ,, MLdadras-Bolarum ... 

(1) Madras-Bombay ... ... .. 
,, Bellary-Bombay ... ... 

... ,, Madras-Bellary ... 

,, (2) Madras-Bombay ... ... 
Difference between (1) and (2) 
Meen of (1) and (2) ... 

CIRCUIT 111, 1873-73 and 1875-76. 

... ... ... A L Madras-Bellq ... 13:16-56S.0112 

... ... ,, Bangdore-Bellary ... ... 2:37--0126 
# ---- 

... Madma-Bangalore d e d n d  ... ... 10:39.199* .0169 

... ,, Do. m~aenred in 1873 ... ... 10:39.~+.0102 



Expla?rata'on of  t e r m  uaed in accompanying etatencent%. 

Cx-Cs : HN-Hs, respectively, indicate Captain Campbell's and Captain HeavisideJs 
absolute equations between the observations of stars of north and south aspect, 
(see report, para. 43). 

CN --HN : CS -Hs , are similarly the relative equations for combining the observations 
by both oficers of north and south aspect stare Igara. 44). 

AL is generally, "difference nf longitude." 
ALh : ALS , are values of AL deduced from observations of all stars ; where observation 

of stars of south aspect are reduced to north aspect, by the equations CN-CS 
H N -H s, for ALN, und vice vered for (see report, para. 44). 

Cr-H,, is the trxnsc~ibing equation (para. 4.6). 
p is the retardation of signals between stations on land lines. 

Dedlcction of Jinal values of Captaim Campbell and Heavkside'a relative permnut 
equations, CN-HN, 4 CS.-Hs. 

For cable measurements, executed subsequent to April 9th, 1877, the last detemined values am 
adopted, uiz. :- 

' I  

Cs - HN = + 0 3 0 ,  Cs - Hs - - 0'026. 

The values of each observer's N-S equation are as below :- 
8 8 

' 

for arc Vizagapatam-Madras HN - Hs = + 0.015, CN -- Cs = + 0.077. 
9, 9 ,  -Bellary ,, + 0.033, ,, + 095S. 
,, Mangalore -Bombay ,, + 0.026, ,, + 0.046. 
,, Bombay -Aden j 9  + 0.006, ,, + 0.074. 
,, Aden -Suez ~9 + 0.022, ,, + 0.058. 

For land memurements, carried out between December 1876 and April 1877, means of the 
above are adopted, viz.  :- 

v 0 

CN - HN - f 0.083, Cs - Hg = + 0.019. 

i BY STABS OF SOUTH ABPBCT. 

Dnte. 

BY ST- OF ~ O U T H  ABPBCT. 

Mean value 

c, --?& 

s 
+0057 

'069 

,071 

Weight 

(4 

48 

38 

28. 

Telescope. (0 )  X ( 4  

2 736 

2.622 

1.988 

Mean Value 
C, -H, 

l a )  

Weight 

( w )  

8 

$0.084 

8 

+0'?4 

.I25 

'150 

( a )X (w)  

38 

56 

64 

1876. ' 1  
4.712 

7.000 

0.600 

December 16th 

,, 18th - 
,, 19th . 

s u b  8 

General Mean =-,--' = +el35 
2. w 

4 6 4 4  

.888 

.876 

12.726 

-0.028 

.004 

.025 

-042 

No. 1 

Ditto. 

No. 2 

8 
4 0 2 6  

23 

222 

36 

303 

1877. 

April 4th ... ... 
,, 5th ... ... 
,, 7th ... ... 
,, 9th ". ... 

E a  6- 8 

General Mean = -- + 0'030 2 w 

- 
Fi?baz vuluer adopted. 

9 

+ :  93 

.OF2 66 i - ,027 23 

NO. 3 

Ditto 

No.1 

Ditto 

+O'i€5 

2.139 

3.380 

4 6 2 1  



Abstract of resltltiag values of dzeretrce of loagitude, Season 1836-77. 
' 

da 
m 

Detail8 for land wlre mepsnrement.. Vlugapatam-Madras. 

By W. Clock. I I I I I 
I 

By E. Clock. 

ALS7 ... ... ... 
ALs-,, , ... ... 

'Bornby-Aden. Vizagapnbm-Bellq. 

m I 
12: 9'863 

9.791 

... ... *LN + 
ALg + ... ... 

P 

Mean a L  ... 12: 9 796 26: 26.389 8: 7.369 I - m a  a ... C,-HT ... - -011 .O00 '000 Final value of AL 1 : 51 : 19'983f '015 

LI~udom-Bornby. Detail6 for cable meaauementn. 

Whence 6 . L ~  ... ... ... CTHN - 
... ... AL 

Again, ALs ... . . 
... ... CS -He 

AL ... .- 

Final AL .... .-.,. 12: 9'786 26: 28.389 
f 0.008 

Alsop ... .... 
"' I +@om 

m a 
26: 26'410 

26388 

12: 9.902 
9'84.0 

I cn 
Length of wire used ,. ... .600 miles. 897 milea. 960 miles. 1) 

ICI P 

12: 9.878 
- '083 

12:9.795 

12: 9.816 - Q19 

12: 9.796 

m s 
8 : 1'396 

7.375 

%: 26.491 
28.469 

26: 26.4E1 
- *083 

- 

26: 26368 

26: 26428 
- -019 

26: 26409 

By dock ~b 0, ... 
CN-HN, or C,- H, ". 

C, -H, -. ... 

8: 7.484 
7.M 

8 : 7.450 
-'OR3 

8: 7.347 

8: 7.409 
-'019 

8: 7'390 

1 h -6lm 

Corrected resulting valaea 1 Mean ::: 

B 
ALN=19-912 

-*030 
+.011 

~ k l 9 ' 9 6 3  1 ~ L l 9 - 9 4 1  

aL=l9.947+0 026 

I 
... By longitode etare ... 

CN-HN, or C8 -Ha ... ... 
... C, -H ... 

... Corrected resulting veluea 

Mean ... 

a 
Ah =19.904 

+ a 6  
+.Oil 

AL =%YO21 

-Q30 
+moll 

AL, =20.002 

aL =19.963 

+926 
+.011 

a L s  =19 990 

a t l W 9 9 6 ~ @ 0 1 6  



Deduced . . . Madm-Beuav { Observed 18 75- 76 . . . 

' A L Mangalore--Bombay ... 8 : m7.3;9*~.b13 
,, Medrm-Bombay, observed 1875-76 . . . 29 :43534f 0.010 

Deduced . . . 
" Mh-M8"@10re ( Observed 1872-73 . . . 

RemCts Of&?UaOn8 1876-76 a d  1876-77, wmbined to aford $mat v a k e  of A L Hadtad- Bombay, 

showa the meanred 

the qmtitiea am es below. 

A Yemuredin1875-76 = 16m::26.\59'f 0.011' 

c = 2 z : @ . b 9 * - ' ~  
D=I 6:2lm883*.O12 

A =(C-D) deduced ,, - - 16:26.96W013 
B Measnred - - 13:16.563fo.011 

E= 6:54.692*.011 
D= 6:21m883*.012 

B =(E+D) deduced ,, - - 13: 16.575W016 
F=25:26.389*.008 
G=12: 9-785f-012 

B = (F-G) deduced 1876-7 - - 13: 16.60W.014 

IPAence, using combination weights. 
m I a 

AL Madnre-Bellsry, Mean A = 16:26.962*009 

AL Bellmy-Bombay ,, B = 13:16.57W008 

m a a 
AL M-Bombay, A + B = 29:43.54W0.012 

The measurement D enters twioe in the above deduction, which therefore is not quite r i g o m .  



Reaulting value of the Eongituda of Hadras. 

Longitude of Mokattim, East of Greenwich ... - : 
: 6'3m Supplied by $Ir .... 3 I ., Suez, Mokattam ... ... ... 0: 6 : 6.917 1 G. Airy. 

,I ,, Aden . , ,, Suez ... ... ... I 0 :49 :42.666 jG. T. qurrey, 

,, ,, Bombay . ,, Aden - C - , 1 : 61 : 19 983 1876-77' 

... ., ,, M a d m  ,, ,, Bombay - 

1. m. r .  
The longitude of Mndrae ss giveu in the Nautical Almanac = 6 : 20 : 67.3. 

'Longitude of Madm east of Greenwich ... ... - 

dden Iriangdalion. 

6: 20: 69'418 

The outer wall of the room in which thapeudulurns wers rwang by b p W n  Heavi-iJe ia 1673, is 86 fuot d u u t  ~ K I I V  this 8 t a t . i ~ ~  
h dkecrion 1' lu '  w e ~ t  of muth. 

E b l r  o j  tk Point.. 

... Longitude station ... ... ... ... 
Lord Lindsay's station* ... ... ... 

Interreefed Poink. 

... Sham Sham ilagstaft ... ... ... ... 

... ... Residenc~ , ... ... ... 
Balnting Her ,, ... ... ... ... ... 

... LigU-ship (outer) ... ... ... ... 
Light .house (M arsbg) ... ... ... ... 
Hemy's flagstaff .., ... ... ... .., 

T h e  pillars w e d  for the  longitude  observation^ i n  counection with  Lord Lindsay's Transit of 
8.  

Venus expedition of 1874, were found by traverse to be 0.0.25 west snd 29' south of our longitude 

station. Whence their- 

1 2 O  %' 27 'QO 

12 47 14 70 

12 46 30.30 

12 46 fill 

12 47 20.85 

12 47 $0.45 

18 45 43.03 

12 47 3'53 

h. m. r .  
Longitude=2 : 10 : 13.212, and latitude (approximate) 2gn 57' 56.' 

-- - - - - -- - - 

4.P 5 8  W".JO 

44 58 11-56 

46 0 41.86 

4 68 W16 

4% 63 5849 

44 5rr ~N:B 

45 3 1974 

4 b  58 42.69 

1- . -. 

8. 

The transit instrument of the Colaba Observatory was found by measurement to be 0.134 t o  

.-.- - - 

t h e  west of our  longitude station. Whence- 

A.  m. s 
Longitude of Colaba Observatory transit  in i ihent=4:  51 : 15.742 east of Greenwich. 

I v 



Mean reaalls ~egal-ding tAe retmdatinr, of' signals tArougA t h  cabkr. 
- - -- - 

The quantities tabulated am halrea of the dobble retardations 
to and In, deduebd from the elwk c ~ r n p r i m ~ l s .  

BETABDATION ACCORDING TO CURRENT 
AT EACH (EART OB WEST) 

bTATll IN. 
Part of ckUd 

observed. 1 .  w . / e  w . 1 ~  a . J r  n. 

BOYBAY-ADRN 

(New cahle) length 2172 mil- ;.. ... ) 

Initial 0'266 0.270 C277 0258 
N e w  cable, 1683 niiles ... ... 

' ( 1  crest 1: 1 0'617 0'499 p499 1 0.616. 

ADEX-SUEZ 

Old ahle, 1655 mil es... ... ... 1 

Ware or r.ypjon limes. 
. - .. -- -. . - - - .~ - ----. -- -- - 

Initial ... 
Crest .. 

Initial ... 

Extract from the Narrative Beport, dated 16th January 1878, of J. B. N. Hennessey, Eq., 
MA, in charge Computing Office. 

On Mr. Cole's departure on furlough, 21st March 1876, the Calculating and Printing 
branches of the Computing Office were placed under Major Herschel, and the Drawing and 
Photozincographing branches under Captain Thuillier. This arrangement continued in effect 
until the return from furlough of Colonel Walker. Shortly after, I was directed to resume 
charge of the Office in all its four branches : Captain Thuillier then reverted to other duties ; 
but Major Herschel continued to render aid in the supervision of the Calculating and Printing 
branches until the reduction of the North-East Quadrilateral was completed. 

6. The following cost-table of work done in the Calculating branch is similar to the one 
exhibited last year; it differs from its predecessor in that, the 

Calcnlating bmnch. number of classea of work has been reduced, by suitable 
grouping of the former classes, from 15 to 10 :- 

Cost-table in Rupee8. 
-- . - d  *. 

i: 
Cusrss.  

m z 

8 

0.285 

0'533 

3. Records, Library ... 19 
2. Compntationa ... 439 
3. Accounts, returns, corre- 

spondeuoe ... 151 
4. Supply ... ... 107 
6. Press copy ... ... 434 
6. Press proof8 ... 3.18 
7. Charts ... ... 159 
8, Stations ... ... 178 
9. Lmve, Holidy ... 146 

10. Meteorology, Miscellaneau~ 146 
-- . 

TOTALI ... 2,127 
.---.- I 

0.806 

A m  and cabln. 

- 

BOMBAY-ADEN 

h'ew cable ... ... 

Old cable ... ... 
ADEN-$uEZ 

New cable ... ... 

2 
0'278 

0'482 

&eat ..., 0.;~67 

Dlfferenw Llmib between which the 

0204 

N. of rdwa of each 
sign. V A L V I ~  AT 

- 

euL 1 went. 

2 
0'282 

0-505 

0'633 

8. 

0'256 

0.290 

0 2U) 

J 

0'286 

0.549 

0'299 

8. 
0,209 

0'266 

0.241 

It.-W. 1 diferenoas vary. - 

+ 

0.286 

0547 0'641 

-- 

2. 

--036 

+ W 8  1 

+ 098 10 

- - - .-. 

R. 1 8.  

+047 

-0 036 

~ 0 0 1  

- - 

+.I85 

-236 

-'051 



DIAGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE REPORT 01 

by Major W.M. Campk 

Earth 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 





7. The following particulars are due to the classes named in the foregoing :- 

thlculating branch. Particulrvs of (1). Records, Li8rary.-The crowded st& of the rooms 
work. available compelled the adoption of contrivances for affording 
all practicable relief. Every year brings a sensible accession to our field records, as each exe- 
cutive officer makes his annual deposit; to this, add the considerable quantity of printed 
matter, amounting, in the 11 months under review, to no less than 3,35,000 prints, and some 
idea will be formed of the space required for stowing away the documents, EO that they s3all be 
safe and accessible. The simultaneous reduction of the Nortb-West and South-East Quadri- 
laterals afforded an opportunity for packing away their original records ; this has becn done in 
convenient racks, after suitable paging, indexing, &c. ; and i t  is further intended ta roughly 
bind these papers in course of time. 

8. Clause 2.-Computations- 
N. E. Q.-Reduction taken up at elimination h m  39th equation, and mnduded. 
8 .  E. Q.-Reduction of South PQresnlth and South Mnlhncha Series begun nnd concluded. 
N. W. Q.-Reduction of Jodhpur Series camed ~s far as wmputntion of co-efficient8 of the errom Y, Z. 
S. W. Q.-Data collected (in part) for investigation of final weights. 

Principal Icriangrlatwn in general (in dulp Eicate) . 
Weighta, computed ,.. ... ... ... 
Spherical excesses, computed ... ... ... 

... Reduction of simple figures, computed or corrected ... 
,, of compound 1, ... ... 

... Triangles, computed or conwted" ... ... 
,, arbitra correctionn a plied in - 

Latitudes, longituZ8 and azimutfs, computed (sinel; hednctions) ... 3,  9, n 9, (2nd deductions) 
$9 9, w corrected 

computed (3rd kuct ions):  1: 
Fle igk ,  m & d  and adGsted ... ... ... 

... Azimuths (sstronomical), com nted ... ... 
... ... 3, 9, part!P, computed 

Non-circuit azimuths, computed or examined ... ... ... Auxiliary figures, computed ... ... 

Secondar~ triaprgulation in general (in duplicale). 

Travemes, computed . . , ... ... ... 1 
... Trinnglen, computed and adj&ted ... ... ... 128 

... Latitudes, longitudes and azimuths, computed or corrected ... 179 
Heights, corrected ... ... ... ... ... lot4 

9. Clase 3.-Accounts, returns, correspondence, as usual. 
10. Chaa 4.-Snpply. Data in manuscript has been snpplied to 21 officers; and abont 

880 deepatches of maps, charts, forms, and books have been made. 
11. Cka8s 5.-Press copy. 
N. W. Q.-Re-transcribed, revised and compared degree lists 29 to 40 of North-West 

Himalaya series ; and prepared a general alphabetical list of names of all the stations and  point^ 
fixed on this series. 

S. E. &.-Azimuthal observations completed. Some re-transc?nption and a good deal of 
re-comparison found necessary in the matter set up for thc synoptical volumes. Differences oE 
height and height aimve mean sea-level revised for the East Coast Seriee. 

N. E. Q.-Orthography of principal stations examined and revised ; alphabetical and 
numerical lists prepared for the Assam, East ('alcutta. Brahmnput~a and Eastern Frontier 
Series. Descriptions prepared for the Budhon, Rangir, Karhrtl, East ('nlcutta, Brahmaputnr 
and Eastern Frontier Seriea. Reduction of figures, principal triangles, and synopses of 
latitudes, longitudes and azimuths prepared for the entire quadrilateral; and daerences of 
height about half-ready. Abstract oE angles prepared for the Budhon, Ranglr, Assam and 
Brahmaputra Series; and the table of "sums of squares" prepared for the Assam, East Calcutta, 
Brahmaputra ahd Eastern Frontier Series. 

S. W. &-Alphabetical and numerical lists prepared, and descriptions of stations partly 
prepared for all the series of this quadrilateral ; also abstract of angles prepared for the Bombay 
Longitudinal Series. 

Sorctirmn Trigon.-Abstmt of angles prepared for the South Konkan, Mangalore, and 
Madras Meridional and Longitudinal Series (needs comparison to a large extent). 

Hi8cellanem~s.-Central Provinces, Hyderabad and Bombay, authorized lists of spellings of 
proper names re-arranged alphabetically for office use. Copy of spirit levelled heighb, No. 2 
Southern India, examined prior to sending to press. Introduction to volume of the Great 
Arc Series, Section 18" to 2-bO, and Appendix No. 7 to Volume I1 of the Account of the Opera- 
tions, &c., prepared. 

12. Clnee 6.-Press prooh. These are not susceptible of explanatory remarks. AII 
estimate of the labour involved is supplied by the fact that 17 per cent. of the entire working 
power of the Calculating branch was necessarily absorbed by this subject. ' . 



... ( Madras Coast and Ceylon Connection, Season 18i5-76 
$ Jodhpur Seriee, Season 1875-76 ... ... ... 

... ( Jepulmere aud Bdmer Minor Serie~. Season 1875-76 
'2 4 Eastern Frontier Senee, Season 1875-76 ... ... 
2 Thayetmyo, Prome and M.vanoung Triangulation, Season 1875-76 2 ( Pegu. Rangcon and Coast Triangulation, L i l s v l ~  1811-76 

[Assam Valley Triangulation, Sewon 1876-76 ... 
Charts of Spirit Levelling Operations, Nos. 13, 19, 26, 39 
Index Chart of S. W. Q. Triangulation ... ... 
Chart shewing all the prinoipal stiltions in Hyderabxd . . .  
Chart to i l l u s t ~ ~ t e  Spirit Levelled Heights, KO. 2 Southeru Iudis 
N. W. Himalaya Series, Degree Sheets Nos. 22 to 4l ... 

... Reduction Chart S. E. Quadril~teml . . .  
... ... Great Arc Seriee, Section 18 'to 24', No. 2 
... Bilaapur Series, No. 1 ... ... 

Pages. 
6 

Sheets. 
1 
1 
1 
1 in part. 
1 
1 
1 in part. 

. - -  - - --- - 

14. CI,tso 8.-Stations. Ten duplicate lists added, making a total of 323 settled districts 
accounting for 3,010 principal shtious, and leaviug a b u t  20 dictricts yet to be settled. Feur 
llew lists accounting for 14 stations, a ~ l d  42 duplicate or s ~ p ~ l e r n e t l t a ~ ~ ~  lisb descriptive 
392 stations supplied (several in duplicate) to district officials. 

16. The work allnually performed or proportionally deduced may be briefly stated thus 
where the unit of a page is as hhjretofore taken a t  a certain standard size m k e  the total 
numbers comparable. 

- -- 
I 

Pages mmposed ... 1,420 1 1 ,am 1 = / y i  81,535 

,, printed ... 
! 

- - 
The total pages composed during the eleven months under review may be sub-divided tllus- 

... For vo lu~es  of the Great Trigonometrical Survey ... ... 1,098 
,. Charts, memos., &c. ... ... ... ... ... %JO 
,, Annual Report . . .  ... ... ... ... 88 
,, Peqphlet of spirit-levelled heights ... ... ... 21 - 

Total ... 1,4117 

The large increase in the out-turn of printed pages is partly due to fortuitous cireumshnoes, 

PHOTOGRAPHIC BRANCH. 
17. The followiag are $tails of the work executed by this Branch. 

Maps. 

I I I 
Sumror. 

- 
... ... Prints of maps in former years 

Goalpara Forent Map ... *.. 1 For Forest Department I ... Palamau ,, ,, 
Ranikhet Map, Skeleton, reduced ... ... ... 

When poMisheQ 

... ... October 1876 
1, ,, ... 

I $ 8  ... 

No. of 
parts. 

('ruzerat Survey, Sheet NO. 14, Sectiou 16 ... ... I ,  ... 
I)ehra Dliu and Siwilik Survey, Sheet NO. XVI For Forest U 4  

,, ,, ,, XVII I partment 

' Average. lor a twulve-mouth, 

No. d copies 
printed. 

1 
1 

,I 9. . . . .  
Inde; to Debra Dlin and Siwilik Survey ... ... 

,, Jaunaar Survey , . .  ... ... 
Spirit Levelling Olsrations, No. 42 ... ... ... 
h i k h e t  Map, Contoured, reduced ... . . . .  ... 

... ... 1nde.x to adzerat Surve ... ... % ,, to Trinngulution p the Great Trigonometricl~l Survey of 
Indik For Oficiating Superintetldrut's Administration 
Report, 1876-76 ... ... 

,, to main lines of 1evels'i;oduoed soA) ... ... ... Map. For Captail) Biddulph ... ... 
B y w q h  Forest Map. For Forest De artment ... - 
Kumaun and Garhwnl, Shuet No. 20, ~eeletou . . . . . . .  

112 
1 w . . . . .  . . . . .  9 

9 ,  . . . . .  
. . . . .  

... Deueu~ber ,, 

9 ,  I ,  ... 
, ... 
,) - 

I,  I. ... ... 

46 1,437 

Debra Dlin and Siwblik Survey, Sheet. No. XVIII 
I,  9, ... - I9  39 

, > I, ,, 9 ,  =v11 . I,  ... 
- -__-- - . . . 

1 
1 
1 

1 149 
424 

1 115 

. 
87 

, 436 . 

I 
494 

1 

645 
d 531 

88 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

100 
158 
146 
140 

1p 



Mnps--continued. 

Bnarwr. 

Bpirit Leveling Operations, No. 19 ... ... ... 
... ... ... 9 11 8 )  ,, 25 . . . .  ... ... n t ,. 41 

Index to Kattywnr Survey - ... ... ... 
Hyde~ab~id Territory, Skeleton Map, showin:: Sub-divisions and 

Great Trigononietrical Survey P r ~ n c i p ~ l  Statiolls ... ... 
Index to Trian ulation, S. W. Q ~ ~ ~ d r i h t e r a l  ... 
Dehn Dhn a n f ~ i w i l i k  Survey, Sheet No. XLI. ~ b ;  Forest De- 

partment ... 
Kumaun and ~ar'i;whl, sheet' NO. 21, codtoured ... - 
Guzerat Survey, Sheet No. 81, Section 7 ... ... ... 

... ... ., ,, , ,, ,, 1 4  ,# 13 ... 
... ... ... s, 9, 9,  n 149 9,  15 

Kattywar Survey, Sheet No. 36 -. ... 
Dehra D3n and SiwBlik Survey, Sheet No. XXXV.'" For Foreat 

Department ... ... ... ... 
Guzerat Survey, Sheet No. 8i;'~ection 15  ... - 
Kelty war Survey, sheet No. 45 ... ... 
Dehrlr L)6n and SiwBlik Surrey, Sheet N~. 'XXV ... ... 
Kumann and Gnrliw81. Sheet KO. 19, Skeletbn ... 
Hueeoorie and Landour Survey, Sheet No. 13, ~keleto;1.,'2nd Editior: 

,, ,, ,, ContOurcd ,. 
Kattywar Survey, Sheet No. IOa ... ... 
Kumnun and Gar4wa1, Sheet NO. 11, ~kel&on ... ... 

... s 5 s p  2 4  s, 

n 8 ,  1 s  9,  30, P* ... 
... . ,, ,, ,, 7, ,, 

Queerat Survey, Sheet No. 81, Sc-tion 8 ... ... ... 
Kattywar Survey. Slleet No. 37 ... ... - 
Queerat Survej, Sheet No. 82, Section 2 ... ... -. 

... ... I. ,I I$ 1p 82, ,, 5 

... s $9 s t  1 s  81, ,, 16 - . a .  

1, 9 9  9, 819 9 ,  14  ..- ... - 
spi;t Leveling Operations, No. 39 ... ... 
Quzerat Snrvey, Sheet No. 81. Section 13 - ... 

... ,t 9, 9 ,  ss 83, 1, 4 ... 

... ... 99 $9 v 9. 14 v 14 
Spirit Leveling Operntions, h'o. 26 ... ... 
Quzernt Survey, Sheet No. 80, Section 16"  ... ... 

When published. 

January 1877 ... 
. . .  ,, 

Bp )I . . 
Is -. I 

,. , ". 
February .. - 

,, ... 
9, - 

&la;& I( - 
9 -9 - 

,* $9 ..a 

, ,, ... 
April 1, - 

9 8  t. ... 
9, ,.... 

,I 

$ I  1 9  - 
,, ,, -- 

,, . .  
Mny ,, ... 

,, ., ... 
$ 9  91 ... . . . . .  s, -- 

. . . . .  . . . .  
9. - 

June ,, -. 
11 8 ,  ... 
ss 1 3  - 
91 1 )  - 
99 . . . .  

. . . . .  ,, ... 
July I, - 

v v  )I  - - -  . . . . .  
,, ... 

Augrrst I ,  -. 

110 
109 
107 

... I S  3, i t  $9 82, 9, 1 9 ... 

... 8s 8, ss 11 a* 9, 3 9, - 

... , , 4 ,, 2 ... / .. . . . . .  
K R ~ ~ W R ~  ~:rvey, Sheet No. 38 ... ... ...I .. ,, ... 
R~)nte Map, illuutratin!: the Mullah's explorntions in 1876 ... ,, ... 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 -- 

117 

silver 

Dehrn Dlin aud SiwDik Survey, Sheet No. XXX ... ... 
Spit i t  Leveling Operations, No. 13 ... ... ... 
M ussoorie and Landour, Sheet No. 19,-Sl;eleton, 2nd Edition ... 

... ,I ,. ,, ,, 19, Contoured ,, 

400 

96 
29 

133 
108 
106 
119 
107 
135 

14C 
107 
134 
142 
166 
36 
37 

136 
166 
166 
163 
170 
88 

133 
85 
87 
87 
85 

119 
87 

' 90 
86 

111 
89 

. 87 
86 
87 

136 
606 
134 
110 
36 
36 
(0 

37 
143 
87 
W2 
88 

123 --- 
12,348 

prints (59 

,, ... 
September .. - 

. . . . .  
,, ... 

subjects) were prepared for the use of the eugmvers aud for Executive Officers. 
CAarCs. 

I, SI ,, ., 14, 9 ,  ." . . .  
,, ,, 16, . . I  :: 9,  ... 

~eh;; Ihln and ~i:;rllik Surve~.  Sheet NO.'%XII .'I. ... . . . . .  
Quzerat Survey, Sheet No. 14, Sectioh 4 ... ... ... 1 :: . . . .  

... ... n $9 1. ,1143 n 6 . . .  9 ... 

... ... ... 9 )  91 9 9  1, 14 ,s 7 w . . .  
Kattywar Survey, Sheet No. 60 ... ... ... I. I n  - 

... Totals 

Besides the foregoing, 108 blue-priuts mere issued, and 189 sets of 

- 

Bnwrm. 

North-West Hin~alaja Series, Degree Sheet No. 7, final ... 
... 91 , Y  3 ,  I* 9, ,, 14-16, $9 

... IS 9 ,  9. 9 )  B, ,1 6-6. ,, 
9, 9,  99 ,I ,, *I 12, 7 ... 

... 

When ?nbliahed. 

October 1876 .. 
. . . . .  
. , . . .  November 
. . . . .  ... 

Nn. of 
pW. 

-- 
1 
1 
1 
1 

)I  I, 9s 3s 9 ,  (9 19) 91  , December ,, 
... #I 1s B, ,, ,, 1, 10-11, ., 
... n rv  11 11 8-91 ,. 

... ... n n s, 9s m 18, 9,  

w 9s 1, 9s 9,  16-17, 9 ,  -. st ... 

No. of mpln 
printed. 

390 
376 
436 
362 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

... 

. 3% 
371 

. 377 
4'26 
431 
376 
367 
374 
67 

... . 7s , .S ,, 19, ,* I ~ e b k r y  ,, ... n 9 ,  -3 1. 9. ss X4 . t n  ... I, .. 9, 21, 99 

~ o d h i i r  Series, geamn 676.78, Numerical ... ... 
9 19 ma. 

. . . . .  
1. I( ... 



Ghr.ts-continud. 
- 

Svsnm. I When pobllahed. No. of No of co la / parts. 1 i r i n J  

North-Weet Himnlsya Series, Degree Sheet No. 22-23. Final 
... f 3. I, 9 9  9 ,  24, 9 ,  - I March 

9)  

I t  

. . . . .  ,, ,s 1 9  ,, ,, 25. . . . . . .  I 2 % '  . . . . .  / 
lad; ~ o & t  add ~evron  Connection Series, Seaeon 1876-76, 

... ... Numerical ... .., a 

Jeysulmere aud Balmer ;rim (Secondary), Season 1875-76, Nnmer- I 
ical ... ... 

North-West ~ i m a i a ~ a  ~erier;,'i)e~ree  hit No. 37, Final ... 
P J  19 I )  ,, St $, 31-35, ,, - 
$9 9s $ 3  . . . . s .  36-38, . . . . .  

9 I )  9 ,  I . . . . .  QO-34 . . . . .  
I, 11 9, , I,  8 ,  39-40, ,, - 
BB 11 91 9, $3 3'2-33, ,, -. 
99 9, $ 3  . . . . . .  28-29, . . . . .  

Eastern Frontier Seriee, Season 1876-76, Numerical.. . 
Thayetmyo and Prome Triangulation (Secondary), Season 1876-76, 

, I  

June 
I* 

$ 9  

9, 

... ... Numerical ... ... ... 
Pegu, Rangoon, and Coast Triangulation (Secondary), Season 
1876-76, Numerical ." ... ... 

b m  Valley fiiongulation,'1876-76, Numerical ... ... 
I I I 

Diagram. 

Polygons end other fipnres to illustrate figural reductions for Vols. of the 
Great Trigonometncab Survey, Bench Marks, kc. ... 

Profeaeional and OfEce Forms ." ... ... ... 

October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
July 
Auguat 

printed. B U B J ~ .  

Total ... 1 3,966 

When pubbhed. 

. 42&rnsting the work performed since 1812-73, we have- 

YXA~. I uapm /.aluep*nu. 1 s e r  pa.. 1 -8. I ohmmm. I PO- 

- 

... 1872-73 - - 6,910 Not Not 1 2,206 
reckoned. reckoned. / 

1873-74 i ... ..a a *  1 9.207 I 53 1 - i 2,027 

An abstract of the work executed daring the past five years stands thus,- 
- - 

Xnrnsa  o r  Prim. 

Bva~xm. 

1872-75. 1873-7* 187C76. 

... Map, Charts, and Diagrams ... 21,171 14,791 13,756+ 

Blnaprints and Silver-prints ... ... W 
reckoned. reckoned. 

Porma ... ... ... ... 24,219 
- 

The increase in the number of prints of Charts in 1876-77 is due chiefly to the copies 
required for ill~~stratirlg our synoptical volumes; the increase of maps in 1876-76-77 arises 
from a corresponding increase in the number of originals presented for phobzincography. 

Averages for a twelve month. 

1676-78. 

25,425 

138 

18,314 

lW6-f7. 

25,529 

297 

21,384 



.&awing Branch. . 

Jepulmere and Bslmer Minor Series, Seaeon 1876-76 
Secondary Triangulation-Pegu, Rangoon, and Coest, 

Seaeon 1876-76. 
Secondary Triangulation-Thayetm o wid Pmme and 

Myanaung t o w d  Bans& and Cape NegrsL, 
Season 1876-76. 

(18). The principa<work performed in this branch dnring the 12 month .ended 80th Sep- 
tember 1877 is detailed in the following table :- 

Examined and reported on 65 fair original mape of 
Kamaun and Garhw41, Kattywar, Quzerat, and 
Dehrs Dhdn and Siw4liks Surveys ... ... 

Examined 118 proofs of M a p  and Charta ... 
Colored 6,313 M a p  ... ... ... 

DX~OPIRIOS O? WORK. 

-- - 
COMPILATION. 

Map to illustr~te explorations made in connection 
with the operations of the Great Trigonometri- 
oal Survey of India in 1876 by "The Mullah," 

, with hill shading. 
Ma to illustrate Captain Biddnlph's route from 

8un.i vid Gilqit towards the Karambar Paas and 
to dun= with hill ~hsding. 

Chart to illuutrata the Eleetro-Telegraphic determi- 
. nations of differences of Longitude. 
Index to main liues of levels by the Great Trigono- 

metrical Surrey, 2nd Edition, with corrections and 
additions to 1876. 

Map of Trans-North-Western Frontier Region 
Bough Chart of the South-West Quadrilateral T:: 

anplation. 
Chart illustratin~the Reduction of the South-West 

Quadrilateral. 
Sketch Map of the Hyderabad Telritory, shewing 

sub-divisions and positions of principal stations 
of the Grent Trigonometrical Survey. 

Chart No. 1, illustrating SpiritLeveling Operations 
of the Great Trigonometricnl Survey in 187374. 

Chart No. 2, illtratrating Spirit Leveling Operations 
of the areat Trigonometric~l Survey in 1874.76. 

Sheet No. 13 of Spirit Leveled Heights - 
Do. , 19 do. do. ... - 
Do. ,, 26 do. do. ,. . 

do. Do. ,, 89 do. ... ... 
Do. ,, 63 do. do. ... 
Do. ,, 69 do. do ... ... 
Do. ,, 2 Dehra D i n  and Sidliks ... 
Do. ,, 24 do. do. rnrvey - 
Do ,. 32 do. do. do. ... 
Dp. ,, 40 do. do. do. ... 

FIHAL c a A ~ T 8 .  

Great Arc Seriee, Section 18' to 24' (Secondary Tri- 
angulation.) 

BilLpur Meridional Seriee ... ... 
Calcutta Longitudinal Seriee ... 
Jubbul re Meridional Series ... ... 
Bider ~ n g i t u d i n a l  S e r b  ... 

Ditto. 
Ditto. 

Ditto. 

(19). In addition t o  the foregoing duties, stock was taken in all the four branches, as 

Taki~lg Stock. 
usual shortly after 1st Janpary, of all q r d r ,  books and 
stores belonging to the office. , . . 

Brrrnu 

- .  - 

For Photozinc : Reduction to 4 scale. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. Beduation to wale. 

Ditto. 
Ditto. 

Ditto. Reduction to f scale. 

Ditto. 

Ditto Reduction to 4 soale. 

Ditto ditto + wale. 

Ditto. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 
Dltto. 
Mtto. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 
 itt to. 

Ditto Reduction to f d o .  

Ditto ditto. , 
Ditto ditto. 
Ditto ditto. 
Ditto dif to. 

Noun?.~ or 
I H T P I 1  O P  DIA- 

OPAYL 

(20). Tables of monthly meteorological resalte prz here- 
mth  appended as uauirl. , 

t 

8 a l 0  

1 inch 

1 

1 

1 

1 

... 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

. . . . .  
.. 
.. 
1 
1 
1 

2 

2 

... . . . . .  

c. 

... 

. 

... 

. . 

... 

... 

... 

.. 

... 

... 

.. 

... 

... 

... 

... 

. 
.. 

3 
2 
2 

I Miles. 

8 

8 

96 

1 4  
24 

12 

,lo 

10 

12 

2 

2 
2 

1 2  
1 2  
1 1  

1 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 



,UontAly meteo~ological remite taken from the Regieter kept a t  the Ofice of the Superintendent, Oreot Trigowmdrical hrvey of India, Dehra Du'11. ,% 

Nm.-The height of the Barnmetor Ciatern above mean WA-lerol at ~ar i ch l<s  8.232'41 feet 

YEJB AND ILIONTB. 

1876. 

Norember ... 

December . 

1877. 

January ... 

February ... 
March ... 

~ p r i l  . ... 
Mas ... 
June - 
J d ~  ... 
Angnet ... 
September ... 
October ... 

BABOM 

H. u. 

ETER. IIYGROXETEB. THERMOMETER. BAIN. WIND. CLOUD. 

a. m. a. M. H. Y; i Dnr BULB. WZT BULB. - 

6 
U 

- 

47'7% 

.838 

.901 

'824 

.736 

.751 

.678 

. 6 

459 

.625 

'573 

-770 

Y. 

i a 
k 

B 
B 
a 

27'766 

.844 

.861 

,775 

.709 

.673 

,554 

'447 

.386 

4.41 

' 5 i 2  

.747 

- 
S: 
% w 

27.874 

.951 

-973 

.890 

.820 

-784 

'671 

.610 

,640 

-649 

.677 

-869 

AT 9 SO A. 

i 
5 

27.650 

-729 

.lo8 

.497 

,604 

.SO7 

.368 

.257 

.SO8 

*256 

'409 

.634 

AT 9-SU P. Y. 

P 

.I 
S: 

i 

27'555 

-641 

.629 

431 

.526 

2 

.326 

'202 

'249 

.213 

'329 

'628 

At 9-30 A. Y. At 3-SO P. Y. 4 :: 

H ri ai 

i -- 2 -- 

27.687 51.7 .662 

.768 

-775 

,704 

.630 

.5W 

468 

.364 

.328 

,367 

-480 

*656 

62.5 88.6 

I 
-606 

45.81 .675 

I 

1 

47.1 1 -790 

46 '9  

62.6,  

66.4 

6'2.5 

70.5 

743 

73.3 

68'4 

58.6 

39.0 

47.4 

47.2 

46.8 

63.4 

55.4 

60.7 

69.0 

76.6 

74.7 

69'3 

67.5 

.785. 

-668 

-576 

-524 

.693 
I 

T30 

'717 

'633 

.605 

81.7 

815 

88.6 

92.5 

102.9 

113.6 

115.0 

111.5 

112.5 

109'3 

l (148 

-490 

564 

%39 

-435 

-4.26 

k26 

'478 

.641 

.635 

-637 

-486 

79.2 

37.0 

314 

30.0- 

48.0 

44.8 

65.8 

63.6 

66.0 

66.7 

60'7 

60.4 

43.0 

71-2 

71.8 

76.5 

88.3 

90.1 

104.0 

102-0 

95'7 

95.1 

92.0 

91'1 

62.8 

41.4 

31.9 

35.2 

45.8 

60.0 

69.0 

67.1 

68.3 

68.2 

64.0 

66.1 

66.0 

668 

66-6 

54.1 

64.5 

70.2 

79.1 

84.3 

83'0 

83.6 

80.6 

72.7 

- 

32.0 

611 

69.3 

6'2.1 

67.5 

51.0 

75.2 

81.2 

82.0 

82.0 

80.2 

. 7 4 3  

- - 

61.1 

28.8 

36.4 

33.8 

41.7 

43.4 

44.3 

65.0 

62.1 

62.8 

63'7 

4&9 

. - - -. 

... 
45.9 

48.5 

46.9 

54-7 

67.6 

62.3 

69.5 

73.9 

73.5 

69.7 

69.1 

- - 

... 
. 

8 

8 

10 

6 

8 

8 

11 

9 

3 

5 

- 

N.&W. 

. 

3.09 

4.41 

2.64 

1.92 

2 13 

440 

6.94 

9.07 

139 

-69 

- -- 

1 

N.W.&S 

W.&S.  

W.&S.  

W.N.&E. 

N.W.&E. 

E. & N. 

N.E.&W. 

N.&W. 

S .&W. 

N.N.&E. 

N.?J.&E. 

- - - 

2 

1 

4 

3 

5 

3 

2 

2 

6 

4 

2 

2 

2 

I 

4 

6 

6 

' 3 

3 

6 

4 

3 

3 











No. 189. 

Extract from the Proceedings o f  t i e  Government o f  In&a in the Departmetit o f  lecenue, 
Agriculture and Commerce,-dated Simla, the 191h Apr i l  1878. 

SURVEYS. 

R E S O L U T I O N .  

READ- 

Report on the operntions of the Great T~.igonometrical Survey during 1876-77, submitted 
by the 'surveyor General of India with Ilia letter No. dated the 9th March 1878. 

O ~ S E R V A T I O N S . - ~ ~ ~  field work of the Department during the year falls 
into the following classes :- 

1. Trigonornetrid Sumeye- 
(a) Primary. 
(6) Secondary. 

2. Topographical Surveys. 
3. Spirit-levelling operations. 
4. Longitude observstiona. 
6. Trana-frontier erplorstions. 

Of these the last was unrepresented in the Report for 1876-76 : the other four 
were carried on in continuation of the work of last yaw. 

2. The Trigonometrical parties were employed in the South of the Madras 
Presidency, on the Eastern Frontier in Burma, and in Sind, in primary triangu- 
lation ; and in Burma and. the Assam valley in secondary triangulation. The 
following is a .comparison of the outturn of work for 1876-77 with that for the 
previous year :- 

Year. No. of Mlagler. Arm covered in square mllea. Direct length in mllea No. of stations fixed. 
976-76 48 4,182 217 38 
1876-77 67 6,019 269 63 

Yeu. No. of triangles. Ares covered in sqnuc miles. Direet length in milea No. of otatlon~ and inta whom heights have 
been Etcrmined. 

The figures for secondary triangulation above given include work done by 
the topographical parties in Kattywar, Guzerat, and Kumaun and Garhwdl. 

The outturn of the year is thus in excess of that of the previous year under 
every head of principal triangulation ; under secondary triangulation the work 
done, though covering a smaller area, includes a larger number of triangles 
observed and stations fixed. I n  addition to the above, over 23,600 square 
miles of area (against 6,887 in the previous year) in the Himalayas and the 
mountainous portions of British Burma a number of points have been cjb- 
served trigonometrically. These results are extremely satisfactory. 

3. The topographical work was carried on in Kattywar, Guzerat, and 
Kumaun and Garhwhl ; in the first two of these it was in continuation of the 
w o k  of last year, and was on the scale of 2 inches to the mile ; the survey of 
Kumaun and Garhwtil, which had been suspended in 1875-76 to admit of the 



completion of the survey of the Dehra Dh, was resumed and fmished. The 
following is a comparison of the outturn of the two yeam in Guzerat and Katty- - 

war :- 
187676. 187877. 

Bquuemiles. Bquue &. 
W on 4 lnch mlr 

m m 4 ,  " 1'" { o n a h c h d e .  

Kattywsr .. 8,!2E3 on I  ,, 1,710 

The outturn of work in Kattywar is thus somewhat less than in the previous 
year ; the decrease is due to the fact that Major Pullan had a smaller staff of 
assistants to work with than in 1876-76. By the Kumaun and Garhw&l party 
an area of 870 square milea was triangulated for topogra hy, and areas of 969 i' and 64X) square miles were sketched topographicrally on t e respective scales of 
half an inch and one inch to the mile. The country in which this party 
worked waa of tho most diflicult c h m t e r ,  the average height at which operat-. 
tions were carried on being about 16,000 feet above sea level, while the 
snow-line, owing to the severe winter, was muoh lower than usual, and tha  
inhabitants of the u per valleys, on whom the surveyors depended for txmiage 2' and supplies, were etained in their winter quarters long beyond the ordinary 
time. The Governor General in Council congratulates the Department on the 
completion of this difficult and important field of work. 

4. . Spirit levelling operations were canrid on in Guzerat by Mr. Rendell, 
and covered 368i square miles. In 1876-76 they had been superintended 
by Captain Baird as well, and under these two ofRcers covered 420 square 
miles. 

5. Colonel Walker gives an intereating analysis of the tidal observa- 
tions taken in the Gulf of Cutch and at Tuticom, upon the calculations 
of which Captain Baird was employed, in co-operation with Mr. Roberta of the  
Nautical Almanac Oflice, during the y w  in England. Arrangements were 
made in July last for a systematic record of these obmatione at selected 
points on the coaat of India, and Captain B i r d  is now engaged in carrying 
out these arrangements under Colonel Walker's direction. 

6. Longitude observatioq were taken by Major Campbell and Captain 
Heaviside between Vizagapatam and Madras, VizapptaTn and Belky, a d  
BkngaJore and Bombay, completing the seriea of, o k ,  .3tiona in Southern 
India commend in 1872-73. These officers after finishing thia work pn>oeeded 
to determine the differences of longitude between Bombay, Aden, and Suez, 
by whioh the connection between England and India wrms completed. 

7. The section of the %port describing ELhahyan explomtione records 
the journey of one of the native explorers, known as the Mulla, through. a 
portion of the course of the Upper Indus, which haa long remained g e o p  
phically unknown ; the whole course of this river has thus at  last been 
mapped. 

8. Satisfactory progress appears to have been made in the calculating and 
publishing departments of the Head-Quarters' office. 

9. The Department lost at the close of the yeaz Lieutenant Gibbs, Assist- 
ant Superintendent attached to the Giuzemt Topographid p&y, a young 
officer of much promise. Since its close news has also been received of the 
death in England of Colonel Montgomerie, whose retirement in the course of 
the year 1875-76 was n o t i d i n  the review of that year's Report. 

OR~~~.-Ordered, that copy of this Resolution be forwarded to the 8ur- 
v eyor General of India . 

(True extract.) 

Ofg.  Secretmy to the Government of India. 
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